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"They gazed at God's Final Message to his Creation in 
wonderment, and were slowly and ineffably filled with a great 
sense of peace, and of final and complete understanding.
Fenchurch sighed. 'Yes,' she said, 'that was it.' They had been 
staring at it for fully ten minutes
before they became aware that Marvin, hanging between their 
shoulders, was in difficulties. The robot could no longer lift his 
head, had not read the message. They lifted his head,' but he 
complained that his vision circuits had almost gone.
They found a coin and helped him to the telescope. He 
complained and insulted them, but they helped him look at each 
individual letter in turn. The first letter was a 'w, the second an 'e'. 
Then there was a gap. An 'a' followed, then a 'p', an 'o' and an T.
Marvin paused for a rest.
After a few moments they resumed and let him see the 'o', the 
'g', the 'i', the 's' and the 'e'.
The next two words were 'for' and 'the'. The last one was a 
long one, and Marvin needed another rest before he could tackle 
it.
It started with T, then 'n' then a 'c'. Next came an 'o' and an 'n', 
followed by a 'v', an 'e', another 'n' and an 'i'.
After a final pause, Marvin gathered his strength for the last 
stretch.
He read the 'e', the 'n', the 'c' and at last the final 'e', and 
staggered back into their arms.
'I think,' he murmured at last, from deep within his corroding 
rattling thorax, 'I feel good about it.' The lights went out in his 
eyes for absolutely the very last time ever.
Luckily, there was a stall nearby where you could rent 
scooters from guys with green wings."
From: Douglas Adams, "So Long, and Thanks for all the Fish" 
Serious Productions 1984
Abstract
In recent years, the field for miniaturised analytical devices as well as 
micro-reactors and micro-mixers has grown rapidly. From this the need arose 
to also miniaturise and integrate sample preparation techniques such as 
extraction.
Therefore, technologies to build new devices faster and cheaper have 
become increasingly important. The classic processing technique for glass or 
silicon is photolithography followed by wet etching. Major time and cost 
factors in this process are the production of lithography masks. A process to 
design masks based on printouts on office printers and photographic 
reduction was therefore developed. The process is capable of producing 
masks with features as small as 20pm.
Furthermore a new process for bonding two glass slides with enclosed 
channels has been developed. The process was based on an intermediate 
polymer layer and allows the formation of a polymer coating inside the 
capillaries. The technique worked at low temperatures and allowed us to 
selectively coat capillaries etched in one slide but not to coat capillaries in the 
other slide.
The ability to selectively coat capillaries allowed the construction of a 
miniaturised liquid-liquid separator. The separator was based on different 
contact angles of solvents on different surfaces. In general, polar solvents 
have a low contact angle on polar surfaces while non-polar solvents have low 
contact angles on non-polar surfaces. At a junction where one arm has a 
polar surface and one arm a non-polar surface the phases separate 
according to their polarity into the channels for which they have the greater 
affinity. Since the effect is not fully efficient at one junction, an array of 
multiple junctions was used to separate a two-phase mixture.
The array consisted of five polar and five non-polar channels leading at a 
90° angle to the other polarity, leading to two outlet channels. The separator 
achieved complete separation for isooctane and also achieved partial 
separation for more polar solvents such as octanol and ethylacetate.
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1 Introduction and Literature Review
In the introduction this thesis will discuss initially the broad scope and 
fields of application for microfluidics, mainly focussing on applications for 
analytical chemistry. After this some analytical techniques and standard 
microfabrication techniques will be explained, and then the state of the art in 
miniaturised analytical devices and bonding techniques will be reviewed.
The experimental section will outline the experiments performed and how 
protocols for the procedures used were developed.
The results and discussion section will review, discuss and evaluate the 
experiments. The evaluation of substrate materials, mask design and 
prototyping, bonding and the design and performance of a liquid-liquid 
separator are presented. In a subchapter a commercial device for 
miniaturised liquid-liquid extraction will be evaluated and compared to liquid- 
liquid extraction with a separator.
The relevance of the results is summarised in the conclusion and the 
possibilities for further developments are outlined in a future work section. 
The appendix includes publications and an abstract of the patent application 
for the liquid-liquid separator.
1.1 Microfluidics
Inspired by the huge amount of miniaturisation that was developed for 
electronics, chemists now try to evolve their tools in a similar way. Over the 
last fifty years, computers have shrunk from room filling machines, with 
valves and relays, to small desktop or often even hand-held devices. This 
move towards miniaturisation has had several other effects. The devices 
became not only smaller but also faster, cheaper, easier to operate as well as 
using less energy. The biggest step in electronics was probably the 
development of integrated circuits (1C). In an 10 different components, such 
as transistors, diodes, resistors, capacitors, logic elements or memory are 
combined to form a complex electronic circuit, which can perform complex 
operations without any assistance from the user. The high amount of
16
integration makes microelectronics very user friendly, since no understanding 
of the internal process is required to operate the product.
Microfluidic devices handle small amounts of liquids or gasses and 
perform different tasks such as separation, mixing, heating and cooling. 
These tasks could also be combined in more complex devices to achieve 
integration comparable to ICs. With these devices a similar development for 
chemistry has started. Miniaturised highly integrated devices could find new 
markets if they were small and easy to use.
Microfluidics can be divided into two main fields: Micro total analysis 
systems (p-TAS) and micro-reactors. Both fields overlap in many aspects, 
e.g. reactors can be involved in sample preparation steps for analytical 
devices. However, the final aims of the fields are different. This thesis will 
mainly concentrate on analytical aspects but it will give a brief overview about 
reactors as well, especially where the fields overlap.
1.2 Microreactors
With micro-reactors the aim is better control and increased safety with 
miniaturised devices. The small size allows very rapid mixing, heating or 
cooling, which leads to better control over a reaction and to more 
reproducible products [1]. Only very small amounts of reagents are contained 
in the reactor at any time and toxic or explosive intermediates can be 
transferred to a second reactor and used up without storing large amounts. 
This fact reduces the risk of spillage or explosion drastically [2].
The high amount of control over the reaction conditions as well as the 
speed with which a single experiment can be performed also allows an 
increase in the amount of information collected. This allows one to 
investigate reaction mechanisms or to study reactive intermediates [3].
There are two main areas of application for micro-reactors: one approach 
is to design highly parallel systems where many identical micro reactors run 
in parallel performing the same task to produce a larger amount of just one 
compound. A second approach is to use micro-reactors for combinatorial
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chemistry, where small amounts of many compounds have to be 
synthesised, characterised and screened for possible applications.
The creation of a large number of chemicals is especially important for 
developing new drug candidates for the pharmaceutical industry. Methods 
such as high throughput screening generate a large amount of compounds to 
test for improved characteristics. The possibility of integrating the synthesis 
of a new compound with a miniaturised assay is valuable.
The high amount of control in small reactors also allows obtaining new 
information about the reaction. If the reagents and products have different 
electrophoretic motilities, products can be removed from the reactor and 
therefore shift the equilibrium to obtain higher yield. In some cases unstable 
intermediates can be isolated this way. With these possibilities micro reactors 
would evolve into a new research tool to analyse reaction mechanisms [1].
One well-developed feature for micro-reactors is micro-mixers. Most 
micro-mixers are static mixers based on the principle of multilamination [4]. 
Multilamination generates many alternating layers of two solutions that mix 
by diffusion. Mixing can be achieved within milliseconds. A single device with 
a size of approximately 3mm by 3mm can mix flows of up to IL/h. Arrays of 
these mixers can be combined to reach flow-rates high enough for chemical 
production. To allow an easier fabrication mixers based on an intersecting 
channel network were designed as well [5]. These mixers need larger areas 
and are therefore less efficient for parallel processing but since they are 
formed in only one plane they are significantly easier to manufacture.
Micro-heat exchangers allow extremely rapid heating or cooling which can 
optimise catalytic reactions to reach higher yields [6, 7]. Fast heating and 
cooling gives a big advantage for analytical applications such as polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR). On a miniaturised flow-PCR-chip, cycle times of 4.5s 
were demonstrated on a 20-cycle device [8]. The amplification achieved was 
comparable to state of the art equipment.
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1.3 Micro Totai Anaiysis Systems
In modem analytical chemistry, there is a vast demand for fast and reliable 
analysis. The most successful techniques usually involve a sample 
preparation, separation and detection step. Fully automated systems have 
been developed in order to increase throughput. However, most of these 
systems still involve bulky equipment that can be used only by skilled 
personnel. Miniaturisation of such whole total analysis systems (TAS) could 
be a huge market since the equipment could be used virtually everywhere 
and, if fully automated, by non-specialists. Therefore, the field of 
miniaturisation is growing fast in analytical chemistry.
The earliest example of a miniaturised analytical device was a 
miniaturised gas chromatograph (GC) demonstrated by S.C. Terry in 1979 
[9]. The system did not integrate sample preparation. In fact it did not offer 
many advantages over conventional instruments and little work followed for 
the next fifteen years. In the later 1980's, A. Manz and D.J. Harrison 
developed the concept of p-TAS. The aim of p-TAS was to provide fast and 
highly integrated analysis devices. The devices should perform automated 
analysis including sample preparation. Their early work is reviewed in [10].
There are three main reasons for the development of p-TAS:
One major reason is the cost efficiency of small systems. Silicon or glass 
are relatively cheap materials and the technologies to etch and manipulate 
them are well known from microelectronics. Research in micro-mechanics 
has developed new and advanced processing technologies to build three- 
dimensional structures. Technologies for mass production are established 
and very cheap for large quantities. In addition to this, the amount of 
reagents needed to run the devices is very small compared to larger 
equipment. This saves the costs for chemicals and disposal, as well as 
reducing the hazards for the user and the environment. In commercial 
systems chemicals and waste could be stored in cartridges to minimise 
contact and increase ease of handling.
The second reason is that smaller instruments can be portable. This offers 
new possibilities to allow fast on-site analysis, especially for environmental-
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and medical-analytical chemistry. The instruments would need to be highly 
automated to allow easy use even by operators without a background in 
analytical chemistry (for example nurses in a hospital or environmental 
scientists monitoring pollution).
The third reason is that smaller instruments are often also faster. This is 
especially important for chromatographic devices, since it is possible to 
decrease the time of analysis significantly. This feature also offers many 
applications in process control and monitoring, where higher sampling 
frequencies are necessary for constant monitoring. This allows better 
process control, which could increase the yield, or prevent environmental 
damage.
In contrast to sensors, p-TAS rely on internal processing of the sample, 
which can involve one or more steps. In most cases, at least one separation 
step is involved. This gives an advantage over sensors since p-TAS can 
detect several analytes or work with varying matrices, while sensors usually 
detect only one parameter and are sensitive to matrix variations. The 
processing within the device usually results in a time delay, if compared to an 
ideal sensor. Considering that most sensors need a delay to reach a state of 
equilibrium, the processing delay within the p-TAS can compete in many 
cases with a sensor. However, it gives no continuous signal but a sequence 
of results each sampled in a short time frame.
1A Analytical Techniques
1.4.1 Extraction
Extraction is a very simple separation technique that occurs at the 
interface between two phases. The analyte dissolves better in one phase and 
will migrate into this phase until equilibrium is reached. In most cases, the 
two phases would be chosen in a way that as much analyte as possible 
migrates into the extraction phase, while other components mainly remain in 
the original matrix. Extraction is of great importance in analytical applications 
as well as in industrial chemistry. In analytical chemistry, it is usually used as 
a clean-up and pre-concentration step. A volume of the matrix is brought into
20
contact with a smaller volume of the extraction phase. When the equilibrium 
is reached, the extraction phase should contain a much higher concentration 
of the analyte than the original matrix. Unwanted compounds should be 
retained in the matrix. Only the extraction phase will be processed further. 
This leads to a higher concentration of the analyte during the actual 
measurement process and less interference by other compounds in the 
matrix. In technical applications, extraction is usually used to isolate a 
product out of a reaction mixture after the reaction is finished.
The two main techniques for extraction are: liquid-liquid extraction and 
solid phase extraction (SPE).
In liquid-liquid extraction both phases are non-miscible liquids, in most 
cases an aqueous and an organic phase. The two phases are brought into 
contact and shaken or stirred in order to reach the equilibrium faster.
In analytical chemistry, it is often used to extract analytes out of water, 
food or bio-fluids. If a non-polar solvent is used, ions and bigger hydrophilic 
molecules, such as proteins, stay in the aqueous phase, while the analyte is 
extracted into the organic phase. This reduces interference during the actual 
measurement. The organic phase is also easier to analyse with techniques 
such as gas chromatography. Many different solvents of different polarity can 
be used for extraction. Hence it is possible to optimise the conditions for a 
particular analyte. A liquid organic phase can also be used for extraction from 
homogenised solid food or soil, even if it is not strictly liquid-liquid extraction.
SPE is mainly used in analytical chemistry. The extraction phase is, in this 
case, a solid. The liquid matrix is passed through a small amount of the solid 
phase. The solid phase adsorbs most of the analytes. After that, the solid 
phase is washed with a buffer or solvent in order to purge away weakly 
adsorbed matrix components. In a third step, the phase is washed with a 
different solvent that elutes the analytes from the solid phase and washes it 
out for further processing or analysis. A range of solid phases of different 
chemistries is available to isolate a wide range of analytes from different 
matrices. [11]
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1.4.2 Chromatography
Chromatographic methods are powerful analytical techniques to quantify 
one or more analytes in a complex mixture. The mixture is separated by 
mechanisms such as adsorption, partition, size exclusion, affinity or ion 
exchange. The mechanism is in principle a sequence of extractions. The 
separation occurs at a phase boundary between a stationary phase and a 
mobile phase. The stationary phase (which can be a solid or a surface 
bonded liquid) retains the compounds with one of the mechanisms above, 
while the mobile phase moves the compounds along a separation column. 
The separation occurs between compounds that are retained for a different 
time by the stationary phase. The stronger analytes are retained the more 
slowly they move compared to the mobile phase.
The efficiency of the separation depends also on the number of cycles of 
retention at the stationary phase and movement in the mobile phase. In 
theory, one cycle is called a "theoretical plate". A separation column with a 
high number of theoretical plates can keep the sample in a narrow band and 
deliver narrow sample peaks.
There are two main techniques in chromatography: Liquid chromatography 
(LC) and gas chromatography (GC). In GC the mobile phase is a gas, in LC a 
liquid.
In GC, the gas is usually pressure driven and comes pre-pressurised out 
of cylinders, so no pumps are needed. Since the viscosity of a gas is much 
lower than that of a liquid, GC columns are longer than LC columns. 
Originally, GC was done in, so called packed columns, glass or metal tubes 
with an inner diameter of about 4mm. The stationary phase was coated onto 
a solid support and packed into the tube. In order to improve the separation, 
capillary GC was developed. Here, the separation takes place in a capillary 
where the stationary phase is coated as a film onto the wall. Since the gas 
does not have to flow around particles, the flow is smoother than in a packed 
column. The lower resistance to the flow also allows the use of a longer 
column (up to 100 m). However, even if GC is performed at elevated
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temperature, GC can only be used if the analyte is fairly volatile and can be 
evaporated without decomposing.
Especially in this technique, miniaturisation is a long lasting trend. Early 
capillaries had an inner diameter of 1mm. Since a thinner capillary has a 
bigger surface to volume ratio, the sample gets more contact with the 
stationary phase in thinner capillaries. For this reason the diameter has been 
reduced already to 0.2mm in state of the art instruments[12, 13]. The first 
capillary GC in a silicon wafer was built in 1979 by Stephen Terry [9].
The main drawbacks for the miniaturisation of GC is that it is very 
temperature sensitive, and liquid samples must be evaporated before 
entering the separation column. Therefore, GC is usually done in an oven at 
elevated temperature. For miniaturisation, gas handling on a chip proves 
difficult. Miniature valves tend not to seal completely gas tight and sample 
introduction becomes very difficult. Achievement of a homogeneous 
temperature over the whole device is a further problem.
In High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) the mobile phase is 
a liquid that is pumped though a separation column filled with the stationary 
phase. Since the viscosity of liquids is much higher than the viscosity of 
gases, a high pressure (up to 500 bar) has to be applied. In HPLC, open 
tubular columns are not in common use because even thin capillaries offer 
no real advantage due to the higher viscosity of liquids and slower diffusion 
within the liquid. The stationary phase is in most cases a solid or a liquid 
bonded onto a solid support. However, here as well, miniaturisation is a 
developing trend. Separation columns have become narrower and shorter 
[13, 14]. This is mainly driven by smaller and more symmetric stationary 
phase particles with more regular packing. This offers a bigger contact 
surface and a smother flow. Nevertheless, For HPLC there are also 
challenges for miniaturisation. The high pressures causes difficulties and 
large pumps are still needed since micro-pumps cannot provide the high 
pressures required. In addition, the introduction of very small sample 
volumes has proven difficult. [15]
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1.4.3 Electrophoresis
Another separation technique that is interesting for miniaturisation is 
electrophoresis. In electrophoresis, there are no stationary or mobile phases; 
the compounds are separated in an electric field by electrophoretic mobility. 
A strong electric field is applied across a capillary or a gel, depending on size 
and charge the compounds travel at different speeds. Small, charged 
molecules have a high electrophoretic mobility and travel fast, bigger charged 
molecules travel more slowly, while uncharged molecules don't move at all. 
This technique is very popular for biological samples such as proteins or 
DNA. For larger bio-molecules such as DNA or proteins the charge is highly 
pH dependent, this allows the modification of methods for separation 
purposes. In order to reduce diffusion, electrophoresis is done either in an 
immobilised gel or in a thin capillary. For miniaturisation, capillary 
electrophoresis (CE) is quite attractive. [16,17]
A fundamental effect in CE is electro osmotic flow (EOF) [18]. EOF causes 
a bulk flow of the liquid in the capillary, because of surface charges on the 
interior wall of the capillary. Under aqueous conditions most surfaces posses 
an excess of negative charge at the surface. As a result, the field 
deprotonates the surface. The result is a fixed negative charge at the 
surface. Since the solution bears a positive charge, an electrical double layer 
forms at the wall. The strength of the double layer depends on the zeta- 
potential of the wall. Under the influence of the field, solvated cations are 
electrically driven towards the cathode and drag the solvent molecules with 
them towards the cathode. Therefore, the whole liquid is flowing towards the 
cathode.
For miniaturisation, the great advantage of EOF is that no pumps or 
mechanical components are needed. In addition, sample handling is easier 
since liquid only flows as long as a field is applied. This allows control of 
liquid flow at junctions by switching the electric field.
Another advantage of EOF is the flat flow profile. Pressure driven flow in 
capillaries usually means that fluids move in laminar flow. This means that 
the fluid moves fastest in the middle of the channel, because friction causes
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the speed to drop drastically closer to the wall. This leads to a parabolic flow 
profile, which spreads the sample throughout a wide section of the capillary. 
Since in EOF the flow is powered by the electric field equally throughout the 
whole capillary, friction becomes less important and takes effect only very 
close to the wall. That causes a very flat flow profile with a much narrower 
minimum bandwidth. On the other hand, EOF is only applicable for samples 
with a low ion concentration to keep the electrical current low. Higher 
electrical currents lead to joule heating and temperature drift during the run.
1.4.4 Caoillarv Electrophoresis
Since in CE the matrix is not immobilised, EOF has an important impact. 
The migration speed of negative ions towards the anode is slower than the 
EOF. Even negatively charged compounds drift towards the cathode and can 
be analysed in the same run as positively charged compounds. The 
positively charged compounds move faster than the EOF and arrive first 
while the negatively charged molecules move slower than the EOF. Neutral 
compounds move with the EOF front, but are not separated from each other.
The main advantage for miniaturisation is that there are no pumps or 
mechanical components involved. Here, again, the handling of small samples 
proves difficult. [16, 17]
New, mixed forms of chromatography and electrophoresis have gained 
importance especially in miniaturised systems. One of them is capillary 
electro-chromatography (CEC) [19]. CEC is a hybrid form of CE and HPLC. 
EOF is used to move a buffer that functions as a mobile phase. A stationary 
phase is bonded to the wall of the capillary or to the packing. This allows 
separation of uncharged compounds by chromatographic mechanisms, as 
well as charged compounds by a mix of chromatography and 
electrophoresis. Due to the flat flow profile of EOF, CEC has a very high 
resolution compared to HPLC.
For miniaturisation, the great advantage is again, that no pumps or 
mechanical components are needed.
Another mixed form between chromatography and electrophoresis is 
micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) [20]. Micelles are "colloidal
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aggregates of molecules formed in solution" [21]. They are made out of 
molecules that are hydrophobic at one end and hydrophilic (in most cases 
negatively charged) at the other end. They group together to form small 
spheres with their hydrophilic end to the outside and the hydrophobic ends to 
the inside. Hydrophobic compounds can dissolve into the micelles. Since the 
micelles have a negative charge, they move slowly backwards in the EOF. In 
absolute terms, they still move very slowly towards the cathode since the 
speed of the EOF is greater than the backward migration of the micelles. 
Since compounds can diffuse in and out of the micelles, it can work as a 
pseudo stationary phase. The whole system is driven by EOF therefore the 
same advantages as in CEO apply. An additional advantage is the absence 
of a fixed stationary phase. The separation can now be influenced by the 
type and concentration of micelles. In addition, the whole separation is 
always finished within a time window that is set by the difference between the 
speed of the buffer and the speed of the micelles. So no compounds can stay 
on the stationary phase for too long and contaminate the system 
permanently.
1.4.5 Flow Iniection Analvsis
In flow injection analysis (FIA), a defined volume of a liquid sample is 
injected into a continuous flow of reagent. The sample and a reagent are 
pumped through a reaction capillary with constant flow-rates. Within the 
capillary they form a coloured or fluorescent species. At the end of the 
reaction capillary, a detector measures the concentration.
The pump speed and the length of the reaction capillary can control the 
reaction time. The reaction capillary can be heated or cooled to control the 
reaction.
A range of detectors can be used for quantification, the most common 
ones are spectroscopic detectors such as photometry or fluorescence, and 
electrochemical detection such as ion selective electrodes or ampereometric 
detectors. However a wide range of other detectors can be used such as 
colourimetry, pH meters or flame photometers [22, 23, 24].
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The combination of several pumps and mixers has allowed the assembly 
of more complex systems and automation of a wide range of classic wet 
chemical analysis methods such as titration [25].
In segmented flow analysis (SFA) air bubbles are aspirated between the 
samples to separate the samples and avoid contamination by diffusion [22, 
23]. The air bubbles are usually eliminated before the detector.
Another variation of FIA is sequential injection analysis (SIA), here the 
sample and reagent are injected into a holding coil. After the reaction time 
they can be either pumped forward to the detector or the flow is reversed 
pulling the liquid to a detector closer to the pump. The advantage of SIA is 
that the system only pumps when an analysis is performed and therefore 
wastes no reagent when the system is idle [22, 23].
Solid frits can be used with surface bonded catalysts or antibodies that 
trap and release an analyte when different buffers are pumped through the 
system. A similar system can be designed with coated beads that are mixed 
in the reagent stream (bead injection analysis -  BIA). The beads can be 
coated with antibodies and can be filtered off at a later stage and the trapped 
analytes can be desorbed from the beads. BIA has found many applications 
in bioanalysis such as immunoassays, interaction assays or DNA 
quantification [22].
More complex systems that include sample preparation steps such as 
filtration or extraction steps are also known. FIA systems can be also used 
solely for the purpose of sample preparation to feed into an instrument such 
as a HPLC. FIA is common for the purpose of automated analysis such as 
environmental or industrial monitoring or high throughput analysis.
More recently FIA systems were also developed as lab-on-a-chip systems 
[26]. In these systems methods for the determination of analytes such as 
phosphate and orthophosphate [27, 28], or cadmium [29] are realised on a 
chip by the use of electroosmotic flow.
FIA can also be used for extraction by pumping two phases into the 
reaction capillary, these systems will be discussed in greater depth in chapter 
1.5.
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1.5 Multiphase Systems
Multiphase systems consist of two or more immiscible phases. In flowing 
systems the phases can be two liquids, or a liquid and a gas. The main 
applications for multiphase systems are extraction and reactors. Since the 
reaction or extraction normally happens at the interface between the two 
phases, in most cases, the interface area is increased by mixing the two 
phases. In big vessels this can be done by vigorous stirring or shaking, in 
very large vessels by bubbling the less dense phase through the denser 
phase (e.g. a gas through a liquid). In a flowing system this can be done by 
flowing the two phases in parallel, however in small diameter tubes this is not 
stable. If the tubing is significantly longer than wide, the surface energy of the 
phases is lower if they form alternating slugs of the two phases instead of two 
parallel streams. (Figure 1)
overall flow ^
I I wetting phase internal circulation
Q  non-wetting phase < ->  diffusion across the interface
Figure 1: Capillary with two-phase slug flow.
A two phase flow forms a stable slug flow in a capillary. Alternating slugs move through the 
capillary, shearing forces with the wall cause an internal convection current within each plug. 
This shortens the diffusion distance to the interface and accelerates diffusion across the 
interface.
Especially in narrow tubing and capillaries this slug flow has significant 
applications. In a very much-simplified model of this flow, the two phases 
move as alternating cylinders and diffusion occurs only at the interface. Since 
each cylinder has interfaces at both ends, the average diffusion path length is 
half the length of a slug. However, in practice the fluid next to the wall is 
nearly stationary because of friction with the wall. Therefore, shear between
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the fluid at the capillary wall and the fluid at the slug axis stimulates an 
internal circulation within each plug. This convects fluid from the slug ends 
and establishes a concentration gradient in the radial direction [30]. As a 
result the mass transfer is increased, because the path length for diffusion is 
approximately equal to the tube radius (which is generally much shorter then 
than half the length of the slug). Even considering circulation within the slug 
the model is still flawed. In most circumstances one phase will wet the wall of 
the capillary better then the other, in this case the interface is not flat but a 
meniscus forms. The meniscus is concave in relation to the wetting phase 
and since it is distorted by the flow it is not symmetric at both ends of the 
slug. This can go to the extreme consequence that the wetting phase leaves 
a permanent thin coating on the capillary wall and the non-wetting slugs form 
ellipsoid slugs completely surrounded by the non-wetting phase. These 
effects increase the interface area substantially and increase the speed of 
diffusion even more.
Since slug flow is very stable, changing the length of the capillary can 
easily change the contact time between the phases. This allows optimisation 
of the reaction time (in a reactor) or the extraction time (in an extractor) until 
equilibrium is reached. In contrast to parallel flowing systems, which are only 
stable for a short distance, the length does not influence the stability of the 
interface and in a long capillary several extractions or reactions can be 
performed sequentially allowing optimal use of the system.
Slowing down or even stopping the flow while the analyte and reagents 
are in the extraction capillary can be used to increase the reaction time 
without modifying the hardware. However in a two-phase slug flow system 
this is not always desirable since it also slows down the mixing within the 
slug and therefore increases the time for the analyte to diffuse across the 
interface.
Classic multiphase systems use up large amounts of solvents and are 
difficult to automate. In order to improve this, flow injection techniques were 
applied to liquid-liquid extraction [31, 32, 33], or reactors [30].
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To form a two-phase system the two phases are brought into contact in a 
segmenter. The segmenter dispenses small alternating slugs of both phases 
into a capillary. In this capillary the actual extraction or reaction is performed. 
At the end of the capillary, the two phases are separated again for further 
processing or analysis.
Different concepts were developed, in order to segment the phases. 
Simple segmenters join two channels in a Y or T-junction [31, 32, 33]. 
Alternating plugs of both phases form after the junction but can vary in 
length. Four-way junctions can be used in a similar way. Here one phase 
comes from the two sides while the other phase comes in between.
Coaxial segmenters are more reproducible [31, 32]. Two capillaries are 
fitted inside each other. The capillaries can be made of different materials to 
provide low contact angles for the different phases. Glass and metal can be 
used for polar surfaces, PTFE or other polymers for non-polar surfaces.
Falling drop segmenters [31, 32] are coaxial segmenters with larger 
segmentation chambers. The phase with the higher density drops in at the 
middle of the chamber and falls into an outlet funnel while the low-density 
phase flows out when no drop is in the funnel. Gravity/density forces and 
hydrodynamic forces determine the droplet size. Falling drop segmenters 
only work in a vertical position.
Mechanical segmenters either work with an injection loop or magnetic 
valves to segment the flow and to control the segments [31, 32]. Mechanical 
segmenters can deliver a very wide and reproducible segment size over a 
range of solvents and flow rates.
The extraction coil has a major influence on the efficiency of the extraction 
[31, 32]. Different materials such as metal, glass or PTFE can be used. The 
choice of the material has an influence on the extraction. A phase with similar 
polarity will form a stable film on the wall of a capillary, while the dissimilar 
phase will form bubbles, which are never exposed to the wall. This can lead 
to a different flow speed for the two phases where the phase similar to the 
wall will move more slowly than the dissimilar phase. The length and
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diameter of the extraction coil determines the contact time between the 
phases.
Phase separation involves the partitioning of the segmented flow into two 
separate flows. The two-phase system should be totally separated into the 
pure individual phases. In practice, the phase separation efficiency is
typically 80% to 100% [31, 32, 33]. However, the desired phase should be 
recovered as fully as possible with as little contamination as possible.
There are three main groups of phase separators [31, 32]:
- Density (chamber) separators rely on a different density of the two
phases. The segmented flow moves into a separation chamber, an outlet
near the top is for the lighter phase while an outlet near the lower end of 
the separator drains the denser phase. Density separators work only in a 
fixed spatial orientation and are sensitive to disturbances such as 
vibration or gas bubbles. Since the separator cell has to have a
significantly bigger volume than an individual plug in the extraction 
capillary, narrow fractions of sample cannot be taken, because several 
plugs of one phase mix in the separator. This can be problematic if 
several different samples are extracted in a sequence, since analytes 
from one sample can carry over to the next if the sample volume is too 
low.
- Membrane separators use a semi-permeable membrane, which allows 
only one phase to cross. Hydrophilic membranes (made of e.g. glass or 
steel) allow an aqueous phase to pass while lipophilic membranes (made 
of e.g. PTFE) allow the organic phase to pass.
- Affinity separators are constructed of a hydrophilic and a lipophilic 
material. At a junction, the organic phase should follow a lipophilic path, 
while the aqueous phase flows along a hydrophilic path. This effect 
mainly depends on the contact angle at the liquid solid interface. The 
contact angle between a liquid and a surface is mainly determined by the 
difference in polarities. If the surface and the liquid have similar polarities, 
the contact angle is usually small, while different polarities result in a 
steep contact angle. A low contact angle allows the liquid to spread more
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easily along the surface. A junction with two very different materials 
should therefore lead the two different phases along different pathways. 
Aqueous solvents usually have a low contact angle with a metal or glass 
surface while most organic solvents have a low contact angle with 
polymeric surfaces, such as PTFE or silicone. In capillaries, the contact 
angle also has an influence on the capillary force. The pressure (p) 
driving liquid into a capillary equals: [34] 
p = 2 X a X cos(a) / r 
Where:
a = contact angle a = surface tension of liquid
p = pressure r = radius of capillary
Therefore, liquids are drawn more strongly into a capillary with a similar 
surface polarity (low contact angle a). If a liquid at a junction has the 
possibility to enter a polar or a non-polar capillary a higher proportion of the 
liquid should flow into the capillary with similar surface properties.
1.6 Microfabrication
In order to build microfluidic systems, special microfabrication techniques 
are used. Many of them are adapted from microelectronics.
1.6.1 Photolithoaraohv
Photolithography is probably the most important technique for 
microfabrication. Photolithography defines patterns on a surface, which 
protect some parts of the surface from treatments such as etching or 
deposition. [35, 36, 37]
For photolithography, first the sample is cleaned. In the second step, a 
light sensitive polymer, called photoresist, is deposited on its surface by spin 
coating. In order to pattern it a mask, which has the desired pattern as 
transparent or non-transparent regions, is placed on the sample. The sample 
is exposed to UV light through the mask. Under transparent regions of the 
mask, the photoresist is exposed to the UV light.
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There are two kinds of photoresist; positive and negative. Positive 
photoresist becomes soft when exposed to UV light. The exposed resist can 
be removed by treating the sample with a developer. After that, in regions 
where the mask was transparent, the surface of the sample will be exposed, 
while the regions under non-transparent parts of the mask the sample is 
protected by the photoresist.
Negative photoresist hardens under UV light. Therefore, the regions 
transparent in the mask will be protected after development while in 
unexposed regions the sample surface will be exposed.
Both kinds of resist usually involve a hard baking step after the 
development, for the purpose of curing the polymer completely. The exposed 
regions can be treated in different ways later.
1.6.2 Deposition
Deposition allows placement of thin films of other materials like metals, 
carbon, oxides or polymers on surfaces. There are many different deposition 
techniques. A very simple technique is spin coating [35, 36, 37]. A liquid is 
placed on the sample, which is then rotated at high speed. Under the effect 
of centrifugal force the liquid forms a thin film on the sample, while excess 
liquid is forced off the sample. However, surface adhesion, viscosity and the 
surface tension of the liquid will keep a thin film on the sample. The thickness 
of the film is determined by adhesion, viscosity and the surface tension of the 
liquid as well as the rotation speed. This technique is mainly used to deposit 
polymers such as photoresist or spin-on-glass.
Another common technique, mainly used for metals is evaporation [35, 36, 
37]. The sample is placed above a source of metal in a vacuum chamber. 
The chamber is evacuated and the metal source is heated until it starts 
evaporating. The vapour condenses on the sample and forms a film following 
the surface contours of the sample. Since the vapour radiates away from the 
source, structures that are vertical to the direction of diffusion they will 
receive a thicker coating while structures that are along the direction of 
diffusion will receive a thinner coating. Photolithography and chemical 
etching can pattern these films, alternatively the sample can be first
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patterned with photoresist, and the metal film evaporated later. The 
photoresist can be dissolved after the evaporation with a suitable stripper and 
will this lift off the metal film on the resist while leaving it where no resist was 
before.
A second way to deposit metals is sputtering [35, 36]. As for evaporation 
the sample is placed together with a source in a vacuum chamber, the 
chamber is evacuated but a small amount of inert gas such as argon is bled 
into the chamber. The source is connected to the cathode holding a potential 
of -2kV to -6kV while the sample is placed on the anode. On application of 
the voltage the argon is ionised and the positive ions are accelerated towards 
the cathode. On impact source material is liberated from the cathode and can 
diffuse through the space between cathode and anode and deposit on the 
sample surface. Sputtering can deposit metals that do not evaporate at low 
temperatures. Since the impact of the argon accelerates the source metals to 
a higher energy (compared to evaporation), the material can intermix with the 
surface of the sample and form films with better adhesion then evaporated 
films.
To deposit material that cannot be evaporated or sputtered such as 
polymers, amorphous carbon or silicon nitride, chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD) can be used. In CVD a non-volatile, solid film is formed on a heated 
sample by the reaction of vapour phase reactants that contain the required 
constituents [37, 38]. The reaction can take place on the substrate material 
and even be catalysed by it (heterogeneous reaction), or in the gas phase 
(homogenous reaction). In general heterogeneous reactions are more 
desirable since the reaction occurs only on the substrate and usually 
adhesion is better [37, 38]. CVD can be performed at a wide range of 
pressure depending on the application. A common variation of CVD is 
plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) here the reactants are broken down in a 
plasma. Optimised PECVD systems can deposit high quality films with a 
faster growth rate then CVD [37, 38].
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1.6.3 Etching
In order to obtain three-dimensional structures, like grooves, the sample 
has to be etched [37]. The pattern where the chip will be etched is 
determined by photolithography. The photoresist will protect the surface from 
the etch, so it will be etched away where there is no photoresist. After the 
etching process, the photoresist can be washed away with organic solvents 
to get a clean surface again.
The depth of the grooves is determined by the time, the concentration and 
the temperature of the etch. However a change of concentration can 
influence other factors such as the surface roughness. Another factor is that 
the composition of glass is not always homogenous on a microscopic level. 
At a high concentration the speed is mainly controlled by the speed of the 
reaction between the etch and the substrate, this makes it more sensitive to 
differences in the composition of the glass and leads to a rough surface. At 
low concentrations the speed of the reaction is mainly limited by how fast the 
acid molecules can diffuse towards the surface and therefore etching occurs 
at a more homogenous speed and a smoother surface is obtained.
Since increasing the temperature speeds up diffusion in the liquid it will 
accelerate the etch rate but without increasing the surface roughness. 
Therefore glass is often etched with diluted HF at elevated temperature [39, 
40].
However, the final limit is how long the photoresist can protect the 
surfaces. In most etches even the photoresist dissolves slowly or is peeled of 
by undercutting. As soon as the photoresist is stripped cracked or contains 
pinholes, the surface below will be corroded by the etch.
In order to achieve deeper grooves, a metal can be deposited on the 
sample, patterned with photoresist, etched first and then the sample is 
etched through the metal pattern.
Another way to influence the depth and the shape of the groove is the 
composition of the etch. Different etches can achieve different etch rates or 
show selectivity to certain materials such as particular metals. With selective
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etches it is possible to etch only a film deposited on a surface without etching 
other layers below it.
An important characteristic of an etched groove is the aspect ratio; this is 
the ratio between the depth and the width of the channel. Channels with a 
wide aspect ratio such as 1:10 are wide and shallow while channels with a 
narrow aspect ratio such as 5:1 are deep and narrow. Different types of 
etches can achieve different aspect ratios.
In general there are three types of etches, isotropic etches, anisotropic 
etches and reactive ion etches.
Isotropic etches are probably the most common form. They may be 
selective for a material or an alloy but not for a preferred direction. The etch 
works in all directions at the same speed and under-cuts the photoresist film 
by the same distance as the groove is deep. This leads to a profile with round 
edges. In theory an isotropic etch starting with a infinitely thin line in the resist 
pattern has a semi-circular profile and an aspect ratio of 1:2, that means it is 
twice as wide as deep. However, in practice this cannot be achieved. The 
minimum width is always twice the depth plus the initial with of the resist 
pattern; in the profile this adds a flat area at the bottom of the groove (Figure 
2a) [37].
In deep groves the profile of the channels changes because of diffusion of 
the etch, the fresh etch is diffusing in through the gap in the photoresist which 
leads to a locally higher concentration of acid at the top of the channel. Since 
the etch rate is higher at the top of the channel, the profile is approximately 
trapezoidal with rounded corners and a wider aspect ratio.
Anisotropic etches work only on mono-crystalline materials, such as silicon 
or sapphire. In a single crystal, certain planes have a higher density of atoms 
than others. Some etches will hardly attack the high-density planes but etch 
the lower density ones. This will lead to structures that have a certain angle. 
In silicon, there are three different major planes: 100,110, 111. The 111 plane 
has the highest density of atoms, it has an angle of 54.47° to the 100 plane. 
So an anisotropic etch will etch a V-groove out of a 100 wafer. If the etch 
arrives at the bottom of the V, it will only progress very slowly since there is
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no 100 surface left to attack. If the etch is stopped earlier, it will leave a 
trapezoid shape. (Figure 2b) An ideal anisotropic etch in silicon that was 
etched until it reaches the final triangular shape will have an aspect ratio of 
1:1.4, that nrieans it is 1.4 times wider than deep [37].
Isotropic and anisotropic etches are so called wet etching processes, 
where the sample is processed in a liquid etch or buffer. Reactive ion etching, 
in contrast, is a dry process carried out in low-pressure plasma. Ions from the 
plasma are accelerated by a bias field and corrode the sample. Since the 
atoms in the plasma come from the top with high energies, the preferred 
direction goes downwards. It leaves grooves with a nearly rectangular shape 
and a flat base. Very narrow and deep grooves can be achieved with this 
technique. The chemical composition of the plasma can influence selectivity 
of the etch in a way that patterning layers are corroded much slower than the 
sample. (Figure 2c). Especially in silicon very narrow aspect ratios can be 
achieved with reactive ion etching. Aspect ratios of 5:1 are feasible [37].
These high aspect ratios are mainly necessary for the production of micro 
electro mechanical systems (MEMS). Parts such as gears or springs need 
vertical walls to function and cannot be produced by different means. Another 
reason for the use of high aspect ratio etches can be packaging in the 
semiconductor industry, as building deep vertical structures can save area on 
the chip and allows shorter connections between different parts of the chip. 
Also achieving a smaller footprint for a single device allowing more devices to 
be fitted on a single wafer [37].
a) Isotropic etch b) Anisotropic etch c) Reactive ion etch
Figure 2: Comparison between different etching techniques.
The isotropic etch (a) has rounded edges. The optimum aspect ratio is 1:2. Anisotropic etch 
in silicon has a trapezoid or triangular cross-section and an optimum aspect ratio of 1:1.4, 
while reactive ion etching can achieve nearly vertical walls and aspect ratios of up to 5:1.
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1.6.4 Fabrication of Capillaries out of Glass Substrate
To fabricate capillaries with micro fabrication techniques the techniques 
above have to be combined. An example of a fabrication process for glass is 
given in (Figure 3).
First chromium is deposited onto glass by evaporation, and then positive 
photoresist is deposited by spin coating. In the next step a mask is placed on 
the slide. The mask is transparent where the channels will be etched later. 
Through the mask the photoresist is exposed to UV-light. The UV light 
weakens the photoresist. The weakened photoresist is dissolved with a 
developer. This exposes the chromium surface below the photoresist. The 
photoresist has now the same pattern as the mask. The chromium is etched 
through the pattern. Afterwards the glass can be etched through the 
chromium pattern. The chromium is necessary for deep etches since the 
photoresist dissolves slowly during the glass etch and would not protect the 
surface long enough. Photoresist also has a lower adhesion to the glass then 
the chromium and would peel off if exposed to the etch for long. After the 
glass is etched, the photoresist can be washed off with a suitable solvent and 
the chromium is removed by etching. In a final step a cover slide is bonded to 
the patterned slide to form closed capillaries.
a) Chromium and 
photoresist are 
deposited on glass
e) The glass is 
etched through the 
chromium pattern
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b) The photoresist is 
exposed to UV-light 
through a mask
c) The photoresist is 
developed away 
were it was exposed 
to the UV light
d) The chromium is 
etched through the 
photoresist pattern
f) The photoresist 
and the chromum 
are dissolved to 
leave glass with a 
pattern of grooves
g) A second glass 
slide is bonded on 
top to form a pattern 
of closed capillaries
Figure 3: Example for the fabrication of capillaries out of a glass substrate
1.6.5 Microfabrication of Polymer Materials
For mass production of microfluidic devices, polymers have many 
promising properties such as low conductivity, high breakthrough voltage, 
good resistance against chemicals, cost efficiency and fast mass production 
techniques [41]. Simple moulding techniques make polymeric materials 
increasingly interesting for research applications. For easy prototyping, 
patterns can be made in thick layers of photoresist by photolithography.
1.6.6 Moulding
Moulding techniques are interesting, especially for mass production. In 
order to mould polymers first an inverse pattern must be generated. This 
template is, in most cases, built by conventional microfabrication techniques 
out of silicon, but often electroplated with metals such as nickel to harden it.
Reaction moulding is the simplest moulding technique [41, 42, 43, 44, 51, 
111], since hardly any specialised equipment is needed. A monomer, 
together with a cross-linker and an initiator, are cast on the master. In order 
to form a polymer, the mixture is then cured with heat or UV light. When the 
polymerisation is complete, the sample is separated from the master. The
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master can be reused for further copies. This technique is usually used for 
prototyping or for the production of a small number of devices.
For injection moulding, a polymer granulate is molten under pressure and 
pressed against a master [45]. After the polymer is cooled down and 
solidified again, it is separated from the master. Injection moulding is mainly 
used for mass production since it can produce devices extremely quickly and 
reproducibly. Resolutions up to the micrometer range have been achieved.
1.6.7 Embossing
Embossing is similar to injection moulding, but polymer sheets are used. 
They are not heated to the melting point but only softened by an elevated 
temperature. The sheet is pressed against a master [41, 46, 47] and under 
the pressure the pattern of the master is embossed into the polymer sheet. 
Since the polymer does not have to be molten and handled as a liquid the 
instrumentation for embossing is much simpler and can be easier performed 
on a small scale.
1.6.8 Laser Ablation
Microfabrication with laser ablation involves the absorption [41] of laser 
light by the substrate. This results in the breakage of chemical bonds in the 
substrate. Gaseous breakdown products such as CO2 or CO, are ejected 
from the surface and leave a cavity, the stream of gaseous breakdown 
products can purge small solid particles out. Laser ablation can be performed 
in serial mode by scanning the laser over the substrate or by exposing the 
whole device through a mask.
1.6.9 Solid Obiect Printing
Solid object printing is a relatively new technique to produce three- 
dimensional structures. The objects are generally manufactured layer by 
layer, either by printing a thermoplastic polymer that hardens after extrusion 
or by printing a binder that joins regions of a pre-deposited polymer together 
[48]. Solid object printing can be used to manufacture multilayer plastic 
structures in several hours and is therefore mainly used for fast prototyping.
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However, it is not widely available and currently only a few laboratories use it 
to manufacture microfluidic devices.
1.6.10 Multi laver structures
To fabricate structures where channels flow on different layers the layers 
can be fabricated separately, e.g. by reaction moulding. The layers are then 
laminated together to form a complex three-dimensional network. Beebe 
demonstrated this process with PDMS structures [44, 49]. Masters were 
made with thick SU-8 photoresist on silicon, the master was covered with 
PDMS pre-polymer, then covered with a thin transparency film and clamped 
between two metal plates. After the polymer was cured a channel structure 
was formed in the PDMS supported on the transparency film. Several of 
these layers were laminated together to form a network of enclosed 
channels.
1.6.11 Fast Prototvpina
Since modifications on a device are hardly possible after it is built, new 
devices have to be designed for each modification.
A classic fabrication process involves the design of masks, production of 
masks with a specialised electron beam writer as well as standard 
photolithography, etching and bonding. Especially the fabrication of masks 
has to be done by a specialist company; in most cases it takes several weeks 
and costs, depending on the size and resolution of the mask, several 
hundred pounds. Therefore techniques that allow to produce mask more 
rapidly and economically are can be considered as fast prototyping 
techniques, since the reduce the time and cost form planning a new device to 
it's completion significantly. With these techniques, masks production can be 
achieved within a few hours, combined with classic etching bonding and 
deposition steps a device can be produced in three to five days.
Because of this, many groups developed novel techniques for fast 
prototyping, especially fast production of masks. The features on microfluidic 
devices are in most cases much bigger than the features in microelectronic 
devices, so much lower resolution masks are sufficient.
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Several techniques are based on photographic reduction of templates 
printed on office laser printers. They use photographic film or microfiche as 
masks [43] or add an electrodeless deposition and an electroplating step to 
build planar metal structures or high contrast masks [50]. Features as small 
as 15 pm could be achieved with these techniques. Both techniques allow 
fast and cheap production of masks, which can be used with different 
lithographic techniques.
A similar procedure based on photographic reduction was also developed 
for the production of poly dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) structures [51]
More recently, even faster techniques for rapid prototyping emerged. 
These techniques are able to produce a new device in less than one day and 
are therefore substantially faster. However these techniques rely on 
specialised and expensive equipment that is not yet widely available. For the 
rapid production of actual devices techniques such as direct write laser 
ablation can be used to write channels directly into plastic [41]. Structures 
can be also made out of photoresist [41] and thick photoresist such as SU8 
can be used quickly construct channels with high aspect ratios [44]. 
Photoresist structures can also be used as masters for embossing [41, 45] or 
reaction moulding [41, 44, 45, 51].
1.6.12 Surface Modifications
The surface properties of the chip have an influence on factors such as 
chromatographic retention, EOF, electrokinetic chromatography or contact 
angle of liquids. Therefore, surface modification can have interesting effects 
on the device. A change of the zeta potential of the surface influences the 
speed or even the direction of EOF.
To modify surfaces different approaches have been developed. Chemical 
modification is a powerful tool to modify the entire internal surface of the 
device. To modify glass or silicon surfaces many coating techniques have 
been developed for other purposes such as bonding stationary phases to 
silica [52, 53, 54]. For the modification of polymeric surfaces the chemistry is 
less well established but pioneering work into modifying poly(methyl
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methacylate) was done by Henry et al to change the zeta potential of the 
surface and reverse EOF [55].
Photolithographic techniques can be used to put a pattern of surface 
properties on a device. Since most organic reactions would take place in an 
organic solvent, a metal film is needed to pattern the surface. To form 
patterns in existing channels, flow patterning can be used.
Flow patterning makes use of the strictly laminar flow in a microchannel. 
Two flows within a channel mix only very slowly. If a reagent is only present 
in one stream, the surface will be modified only where the stream was 
flowing, while other parts are left blank. Flow patterning was demonstrated 
for selective etching of metal tracks [56] or depositing self-assembling 
monolayers [57]. Reactions happening at the interface between the two flows 
will deposit a line below the interface. Reduction of silver to form electrodes 
was demonstrated this way [56].
Light sensitive reactions can be used to pattern with a lithography step. 
This was demonstrated with photo cleavable monolayers that were originally 
non-polar but could be patterned with UV light to form polar patterns [57].
1.6.13 Polymerisation
For some techniques such as reaction moulding, the polymer is formed 
during the process. This is called polymerisation. In this process, small 
molecules called monomers react to form large, often chainlike, molecules. A 
very common group of monomers react at an alkene group. These 
monomers can be polymerised by radical polymerisation. In this case, the 
double bond is attacked by a radical (Ri). This opens the double bond. The 
now radical molecule is attached to the monomer. This reaction forms a new 
radical consisting of the initiator and one monomer. (Figure 4)
R1* + CH2 =  CH — Rg --------- ► •C H 2 — CH — R2
R1
Figure 4: Initiation of a radical polymerisation.
The radical initiator Ri attacks the monomer and forms a new radical.
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This new radical attacks a second monomer to attach it and forms a new 
radical. The molecule grows chainlike until all the monomers are used up or 
two radicals react with each other (Figure 5).
CH2  — CH — R2  + •  CH2  — CH — R2  --------- ^  *C H 2  — ÇH — CH2 “ CH — R2
R^ R2 R-j
Figure 5; Chain-growth in radical polymerisation
The new radical attacks a second monomer. The chain keeps on growing with this 
mechanism.
The radicals are usually formed as breakdown products of chemicals 
called initiators. Initiators are molecules that decompose under the influence 
of heat or UV light. The breakdown process forms a radical. There is a wide 
range of radical initiators. In order to polymerise a monomer the initiator is 
mixed with the monomers. Then the mixture is cured by either heating (heat 
initiation) it or by exposing it to UV light (UV initiation).
Two common initiators are described in greater deatail, since they were 
used for in this project The first is azo isobutyronitrile (AI BN). AI BN is initiated 
by heat and breaks down into two 2-cyano-2-propyl radicals and nitrogen [58] 
(Figure 6). The formation of nitrogen can be a disadvantage since it can form 
gas bubbles within the polymer. This happens especially for bigger samples 
or if the sample is completely enclosed and the nitrogen cannot diffuse out.
CN CN CN
CH3  — c  — N =  N — c  — CH3  ----------► 2 CH3  — C# + N =  N
CH3  CH3  CH3
Figure 6 ; Decomposition of azo isobutyronitrile.
AIBN decomposes into two2-cyano-2-propyl radicals and nitrogen
In the cases where the nitrogen formation causes problems, dibenzoyl 
peroxide (DBF) was used as another initiator. Under the influence of heat
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DBP breaks down into two radicals but according to [58] does not form 
gaseous side products. (Figure 7)
o
-► 2 // c - o
Figure 7. Breakdown of dibenzoyl peroxide 
DBP decomposes into two benzoate radicals
However, the radical formed is again highly unstable and according to 
Vollhardt [59] it breaks down instantly into a phenyl radical and CO2 (Figure 
8). In practical experiments it still formed less gas bubbles then AIBN. This 
could be because some of the benzoic radicals initiate the polymerisation 
and therefore cannot break down further into gas or that the CO2 dissolves 
better in the polymer then nitrogen.
+ CO2
Figure 8 : Further breakdown of a benzoate radical
The benzoate radical breaks down further into a phenyl radical and CO2
To form more rigid polymers, the chains can be cross-linked. To achieve 
cross-linking a small proportion of a monomer with two functional groups, is 
added to the mixture. With the two functional groups this monomer can be 
part of two different chains and link them together. This allows the formation 
of extremely large molecules. The links to other chains limits the movement 
of the chains and the resulting polymer becomes harder and more persistent 
to organic solvents.
A different process is used to form poly dimethyl siloxane (PDMS or 
silicone). The monomers that form PDMS are volatile and toxic. Therefore 
PDMS is usually not prepared from the original monomer on a labscale. To 
form solid PDMS from a liquid start product, pre-polymers with a short chain-
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length can be used. The pre-polymers are terminated with vinyl groups. In 
the presence of a platinum catalyst [60], the vinyl groups can undergo an 
addition reaction with hydro siloxanes. To form the polymer the vinyl 
terminated PDMS (V-DMS) is mixed with a methyl hydro siloxane 
dimethylsiloxane copolymer (H-DMS) and a catalyst. The vinyl groups of the 
V-DMS react with the hydro groups of the H-DMS in presence of a platinum 
catalyst to form an interlinked network (Figure 9).
0  CHo — O CHq
1 I  1 - I  ■
O — Si H + CH2  — CITSi — O —  ----------► — O — Si — CH2 ~CH 2 ~Si — O —
CHg CH3  CH3  CH3
Figure 9: Curing of PDMS.
Under the influence of a platinum catalyst, vinyl terminated dimethyl siloxane cross-links with 
methylhydro siloxane dimethylsiloxane copolymer
In this case, the H-DMS acts as a crosslinker as well. PDMS cured this 
way is highly interlinked and persistent against most organic solvents. The 
use of a pre-polymer also allows choosing parameters of the basic mixture 
such as viscosity, because pre-polymers with different chain length can be 
used.
f.7 Miniaturisation
1.7.1 Miniaturisation in Liquid Analvsis
Pressure driven systems play only a minor part in LC miniaturisation [61]. 
High pressures needed for HPLC cannot yet be achieved by micro-pumps. 
The main focus for conventional HPLC on chips is to build columns with very 
regular packing, by means of etching a regular pattern of circular or square 
structures inside the column. The well-defined, regular flow should increase 
the resolution for fast separation.
The main areas to miniaturise LC were EOF driven systems and hybrid 
forms between LC and CE. Since the hardware is nearly the same for CE, 
CEC or MEKC and most groups tried all these techniques on their devices.
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these techniques will be treated in the same chapter. Since electric fields in 
the kV range are necessary for EOF driven techniques, glass or quartz are 
the superior materials compared to silicon because of their higher tolerance 
to electric fields. Silicon is a semiconductor and would conduct more current 
than a weak buffer. This would distort the field and heat the device. However, 
the crystalline structure of silicon allows more precise fabrication, 
consequently attempts have been made to insulate channels on silicon by 
depositing a silicon nitride layer on the wall of the capillary [62].
In the past research on miniaturised liquid chromatography has been 
mainly dominated by two research groups. One group lead by J.M Ramsey 
works at the Oak Ridge Laboratory, Tennessee, USA. The other lead by A. 
Manz originally operated at Ciba Geigy, Switzerland, but since 1998 has 
been based at Imperial College, London, UK.
The Oak Ridge group worked on CE [63; 64; 65], CEC [66], MEKC [67;68] 
as well as coupled techniques such as (PCR-CE) [69], pre-column 
derivatisation [70] and post-column derivatisation [71]. They mainly worked 
on glass microchips (microscope slides), not on silicon wafers.
Their microfabrication techniques have not changed over the last few 
years. Usually, the channels were etched by chemical wet etching with 
HF/NH4F and the geometry was trapezoidal [72]. The channels were 
between five and ten micrometers deep and around 30 to 200 micrometers 
wide. The channels were closed by thermal bonding of a second glass chip 
on top [72]. Access holes were drilled earlier in the upper slide and solvent 
reservoirs were glued on the upper chip with epoxy resin.
Their basic devices usually had a cross-like structure. The reservoirs for 
sample, buffer, waste and sample-waste sat at the endpoints. Platinum 
electrodes were put in the reservoirs to apply high voltage. The longer arm of 
the cross was the separation capillary. In order to achieve a longer 
separation capillary, it was coiled up in serpentines for some devices even if 
this caused geometrical dispersion and reduced the resolution [73, 74].
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Figure 10: Schematic design of the devices by the Oak Ridge group.
First the sample was moved by electro-osmotic flow from the sample reservoir to the sample 
waste. If a representative flow of sample has moved over the crossing point, the flow was 
switched from buffer to waste. A small plug of sample in the crossing was purged into the 
separation capillary and separated. At the end of the separation capillary laser induced 
fluorescence was used for detection.
Two injection techniques were developed by this group [72]. Both 
techniques inject a very small sample volume at the channel crossing. For 
the first technique, the device was filled with a buffer; the sample was only 
present in the reservoir. Then a voltage was applied between sample and 
sample-waste and the potentials on the other two channels were left floating. 
The sample moved EOF-driven from the sample reservoir to sample-waste 
and filled the capillary in between. Since different compounds in the sample 
moved at different speeds, it was necessary to wait until even the slowest 
compound had passed the crossing. Then, the voltage was switched 
between buffer and waste. The sample plug situated in the crossing was then 
"integrated" into the buffer stream in the separation capillary. A small voltage 
was also applied between buffer and the sample as well as between buffer 
and sample-waste. This caused a slight buffer flow into both channels and 
prevented bleeding out of these capillaries.
For the second technique the reservoirs were arranged slightly differently 
(Figure 11), a high voltage was applied between buffer and waste, resulting 
in a bulk flow of buffer into the separation capillary. A smaller potential was 
applied between sample and sample waste, resulting in a continuous flow of 
sample to sample-waste. The smaller potential meant that a small amount of 
buffer was split from the main flow at the crossing flowing to sample waste; 
this prevented the sample from bleeding into the buffer stream. Since the
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flow was strictly laminar, there was no mixing at the junction. The sample 
flowed only to the sample waste. The flow of buffer in the direction of the 
sample waste ensured that the sample did not enter the separation column. 
For an injection, the voltage at the buffer reservoir was turned off for a short 
time (0.1sec. to Isec.). This allowed the sample to diffuse into the separation 
capillary. When the voltage at the buffer was switched on again, a sample 
plug was driven further into the capillary. This technique worked better for 
compounds with high diffusion rates and it allowed a continuous sample flow, 
which is important for pre-column derivatisation.
Buffer —►©
?
Sample- 
waste
Sample>(5)
Separation
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Detection 
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Waste
Figure 11 Schematic of the devices with continuous sample flow
The sample was continuously moved by electro-osmotic flow from the sample reservoir to 
the sample waste. Buffer flows continuously from buffer to waste. For an injection, the fields 
are switched off for a 0.1 to 1 sec. This allowed the analytes to diffuse into the buffer stream 
in the junction. When the field was switched on again this plug of sample in the crossing was 
purged into the separation capillary and separated. At the end of the separation capillary 
laser induced fluorescence was used for detection.
Since the chips were made of glass, a high voltage could be applied 
across the chip without the need for isolation layers. In most cases, a voltage 
of 10 kV was applied across the chip. Since devices with a different length of 
the separation capillary were made, the actual field strength varied between 
40 V/cm and 53 kV/cm.
In order to build coupled devices (e.g. CE-post-column derivatisation) 
further junctions and reservoirs for reagents were added so that wider pieces 
of capillary could work as reaction chambers. For pre-concentration, a 
system with a porous membrane was designed [75]. The membranes 
established an electrical connection between two channels but blocked the
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passage of larger molecules such as DNA. The concentration of the DNA 
increased in front of the membrane. This fraction was injected into a 
separation channel and elecrophoreticaly analysed.
Another approach for pre-concentration was SPE [76]. For this application 
microfabricated channels were coated with a Ci8 phase. A neutral dye was 
used as a model component to show phase extraction and subsequent 
elution with acetonitrile. Enrichment factors of up to 80% were achieved.
In order to produce mixtures with different solvent ratios a parallel mixer 
was designed [77] for the purpose of supplying a range of mixtures of two 
fluids. The mixer consisted of an array of junctions and serpentines to allow 
mixing by diffusion.
As an attempt to increase chromatographic resolution, a two-dimensional 
separation system was designed [78]. This device combined MEKC with 
high-speed open channel electrophoresis in the second dimension. The 
MEKC was performed in a longer capillary, while the CE samples out of this 
flow every few seconds. The system had the capacity to separate up to 1000 
compounds.
Since the Oak Ridge group has mainly concentrated on the separation 
hardware the detection was not very sensitive, and not miniaturised at all. In 
most cases laser inducted fluorescence (LIF) was used. A laser was focused 
on the detection point from above the device to induce fluorescence. A 
photomultiplier monitored the fluorescence through a filter from below.
In more recent times, the group has developed approaches for modelling 
the flow on a chip. Simulations were used to model EOF [79], to optimise 
injections [80] and to reduce geometric dispersion [81].
The simulations of geometric dispersion led to devices with the separation 
column arranged in a large spiral [82]. The spiral shaped column was made 
of five semicircles with decreasing radii. The semicircles were designed as 
36 sided polygons, so that each turn had an angle of approximately 5°. The 
radii of the semicircles were between 1.9 and 1.6 cm. This way a 24.9 cm 
column with a minimum of geometric dispersion was assembled. In order to
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increase the chromatographic resolution even further, a second dimension 
was added as in [78, 83]. (Figure 12)
B1 s
y ► V1CE
W2
V2
SW1
Figure 12: Schematic design of the 2D separation chip.
The first separation channel (spiral) extends from the first injection valve (VI) to the second 
injection valve (V2). The second dimension (CE) extends from V2 to the detection point (y). 
Sample (S), buffer 1 and 2 (B1, B2), sample waste 1 and 2 (SW1, SW2) and the waste (W) 
reservoirs are connected are positioned at the end of each channel. The detection points are 
positioned at (x) and (y).
Another concept which can be used to reduce geometric dispersion, 
developed by the University of California, was to narrow the channel during 
the turn and widen it afterwards again. Theoretical considerations, modelling 
and experiments have been reported in [84, 85].
The second, longer established group, headed by Andreas Manz has used 
several different technologies. The more recent work performed at Imperial 
College, London, UK has broadened towards detection and reactors for 
sample preparation. In his pioneering work at Ciba Geigy, Manz focused on 
EOF driven CEC [86], CE [87; 88; 89; 90; 91] and MEKC [92], on glass, 
quartz and silicon. Techniques such as pressure driven HPLC partially 
integrated on a chip [61] have been investigated as well. For the EOF driven 
techniques, glass was mainly used as the substrate. For pressure driven 
HPLC silicon was used. The basic structure of the devices and the injection 
techniques are, in most cases, similar to the ones of the Oak Ridge group 
[88, 89, 90].
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In order to increase the injection volume and make it more reproducible, a 
double-T junction was used for injection (Figure 13). In this device the 
sidearms were arranged slightly offset. [87] The sample flowed from sample 
to sample-waste through this segment and filled it completely; afterwards the 
field was switched from buffer to waste, so that the mobile phase dragged the 
sample plug with it. The advantage was a very reproducible injection, but the 
long sample plug caused band broadening.
Sample- 0  Separation
waste
t
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Sampie(5)
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Figure 13: Schematic design of a device with double-T injection junction.
The double-T junction was used to inject larger sample-volumes. First the sample was 
moved by electro-osmotic flow from the sample reservoir to the sample waste. If a 
representative flow of sample has moved through the double-T junction, the flow was 
switched from buffer to waste. The sample plug of in the double-T junction was purged into 
the separation capillary and separated. At the end of the separation capillary laser induced 
fluorescence was used for detection.
The group developed advanced sample manipulation techniques for CE or 
CEC, such as isolating peaks out of a chromatogram and storing them [93]. 
In order to reach a higher chromatographic resolution with a limited voltage, 
synchronised cyclic capillary electrophoresis (SCCE) was developed [94]. In 
this device, four columns are arranged in a square, with buffer and waste 
reservoirs at each corner. The sample was injected into one column and 
separated. At the end of the first column, only a small fraction of the 
chromatogram was transferred to the next column for further separation. All 
other compounds were transferred directly into the waste. This technique 
showed an extremely high resolution but it could only analyse very few 
compounds within a short range of retention times. Since the voltage was 
limited joule heating did not cause any problems.
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The detection in early devices was also not very sophisticated and was 
mainly used to demonstrate the efficiency of the separation devices. Mainly 
LIF was used but the detector itself was not miniaturised.
Since he moved to Imperial College, Manz shifted his focus from simple 
separation devices to hyphenated systems and new micro detectors.
The newer separation devices explored techniques such as continuous 
free flow electrophoresis [95] or two-dimensional electrophoresis [96]. For 
sample preparation, they have worked on heated micro-reactors in a 50pL 
reactor, which could control and even ramp reaction temperatures [97].
In order to improve injection techniques in arrays of separation capillaries, 
the geometry of the injection cross was investigated [98]. Attention was given 
to narrow sample channels. With narrow sample channels, it was possible to 
perform reproducible injections with just a T-junction. This reduced the 
number of wells needed per capillary and allowed a simpler power supply.
A more sophisticated flow reactor for PCR [8] was designed as well. It 
consisted of three zones with different temperatures; 95°C for melting the 
DMA, 77°C for chain extension and 60°C for annealing. The reaction channel 
followed a serpentine pattern through these zones. The length of the channel 
in a zone regulated the time needed. A device with 20 cycles and a cycle 
time of 4.5 seconds was demonstrated.
A micro mixer for sample preparation based on multi-lamination has been 
developed for sample preparation [99].
On the detection side, the group tried to develop new detector concepts 
for miniaturised separation. An optical absorption detector [100], an electro­
luminescence detector [101], as well as the new concept of convolution 
Fourier transform detection [102] have been developed. This concept did not 
use conventional detection at only one point in the column, but several 
evenly spaced detection points over the whole length of the column. The 
signal at all detection points was summed. Since the peaks travelled at a 
different speed, they "blinked" up at different time intervals at the detection 
points. When the resulting pattern was subjected to Fourier analysis, the
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chromatogram was extracted. The technique was supposed to have a better 
signal to noise ratio than conventional single point detection.
Another promising approach was interferometric refractive index detection 
[103, 104]. For these detectors, a light beam was split into a reference beam 
and a probe beam. The probe beam passed the sample cell while the 
reference beam passed through plain glass or plain solvent. After the sample 
cell, the beams are re-united and caused an interference pattern on a diode 
array. The interference pattern changed drastically for very small variations in 
the refractive index of the sample.
Recently the field has broadened substantially. A wide range of techniques 
is such as FIA, Isotaciophoresis, mass spectrometry or new detection 
concepts have been miniaturised.
A very active group for microfluidic devices is now at the University of Hull 
and works on pTAS with flow injection analysis as well as on micro-reactors. 
Most systems work with EOF. Regarding pTAS, they have mainly focused on 
micro-flow injection (p-FIA) systems without a separation step. The devices 
mainly use a reaction with a fluorescent, luminescent or colourimetic marker 
in order to measure concentrations. Micro-flow systems for codeine [105], 
orthophosphate [106] and nitrite [107] have been demonstrated.
Reactors have been developed for organic multiphase reactions [108], 
stereo-selective synthesis [109], as well as support gels to immobilise 
enzymes or catalysts [110].
The group also investigated new fabrication techniques for microfluidic 
devices such as reaction moulding of poly dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) against 
a silicon or glass master [51, 111] as well as producing theoretical 
considerations and modelling [112].
A group at UMIST, Manchester developing devices for isotachiophoresis 
[113] as well as new technologies for fluorescence detection or refractive 
index using waveguides [114], or capacitive coupled conductivity detection 
[113]. Their devices were made from plastic or silicone.
The Institute of Bioelectronic and Molecular Microsystems at the University 
of Wales, Bangor, UK has concentrated on the electrokinetic characterisation
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and manipulation of particles such as cells, virus particles and also synthetic 
microbeads. Techniques have been developed for the separation and 
manipulation of cells and other types of bioparticle using dielectrophoresis 
and travelling field effects.
Several other groups have mainly focused on miniature detectors or 
sensors without developing separation devices. The classical absorption 
detectors are not effective on a micro-scale, since they depend on the 
amount of a substance within the path of the light. Miniature detectors have 
small detection cells with a short path length and are therefore, less sensitive 
than bigger detectors. Fluorescence detectors also suffer from the small 
detection cell and the smaller amount of light available, but since they are 
more sensitive than absorption detectors and are easy to build, they are 
widely used to test miniaturised hardware.
In order to show advantages over existing techniques new detector 
concepts need to be developed. One approach was electrochemical 
detectors [115, 116]. Even on a small scale they are very sensitive and do 
not depend on the absolute amount of substance available. For 
electrochemical detection, the high electric fields on EOF driven devices 
have caused difficulties. The detector has to be outside the EOF driving field. 
After the cathode of the EOF drive the flow type changes from EOF to 
laminar flow. The much wider parabolic flow profile caused mixing and band 
broadening. Therefore, the resolution of the device decreases drastically 
within micrometers. In order to achieve good results the electrodes have to 
be placed very close to the end of the column.
1.7.2 Miniaturisation in Liquid-Liquid Extraction
Since liquid-liquid extraction is a widely used sample preparation method, 
miniaturisation of this technique has been attempted as well. Miniaturised 
liquid-liquid extractions are mainly designed as flow injection of continuous 
flowing systems. There are two main concepts for liquid-liquid extraction in 
micro-channels. One technique is based on the principle of segmented flow 
where the sample and extraction phase are mixed in a segmenter. The 
extraction happens in an extraction capillary and the phases are separated
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afterwards. The small size of the segments leads to a very rapid diffusion and 
a short extraction time. However phase separation is difficult on the small 
scale. Slug flow systems on a micro-scale have only been investigated for 
micro-reactors without any phase separation. [30]. However, this 
demonstrated that slug flow easily forms in microscale systems and that 
mass transfer is efficient on this scale. The design of such a separator will be 
discussed later in this thesis.
The second principle is based on the laminar flow in a narrow channel. If 
the two phases were carefully brought into contact in a Y-junction, they 
formed a stable interface instead of a segmented flow. Analytes diffused 
between the two phases, which were separated in a second Y-junction 
[117,118]. However, the length of the extraction capillary was limited since 
the phase boundary became unstable over longer distances especially 
around bends. These systems also were very sensitive to vibration or pulsed 
flow.
To overcome the unstable boundary several improvements were 
attempted by different groups. One possibility was to etch two channels in 
parallel and connect them by a shallow interface [118]. This was also 
investigated as a filter using blood as one phase and a buffer as the second. 
Small molecules diffuse much faster through the interface than larger protein 
complexes or even cells.
Micronics [119] markets the device under the name "H-Filter" as a 
commercial product to perform extraction from various fluids, however the 
information given on the web-page is vague and no peer reviewed 
publications about improvements developed by Micronics are available.
A variation of this device was used for extraction without separation. The 
two phases flowed in parallel while the extraction phase was monitored with 
a fluorescence system at different places along the channel [120, 121 122]. 
Small analytes diffused quickly into the extraction phase; a fluorescence 
signal was measured at was be recorded as a background signal, further 
down the extraction capillary small analytes were measured without
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interference of larger molecules that need longer to diffuse across the 
capillary (Figure 14)
Extraction
phase
Sample
matrix
Detection points
J d
\Analyte diffusing into 
extraction phase
Figure 14 T-Sensor
The analyte diffuses from the matrix into the extraction phase, since small molecules diffuse 
faster they can be detected by monitoring the extraction phase at different points along the 
extraction capillary. At the beginning (point 1) the clean phase can be measured, as a 
background signal, further down the capillary (point 2) the analyte can be measured without 
the interference of larger molecules that need longer to diffuse across the channel.
One way to stabilise the interface is the use of porous membranes [123]. A 
porous membrane separated the two phases. This led to a large number of 
very small interfaces between the two phases, while the membrane stabilised 
the overall position of the interface. Polyimide membranes were laser 
machined to give a uniform pore size and a regular pattern. However, the 
production of the membrane was very time consuming since each pore was 
drilled separately into the membrane. Since the liquids make only contact at 
the holes, the actual contact area is significantly smaller then the membrane 
area. Therefore the devices are much bigger the other techniques.
Another possibility to stabilise the interface is to coat the capillaries with 
wall coatings that have similar properties to the solvents. If an aqueous and 
an organic phase are used, that means coating the path of the organic 
solvent with a non-polar coating. This can be done either by building 
capillaries in two slides and coating one slide non-polar while the other is 
polar [124], or by flow patterning the path of one solvent [125]. To form 
patterns of polar and non-polar regions, photo-cleavable coatings can be 
used that are originally hydrophobic but can convert into a hydrophilic form 
when exposed to UV light [125]. However these techniques were only used 
to stabilise parallel flow not to separate a two-phase slug flow at the end of 
an extraction.
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To realize more complicated assays parallel flow systems can consist of 
more than two phases. Systems with an organic phase sandwiched between 
two aqueous phases have been demonstrated [126]. The two aqueous 
phases can have a different pH and wash the organic phase with an alkali as 
well as an acidic buffer at the same time. This can speed up complicated 
multi-step extractions and allow a high degree of automation [126].
1.7.3 Microcontactor
Another way to improve the stability of the interface has been attempted 
by CRL, Hayes, UK [127] who varied the system slightly. Instead of having a 
free interface inside of one capillary, two capillaries on different slides 
overlapped only slightly to form a narrow interface. Additionally, different 
materials were used to manufacture the two capillaries, in order to achieve 
matching polarities for each phase. The analytes could diffuse from one 
phase to the other across the interface. At the end, the two capillaries 
separate again so the two phases were not mixed (Figure 15). The device is 
built from silicon and glass. The glass is slightly more polar than the silicon, 
so the organic phase should have a higher affinity to the silicon capillary.
glass
organic channel - 
interface 
aqueous channel, 
silicon-------
Figure 15: Schematic of the CRL microcontactor
The channels overlapped slightly and formed a narrow interface so the analytes could diffuse 
across the narrow interface between the aqueous and the organic phase. To match the 
polarities of the phases the channel for the organic phase was etched into silicon while the 
channel for the aqueous phase was etched into glass.
The device was mainly limited by the diffusion speed of the analytes. In 
order to reach equilibrium between the phases, the diffusion speed of the 
analytes must allow diffusion across the channels within the contact time. 
The device can also be used as a two-phase reactor for fast two-phase
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reactions. In this mode the reaction must be fast enough to reach equilibrium 
within the contact time. The contact time could be controlled by the flow 
speed in the channel as well as the length of the channel. In order to scale up 
the process to higher flow rates, arrays of parallel channels were built. CRL 
demonstrated devices with up to 120 channels and a flow rate of up to 
500mL per hour.
However, the device was still sensitive to disturbances such as vibration, 
an uneven surface of one capillary or also particles in one phase can 
destabilise the interface and lead to crossover of one phase into the path of 
the other. Since there is no phase separation, crossover could not be 
recovered and the phase was contaminated. Experimental evaluation of the 
microcontactor will be discussed in greater depth in the results section
1.7.4 Miniaturisation in GO
In GO, the picture looks quite different. The first approach to building a GO 
on a chip was published in 1979 by S.C. Terry [9], but there was hardly any 
further research in this field until the late 1980's. The original device was 
based on a 5 cm silicon wafer integrating a simple mechanical injector and a
1.5 m spiral shaped column. A thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was built 
on a separate wafer and mechanically clamped onto the wafer containing the 
column. The device was not heated, but it could separate a mixture of three 
g asses. Only the base of the injection valve was built by micro fabrication 
techniques in silicon. The moving parts were fabricated separately and 
clamped onto the wafer.
In GC research, silicon was the more common material because the 
crystalline structure of silicon allows anisotropic etching and better-defined 
structures. The separation columns have to be much larger than in LC, for 
example even for a miniature GC a column of several metres is needed. This 
can be achieved by coiling the column into a spiral structure or serpentines. 
For detection, TCD was dominant. Since the micro-machined TCD's had a 
very small heated mass, they reacted more sensitively than large ones. Other 
approaches used electrochemical detectors [128].
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The shape of the first GC channels was trapezoidal since they were only 
etched into the bottom wafer but not into the lid. As GC is very sensitive to 
the symmetry of the capillary, several groups tried to improve etching 
techniques in order to improve the shape of the capillary. One approach was 
to etch both the bottom wafer and the lid [128,129] by isotropic etching to get 
two semicircles. However this leads to problems with the alignment of the two 
slides during bonding as well as the reproducibility of the channels width on 
both slides. To overcome alignment problems a different approach was to 
bury the channel inside a silicon wafer by a combination of different etching 
and passivation techniques [130]. These channels were very symmetric but 
complicated to produce.
A better understanding of the new column shape also helped to increase 
efficiency. Several papers on theoretical separation in rectangular columns 
were published recently and allowed optimisation of the system at the 
planning stage [131,132].
A major problem for building GCs is the stationary phase. GC is very 
sensitive to inhomogeneous stationary phase films and "active spots" 
(surfaces without any stationary phase [133]). Conventional techniques to 
form a stationary phase in an existing capillary are difficult to realise in micro­
columns, since they relied on pumping a solution of the stationary phase in 
an organic solvent through the column. However, this was not possible on 
integrated devices since the injector and detector part would be coated as 
well. Therefore bonding a film onto the surface before the two wafers were 
bonded together was tried. In this case, the bonding temperature was limited 
by the temperature stability of the stationary phase. Since a clean silica 
surface was necessary to bond the wafers together, the stationary phase was 
first bonded to the whole chip and then polished off outside the grooves [128, 
129]. Even after bonding two patterned wafers together, this technique left 
many active spots along the bonding edge. In some cases, only the etched 
bottom side had the stationary phase [134]. Since the silica of the top wafer 
acted as a stationary phase as well, the column had two stationary phases. 
This decreased the resolution of the column drastically.
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Injectors with either partially micro-machined valves [9] or conventional 
small valves with sample loops of several microlitres [128, 129] have been 
used. None of these injectors was able to evaporate a sample, therefore only 
gasses could be analysed by these instruments.
For detection TCD dominates, but several groups worked on other 
techniques. Here again new concepts were developed. Miniaturised sensors 
such as field ionisation detectors [135] could be integrated into a GC system.
Recently an atomic emission detector (AED), based on a DC plasma 
excitation, was developed, but it only had a lifetime of two hours [136]. The 
use of electrochemical detectors has also been reported [129]
Another interesting possibility was a miniaturised flame ionisation detector 
(FID) [137, 138]. For the micro FID, an oxihydrogen mix was ignited over a 
micromachined silicon jet. The sample gas was introduced from the side. The 
sensitivity was comparable to conventional systems. It was also possible to 
use the flame for flame spectroscopy. A micro electrolysis cell generated the 
oxihydogen mix locally in order to reduce explosion hazard and gas storage 
facility. (Figure 16)
upper annular 
electrode
substrate electrodeoxihydrogen flame
Pyrex cover
sample inlet
silicon substrate
oxihydrogen inlet
Pyrex base
Figure 16: Schematic design of a miniaturised FID.
Oxihydrogen mix (fuel gas) was purged in through the base, mixed with the sample and 
burned in an oxihydrogen flame. An electrode at the base at the flame and an annular 
electrode just over the flame were used as contacts for an electric field. The current between 
these contacts was proportional to the concentration of hydrocarbon burning in the flame.
1.7.5 Miniaturised Mass Spectroscopv 
Parallel to miniaturisation in chromatography miniaturisation in mass 
spectroscopy (MS) is a rapidly developing field. MS is a very powerful
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detection method since very small amounts of a compound can be detected. 
Since MS can be tuned to just one molar mass it allows a high specificity and 
a very good signal to noise ratio. Coupled with chromatographic methods MS 
is a very sensitive and versatile detector. Miniaturised mass analysers could 
be powerful detectors for GO and LC techniques.
The vacuum within a MS is needed to assure that the ions do not collide 
with any gas atoms on their path. Therefore, the free path-length in the 
system must be significantly bigger than the path of the ions. Since the path 
in a miniature MS is shorter than in a large-scale machine, a less good 
vacuum is needed in miniature systems. In addition, the voltages for the 
electric fields can be smaller since the electrodes are closer together. This 
might allow simpler solid electronics to control the electric fields for miniature 
MS [139]
Miniaturisations of different types of MS have been tried. R. Syms at 
Imperial College, London, UK has built a quadruple MS between two silicon 
wafers [140; 141]. The lens was made of four glass rods covered with a gold 
film. They are sitting in grooves in silicon wafers on the top and the bottom of 
the system. Two spacer rods held a constant distance between the two 
wafers.
Other groups work on miniaturisation of an ion trap MS [142] and time of 
flight MS [140], but these groups do not work with micro-fabrication 
technologies.
1.7.6 Commercial Activities
Miniaturised systems are now gaining importance in commercial systems 
as well. In the USA, several companies producing miniaturised analytical 
chemistry equipment have been founded. Little is known about the research 
activities of these companies, since their results are usually not published in 
scientific journals. The main sources of information about these companies 
are their web pages. For separation techniques. Caliper [143] was the first 
company to launch a device on the market. They produce EOF driven 
separation devices for biochemical applications mainly on glass. Caliper 
recently launched a collaboration with Agilent [144] (formerly Hewlett
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Packard) for the first commercial separation system on a chip. The Agilent 
2100 Bioanalyser performs nucleic acid separations by CE. The system 
works on a 16 well disposable chip. Four wells are used for standards, 
reagents and waste, the other 12 wells are used for samples. A control 
module houses the chip during the run. It connects platinum electrodes to the 
wells and controls the chip. The samples are analysed sequentially and have 
a runtime of about 90 seconds each. The bioanalyser can determine RNA 
quantitatively in the ng/L range. A fluorescence detector is not situated on the 
chip itself, but in the control module. A range of different chips for different 
applications can be run from the same control / detection module.
Caliper has also developed high throughput screening systems [145] as 
well as library chips that can house up to 10000 components and deliver 
small amounts for screening.
Aclara BioSciences [146] produces EOF driven separation chips for high 
throughput screening made from plastic. Their "Lab Card" system has 96 
devices on one card for parallel analysis. Techniques for e.g. gene 
expression analysis or DNA fragment analysis have been developed.
A different approach was presented by Camera Bioscience (recently 
bought by Tecan, [147]) and Gyros [148]. Their "LabCD" concept uses no 
pumps or EOF. Their devices were built on a CD like plastic base. Liquids are 
pumped by centrifugal force of the spinning disc [149]. This allowed them to 
work without high voltages. It also allowed a wider range of liquid matrices 
since it did not depend on conductivity or ion concentration of the liquid. This 
principle allowed them to construct capillary valves. The force needed for a 
liquid to flow out of a capillary depends mainly on the surface tension, the 
capillary diameter and the geometry of the outlet. By varying the diameter of 
the capillary liquid will start flowing through capillaries at different rotation 
speeds. With this technique, they were able to build devices for 
chromatographic separation, centrifugal separation (blood), metering and 
mixing.
Agilent [144] has also produced a new series of, at least partially 
micromachined GC's. The HP P series (portable with internal gas tank and
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batteries) and the HP M series (Micro) provide fast separations of gasses. 
Heated models (for components with a boiling point of up to 220 °C) and 
unheated models (for components with a boiling point of up to 150 °C) are 
available, but even the heated models have only an isothermal mode. The 
injector is only designed for gaseous samples and the detector is in all cases 
a micromachined TCD. In these GCs only the injector and the detector were 
microfabricated. As a column a conventional 0.2mm capillary column was 
used.
Another very interesting concept is presented by Fluidigm [150]. Fludigm 
builds devices with a technique called Multi-layer Soft Lithography. The chips 
are made of an elastic polymer in several layers. One layer contains the 
channels in which the sample flows, on a second layer above are fluid control 
lines. The liquid in the control lines can be pressurised. This results in the 
control line expanding and pressing on the fluid channel below. This can 
close the channel below completely and act as a valve. Several of these 
valves in a line can be switched on and off in sequence to form a peristaltic 
pump. Arranged in a circular channel such a configuration can be used as a 
mixer. Combined with optical detectors this technique can form complex 
systems such as cell sorters.
i-Stat [151] has built sensor arrays on microchips, mainly for medical 
monitoring. Their arrays are able to determine parameters such as pH, 
oxygen saturation and a range of ions such as sodium, calcium, bicarbonate 
and chloride as well as organic compounds such as glucose, urea or creatine 
simultaneously.
Ferran Scientific [152] have produced gas analysers and miniature 
quadruple MS. The devices are produced by conventional mechanical 
techniques and not by micro-fabrication.
DNA sensors are probably the most developed lab-on-a-chip devices. 
Companies such as Affymetrix [153] and Nanogen [154] supply the fast 
growing market for DNA analysis.
The first commercial micro-reaction systems are now available as well. 
CPC, Frankfurt, Germany [155] supplies a flow micro-reaction system
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consisting of a micro-mixer, a micro heat exchanger and a temperature 
controlled reaction capillary. The length of the reaction capillary and the flow 
rate determines the reaction time. The reactor can perform a range of liquid- 
liquid reactions. CRL, Hayes, UK [127] developed the microcontactor that 
was discussed earlier, but also works on other micro-reactors and fabrication 
technologies.
1.8 Bonding
Bonding is one of the most important technologies in the manufacture of 
miniaturised devices. All etching, depositing or doping techniques work only 
on surfaces and cannot make three-dimensional structures, such as 
capillaries, on their own. To make e.g. capillaries first a groove is etched into 
the surface of a chip. In the next step a second chip is bonded onto the first, 
to cover the groove, this forms the capillary.
Normally bonding should involve a chemical reaction connecting the two 
surfaces. In some cases an intermediate layer that is chemically bonded to 
both surfaces can be used. However in many cases a gasket seal can form 
as well. This seal is mechanically less stable but without assessing the 
strength of the connections it can be difficult to distinguish between bonding 
and gasket sealing. Since we had no facilities to asses the differences in this 
thesis bonding is defined as sealing channels embedded between two slides 
tight enough to pump solvent through them, as well as forming a stable 
connection between two slides that do not come apart under the force of the 
pressure of liquid pumped through the channels.
Conventional gluing is usually not possible for such devices since the glue 
would block the channels as well. Two major techniques are available for 
bonding glass or silicon substrates: direct bonding and anodic bonding. The 
surface chemistry of glass and silicon is similar. Silicon forms a thin oxide 
layer on the surface while glass mainly consists of silicon oxide. Therefore, 
the technologies will work for both surfaces in the same way. Both techniques 
work at elevated temperatures to anneal the bond.
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1.8.1 Direct Bonding
For direct bonding, the surface must be activated first. Theoretically, they 
can be activated to a hydrophilic or a hydrophobic surface as long as both 
surfaces are treated the same way. When the surfaces are brought into 
contact the first time, they bond spontaneously by Van der Waals forces. The 
bond is then annealed at high temperatures (300 - 800°C) to strengthen it.
Hydrophilic activation offers a slight advantage. First an acidic catalysed 
activation forms silanol groups at the surface [156,157].
=Si-0-Si= + H2O —> 2 =Si-OH
For the initial bond, silanol groups at the surface and a thin layer of 
adsorbed water form hydrogen bonds across the surfaces. This gives a 
slightly stronger initial bond. While annealing two silanol groups can combine 
to bond by splitting between the wafers [157,158].
2 =Si-OH —> =Si-0-Si= + H2O
The main problems for direct bonding are inefficient surface activation, 
which leads to a bad initial bond, and the annealing temperatures. 
Temperatures above 500°C are necessary to achieve a strong bond. This 
might destroy temperature sensitive structures such as organic films for 
stationary phases. In addition, a rough surface will prevent the formation of 
the initial bond.
1.8.2 Anodic Bonding
Anodic bonding works mainly for glass to silicon. An electric field is applied 
between the two materials, with the cathode at the glass. The movement of 
sodium ions in the glass to the cathode forms a depletion layer close to the 
contact surface. Therefore, a high electric field that pulls the wafers together 
is generated at the contact surface. However, an elevated temperature is 
needed to increase the ion mobility in the glass and strengthen the bond. A 
temperature of at least 250°C and a voltage of about 300 V are still needed 
[159].
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1.8.3 Bonding with Spin-on Glass
A third technique is bonding with spin-on glass [160]. Spin-on glass is a 
solution of silicon hydroxide. At a pH higher than twelve, silicon oxide 
dissolves in aqueous solution forming a hydroxide. The solution is unstable 
and starts to polymerise to an oxide as soon as the water content or the pH is 
reduced. Spinning a thin layer of this solution onto a glass slide and covering 
it immediately forms a strong bond since some ions diffuse into the glass and 
the pH is reduced. The bonding occurs at room temperature, but most of the 
water stays in the bonding area. The water content causes problems as soon 
as the chip is heated above 100°C as a pressure will build up in the bonding 
area. When the pressure is higher than the bonding strength, the chips will 
separate.
1.8.4 Bonding bv an Intermediate Polvmer Laver
For bonding glass or silicon wafers together at very low temperatures, we 
developed a novel process with a thin polymer layer, which was bonded, to 
both glass slides. Especially for chromatography purposes, this process 
might be very useful since the polymer is used as a stationary phase as well. 
Techniques for surface bonding of polymeric stationary phases are well 
known from HPLC already and were adapted easily [52, 53, 54].
Some preparation steps were necessary to bond the polymer to glass. 
Glass consists mainly of silica, which is not very reactive. In order to improve 
the surface activity silanol groups must be formed on the surface by an acidic 
activation. The activation mechanism was similar to the one described for 
direct bonding.
In a second step, the silanol groups reacted with a vinyltrichlorosilane, to 
form a monolayer of vinyl groups on top of the glass [53]. The 
vinyltrichlorosilane reacted with one, two or three silanol groups, depending 
on the steric configuration of the groups on the surface.
= S i-O H  + C l3S i-G H = C H 2 ->  = S i-0 -G l2 S i-C H = C H 2
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If it reacted with only one or two silanol groups, the remaining chorine 
groups reacted with water during the cleaning steps and form new silanol 
groups.
=Si-CI + H2O =Si-OH + HCI
In a last step, monomer mixture was put onto the chips. Spin coating to 
form a thin film on both chips so channels in the chips get a stationary phase 
all around or just to one side to get selective coatings did this. When the 
polymerisation started, it included the vinyl groups from both slides and 
formed a network of polymer-chains between the chips. The film within the 
channels was bonded to the wall as a surface bonded stationary phase.
A cross linking agent (which contains two double bonds) was added to the 
monomer mixture to form links between the different chains and make the 
polymer more rigid and more persistent to organic solvents.
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2 Aim of the work
The aim of this project was to build and evaluate a miniaturised device 
capable of separating two immiscible liquids.
A further aim was to establish a flexible manufacturing process in order to 
enable us to design and build a wide range of microfluidic devices.
This study involved the evaluation of a range of substrate materials and 
development a suitable etching process. The aim of the substrate evaluation 
was to find a material that could be etched with an etch rate greater than 
0.25pm/min to enable us to etch a 30pm deep channel in less then two 
hours. To do this a range of materials were considered, and in particular five 
glasses were evaluated with HF and BHF over a range of concentrations. 
The surface roughness and the stability of the photoresist to the etch was 
considered as well.
Another important aim, needed to design devices, was to develop a fast, 
flexible and low cost prototyping process that allowed microfabrication with a 
minimum of specialised equipment but is still compatible with standard 
microfabrication techniques. Since the design of masks is one of the main 
limitations in time and cost a mask making process based on photographic 
reduction onto silver halide film was developed. Different films, developers 
and reduction techniques were evaluated with the aim of finding a process 
that allowed the production of masks with a resolution of 30pm or better.
To bond glass slides a low temperature bonding process needed to be 
developed. Again it was aimed to develop a flexible and cost efficient process 
that could be used for a range of possible devices and work at temperature 
below 150°C. The bond should seal channels embedded between two slides 
and be strong enough to sustain the pressure inflicted on the chip by pumps 
connected to the inlet. A technique to bond the slides with an intermediate 
polymer layer was proposed. For this a range of polymers needed to be 
evaluated. To coat the slides with the monomer spin coating was be 
evaluated. The process should also allow selective coating of only one slide
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of the chip to facilitate the fabrication of chips with different surface properties 
in channels etched into the two slides that will make up the complete chip.
With the fabrication and bonding process in place, the techniques were 
applied to construct a microfabricated solvent separator for liquid-liquid 
extraction. The liquid-liquid separator was based on affinity separation at 
multiple junctions between channels with a polar or a non-polar surface. The 
separator was designed to separate a slug flow of two immiscible liquid 
phases, an aqueous and an organic phase for a wide range of organic 
solvents. Special emphasis was given to non-polar solvents such as 
isooctane since no miniaturised extraction system was available for them yet. 
Flow rates needed to be sufficient to generate approximately 30pL in 10 
minutes of extraction phase, since this would be sufficient to supply samples 
to a modern HPLC within the cycle time needed for separation. To feed a 
slug flow with a slug size of less then 0.01 pi into the separator a suitable flow 
segmenter needed be developed.
To compare the device to a state of the art parallel flow extractor, a 
Microcontactor by CRL was evaluated as well. On this device especially the 
compatibility with different two-phase mixtures was investigated, and 
compared to the results of the liquid-liquid separator.
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3 Experimental
3.1 Evaluation of Substrate Materials
Different glasses were evaluated in order to find a suitable substrate 
material.
- BDH borosilicate cover glass, (BDH Poole, UK);
- BDH premium microscope slides, borosilicate glass, (BDH, Poole, UK);
- Heraeus fused silica microscope slides, (Heraeus, Byfleet, UK);
- Corning 7740 borosilicate glass, (Corning, High Wycombe, UK);
- Corning 7070 lithia potash borosilicate glass, (Corning, High Wycombe, 
UK).
The glass types were spin coated with Az1505 positive photoresist (50 s at 
5000 rpm) (Hoechst, Frankfurt; D), and softbaked for 20 sec. at 100°C. The 
resist was then scratched with tweezers to expose parts of the surface and 
hardbaked (30 min at 100°C). The shape of the pattern was not relevant for 
these experiments since the maximum depth is independent of the geometry 
of the photoresist pattern.
All glasses were etched with different concentrations of H F  (40%; 20%, 
10%, 5%), diluted from 40% H F (BDH, Poole, UK) with distilled water. 
Different ratios of buffered H F (1:2, 1:5, 1:10) were made up from 40% H F  
(BDH, Poole, UK) and 10 mol/L solution of N H 4F (BDH, Poole, UK)
The etch rate of the different mixtures was evaluated by taking samples 
out at different times, the photoresist was removed with acetone and the 
depth of the etched pattern was measured with a Dektak II. The surface 
roughness after etching with different etches was also investigated with 
Dektak II. The effect of the temperature on the etch rate could not be 
considered since temperature controlled baths were not available, however 
the fabrication laboratory has an air conditioning system that should keep the 
temperature constant around 21 °C, but no data are available on it's accuracy.
The samples were etched for a maximum time of 45 min or until the 
photoresist peeled off.
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3.2 Microfabrication
3.2.1 Production of Masks
To obtain a fast and inexpensive way of producing masks for 
photolithography, photographic film was considered as a material. As an 
initial experiment patterns were generated on a computer and then 
transferred to slide film on a commercial slide writer (2048 x 1365 pixels onto 
a (36 X 24mm) colour slide exposed and developed by the audio visual 
services unit. University of Surrey, Guildford, UK. Since these slides were not 
fulfilling the requirements in resolution and contrast, direct printing with a 
1200 dpi Laser printer (Hewlett Packard Laser jet 5 MP) was evaluated using 
test prints on paper. As a further improvement, optical reduction from paper 
printouts onto high contrast photographic black and white film was used. To 
choose an appropriate film as well a suitable developer, datasheets [161, 
162] of different films were obtained and compared.
The methods for mask production will be described and evaluated in 
greater detail in the results section.
The masks for final devices were made using the following procedure.
The patterns were designed with Auto Cad or Corel Draw and printed on a 
Hewlett Packard LaserJet 5MP. The film was exposed with a Canon A1 SLR 
Camera with a 50 mm lens and a +1 close up lens. In order to achieve a high 
contrast a Kodak Technical Pan Film (Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA) was used 
for the masks and developed with Kodak D19 developer (Kodak, Rochester, 
NY, USA) for 6 minutes. The film was rated ISO 100 with this process.
The film was exposed using a SLR camera. First a page, printed with a 
25% grey pattern was metered to set the exposure. Then the designs were 
exposed with the same settings.
The masks were treated with Tetenal silver bronze mirror developer 
(Tetenal, Norderstedt, Germany) in order to increase the contrast even 
further. This deposited a metallic silver/chrome film on the black parts of the 
film while leaving the clear parts transparent.
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The slides were treated first for three minutes with Tetenal bleach then 
rinsed in water and treated for four minutes with the mirror developer
3.2.2 Photolithoaraphv
For photolithography AZ1505 positive photoresist (Hoechst, Frankfurt, D) 
and AZ4330a positive photoresist (Hoechst, Frankfurt, D) were evaluated. 
They were both coated at the recommended speed of 5000 rpm for 50 sec. 
To achieve optimum adhesion to the glass, the time for the hardbake was 
varied between 20 and 60 minutes and temperature was varied between 
80X  and 120°C. To improve adhesion of the film hexamethyldisilazane 
(Hoechst, Frankfurt, D) was evaluated as an adhesion promoter. The results 
of these experiments will be discussed in greater depth in the results section.
The following procedure was used for the production of devices:
Az1505 positive photoresist (Hoechst, Frankfurt, D) was spin coated onto 
the chromium layer (50 s at 5000 rpm), softbaked for 20 s at 100°C and then 
exposed. For exposure the masks were taped against a quartz slide and then 
pressed against the resist layer by weighting them down at the edges with 
metal blocks.
The resist was exposed with a 90 W black light lamp for 3 min, developed 
with AZ 400 (Hoechst, Frankfurt, D) developer (1:4) and hardbaked on a 
hotplate for 30 min at 100°C.
3.2.3 Deposition of Chromium
Chromium films were deposited by evaporation under vacuum. As a 
preparation step the glass was first cleaned with a three stage clean (as in 
chapter 3.2.6). A chromium pellet was placed in a molybdenum wire basket 
and the basket was connected to the terminal electrodes in the evaporator. 
The sample was placed approximately 20 cm above the source. The 
chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of approximately 5x10'^ bar. The 
molybdenum basket was electrically heated until the evaporation pressure of 
approximately 5x10'^ bar was reached. At the evaporation pressure, the 
shutter was opened. The sample was monitored visually until an opaque 
chromium layer was reached. Then the shutter was closed and the heating
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current was turned off. The sample was left in the evaporator to cool for a 
further 30 min. Film thickness was measured afterwards with a Dektak II.
Several factors were investigated to achieve the best adhesion of the 
chromium to the glass :
- Cleaning methods for the glass with a range of organic solvents and 
inorganic acids were evaluated.
- Freshly etching the glass surface with BHF 1:10 was attempted to strip 
contaminations off the surface.
- The influence of the evaporation pressure onto the stability of the film
- The use of titanium seed layer between the glass and the chromium. 
The outcome of these experiments will be discussed in the results section 
in greater detail.
3.2.4 Etching of Chromium
Chromium layers were etched through the resist pattern with a chromium 
etch (HNO3 (69%) : ammonium hexanitrocerrate (BDH, Poole, UK) : water in 
the proportions: 1 :10 : 49) until the chromium layer was not visible anymore.
3.2.5 Etching of Glass
Corning 7070 glass was to fabricate devices and etched with diluted HF 
(5% or 10%). HF 40% (BDH, Poole, UK) was diluted with distilled water to 
the appropriate concentration. The time was estimated by the desired depth 
of the channels and the etch rate of the HF. The following etch rates were 
established:
HF 5 % = 0.33 pm/min 
HF 10 % = 0.63 pm/min
Afterwards the photoresist was stripped off with acetone and the chromium 
was stripped off with the chromium etch.
3.2.6 Cleaning Procedures
A cleaning procedure was developed in order to remove contaminants 
such as dust, grease or fingerprints from the surface of the substrate 
materials.
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The following cleaning procedure was used, in order to clean the glass 
before any other process. The substrate was cleaned first with toluene to 
remove non polar contaminations such as oil or grease, then acetone, then 
methanol as more polar solvents to dissolve contaminations such as marker 
pen writing, and finally with water to wash off salt. The samples were then 
blow dried with nitrogen to prevent water droplets attracting dust particles 
and to remove loosely bound dust. The process was performed at room 
temperature.
More persistent organic contamination such as surface bonded vinyl 
monolayers were removed by boiling the slides for five minutes in NH3/H2O2 
to oxidise organic matter and then boiled for five minutes in HCI (36%). 
followed by the cleaning procedure with organic solvents as described above.
3.2.7 Drilling of Access Holes
Access holes to the chips (1.0 mm) were drilled with a PCB drill and 
diamond coated tube drill bits (Tudor Diamonds Cowfold, UK)
3.3 Bonding
To bond two, patterned glass slides, a novel process with an intermediate 
polymer layer was developed.
An important step in this process was the covalent bonding of a vinyl 
monolayer to the substrate.
3.3.1 Surface Preparation
Before bonding the vinyl layer to the surface, silanol groups have to be 
formed on the surface. This is done by acidic activation.
The sample was first cleaned with the usual cleaning process. Then an 
additional cleaning step with boiling NH3/H2O2 (BDH Poole, UK), for five 
minutes, oxidised the remaining organic contamination. The sample was 
washed with distilled water and then boiled for 5 min in HC115% (BDH Poole, 
UK) to activate silanol groups at the suface. Afterwards the sample was dried 
first with nitrogen and then in a vacuum at 5x10"  ^mBar.
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3.3.2 Bonding of Vinvl Monolayer
To chemically bond the polymer to the glass surface an additional 
monolayer of vinyl groups was bonded to the glass surface first. In a finished 
device the vinyl layer was chemically bonded to the glass as well as to the 
polymer and led to a stronger bond. Since the reagent reacts violently with 
water, all materials and solvents had to be carefully dried before use. To 
ensure a dry atmosphere during the reaction the flask was continuously 
purged with dry nitrogen.
The samples were placed in a 100mm Pyrex reactor and covered with 
approximately 150 mL trimetylpentane (BDH Poole, UK dried over CaCb). 
500pL of vinyl trichlorosilane (Fluka, Poole, UK) was added. The reactor was 
then closed, purged with nitrogen and refluxed for 1 h. After cooling the 
reactor down for 1 h, the samples were taken out and cleaned with acetone 
and water.
3.3.3 Evaluation of Polvmers for Bonding
Different monomers were evaluated for the bonding process.
- Methacrylic acid (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK), crosslinked with 
ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK), and initiated 
with azoisobutuyrolnitrile (AIBN) (BDH, Poole, UK) or 
dibenzoylperoxide (DBP) (Fluka, Poole, UK)
- Octadecylacrylate (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK), was crosslinked with 
octadiene (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK), and initiated with 
azoisobutuyrolnitrile (AIBN) (BDH Poole, UK), or dibenzoylperoxide 
(DBP) (Fluka, Poole, UK), and diluted to decrease viscosity with 
hexane (BDH Poole, UK).
- GDI GC Stationary phase Analab, (No Haven, Connecticut, USA)
- Vinyl-terminated dimethylsiloxane (V-DMS) viscosity 200cSt (ABCR - 
Gelest, Manchester, UK) was crosslinked with methylhydrosiloxane- 
dimethylsiloxane copolymer (H-DMS) 25-30 % (MeHSiO) (ABCR - 
Gelest, Manchester, UK) and catalysed with platinum carbonyl
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cyclovinlymethylsiloxane complex (ABCR - Gelest, Manchester, UK) 
and diluted to decrease viscosity with toluene (BDH Poole, UK).
The following characteristics were investigated:
- In a first step the bulk polymer was evaluated. Different monomer / 
crosslinker ratios were prepared for all systems polymerised in small 
vials at different temperatures or under a UV lamp. This allowed 
investigation of the optimum ratios of base monomer, cross linker 
initiator and solvent. As ovens with a high accuracy, two GC ovens 
were used, a Sigma 3B (Perkin Elmer, Beaconsfield, UK) and a 
HP5890 (Hewlett Packard, Waldmohr, Germany). For UV initiation a 90 
W BLB lamp (BDH, Poole, UK) was used.
- In a second step, mixtures that polymerised to form rigid polymers in 
reasonable time were evaluated for spin coating. The mixtures were 
coated onto plain glass slides to evaluate spin coater speed and time 
and to establish if solvent was needed to dilute the mixture. To reduce 
the viscosity of the monomer mixture, it was diluted with increasing 
amounts of a suitable solvent. The properties for spin coating were 
assessed after evaporating solvent off by briefly placing the slide on a 
hotplate at 100°C, and then two coated slides were brought into 
contact. The mixtures that formed closed bubble free films while the 
next higher diluted mixture was failing were considered right for further 
experiments with patterned chips.
- For the next step simple line patterns were etched into glass slides and 
the slides were coated with a vinyl monolayer. Mixtures that showed 
promising results in the earlier experiments were coated on these 
slides and then two slides were brought into contact. These were then 
checked to see if any channel got blocked before and after thermal 
polymerisation.
- The mixtures that gave best results in these tests were used to 
construct devices.
The outcome of these experiments will be discussed in greater depth in
the results section.
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3.3.4 Process for Polymer Bonding
The optimum process used for building devices was with cross-linked 
PDMS. The mixture was made with 73% V-DMS, 4% HDMS, 0.15% 
catalyst and 30% toluene. The mixture was spin coated at 4000 rpm for 30 
sec., the solvent was then evaporated for 10 sec at 100°C, and finally the 
mixture was polymerised at 100°C for 20 min.
3.4 Overview over the Complete Fabrication Procedure
An overview over the complete fabrication procedure for a liquid-liquid 
separator chip is given in (Figure 17)
a) First the glass was cleaned with a range 
of organic solvents as described in chapter 
3.2.6. Then chromium was evaporated onto 
the glass under vacuum as described in 
chapter 3.2.3.
Î1^  Glass 
— Chromium
b) Photoresist was spin coated on top of the 
chromium as in chapter as described in 
chapter 3.2.2.
^  Photoresist
b
c) A Mask was placed onto the resist and the 
chip was exposed to UV light. The UV light 
weakened the resist so the exposed resist 
could be developed off and the chromium 
was exposed where the resist was exposed 
to UV light
c
d) The unprotected chromium was etched 
with ammonium hexanitrocerrate / HNO3  as 
described in chapter 3.2.4. This transferred 
the pattern in the resist to a pattern in the 
chromium layer.
d
e) The glass was etched through the 
chromium pattern with diluted hydrofluoric 
acid as described in chapter 3.2.5. e
f) The photoresist was stripped off with 
acetone while the chromium was etched 
away with ammonium hexanitrocerrate / 
HNO3  as described in chapter 3.2.4.
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g) Holes were drilled into the slide (as in 
chapter 3.2.7), that will serve as access 
holes when the chip is finished. Until this 
step both slides of the later device were 
treated the same, even etched with identical 
patterns, step g, h and I are only performed 
with the slides that were for the polar coated 
half of the chip
h) A monolayer of vinyl groups was 
chemically bonded to the surface of the 
glass, (as described in chapter 3.3.2). This 
layer later reacted with the monomer mix and 
bonded it chemically to the glass.
i) A mixture of PDMS pre-polymer, 
crosslinker imitator and solvent was spin 
coated onto the slide as in chapter 3.3.4, and 
heated it briefly to evaporate the solvent off.
j) The coated slide from step i) was brought 
into contact with a slide that only went 
through to step f). The chip is checked that 
no channels were blocked in the process, 
and then baked for 2 0  min to fully cure the 
polymer (as described in chapter 3.3.4). The 
chip is again checked for blockages under 
the microscope.
J
j
k) The finished chip is mounted in aluminium 
baked and connectors to pumps and 
collection vessels are pressed onto the chip, 
as described in chapter 3.7.4
Figure 17: Complete fabrication procedure
Chips produced this way had a network of channels. Channels on the top half of the chip had 
mainly non-polar wall coating while the channels in the lower half had mainly polar walls. All 
pictures are not to scale and do not reflect the final pattern of any device made.
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3.5 Evaluation and Measurement Techniques
3.5.1 Measurement of Channel Depth and Width with Dektak II
A standard procedure to measure channel depth and width with the 
Dektak II was established. Finding the exact starting points of the sloping 
side wall of the channel can be difficult because of the round features of the 
channel. Therefore marker points were chosen where the gradient of the 
slope is sufficiently high to achieve reproducible measurements. For the top 
width this was done at 5% of the depth, for the bottom width this was done at 
95% of the total depth. The total depth was measured in the middle of the 
channel.
In order to measure channels with the Dektak the glass surface was 
levelled at both sides of the channel and defined as zero depth. First, the 
depth was measured in the middle of the channel.
The width at the top was measured at approximately 5% of the final depth. 
The width at the base was measured at approximately 95% of the final 
depth. (Figure 18)
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Measurement points for channels with Dekatak
of DEPTH >
Width BASE 
Width TOP
ZERO + LEVEL outside channel
Figure 18: Measurement of channel dimensions, (not to scale)
Measurement of the width of the channels was difficult since the edges are rounded. This 
makes it difficult to establish where the channels flatten off at the top and the base. To get 
more reliable results about the channel width fixed points along the slope were used. The 
width at the base was measured at -95% of the maximum depth while the width at the top 
was measured at -5%  of the depth. At these points the slope was already steep so an 
accurate measurement was easier. The graph mainly illustrates how a channel looks scaled 
to full screen display on a Dektak II and does not reflect the real aspect ratio of the channel 
that has a shallow wide profile.
3.5.2 Estimation of Surface Polarity
In order to estimate the polarity of a surface the size of water droplets on 
the surface was measured. The size of a droplet depends mainly on the 
contact angle between the surface and the droplet. A high contact angle 
means a small droplet while a low contact angle leads to a spread out large 
droplet. For polarity estimations, a 4pL drop of distilled water was placed on 
the surface of the sample and then the width in the middle was measured 
under a microscope. To ensure symmetry of the droplet the measurement 
was repeated at 90° to the original measurement.
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3.6 Experiments on the CRL Microcontactor
For experiments on the Microcontactor, the device was clamped to a tripod 
with the reservoirs ca. 30 cm above. The device was first primed with water 
then an organic solvent was primed into the organic channel.
In order to investigate the crossflow for different solvents both fractions 
were collected in 10 mL headspace vials. After 30 min. both vials were 
removed and the amount of contamination in each vial was measured with a 
calibrated syringe. The solvent, the height of the reservoirs as well as the 
spatial orientation of the device were varied to observe the device under 
different conditions. In order to study the effects of density difference and 
miscibility with water the following solvents were used (each with water as 
the second phase):
- Ethyl acetate (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK)
- Hexane (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK)
- Dichloromethane (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK)
- Butanone (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK)
- Toluene (Aldrich, Gilllingham, UK)
- Ethyl-3-ethoxypropionate (Kodak Eastman, Kingsport, USA)
3.7 Liquid-Liquid Extraction
3.7.1 Capillarv Experiments.
As an initial proof of principle experiment for the design of a liquid-liquid 
separator based on different surface properties in intersecting capillaries, 
straight glass capillaries were subjected to different surface treatments. The 
capillaries were then exposed to different solvents and the height of the liquid 
level in the capillary was measured in relation to the level of the surrounding 
liquid. The following treatments were used to achieve a wide range of surface 
polarities;
- new untreated
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- new coated with DMS (DMS was dissolved in toluene, the solution 
purged through the capillary and dried afterwards)
- acid activated (as described in 3.3.1)
- coated with a vinyl layer (as described in3.3.2)
- coated with a vinyl layer and coated with DMS
To expose the capillaries to different solvents, the solvents were filled 
approximately 2 cm high into a cuvette. The cuvette was placed in front of a 
page of graph paper. The capillaries were carefully lowered into the liquid. 
The average height of the liquid in the cuvette was estimated on the graph 
paper. The height of the liquid level in the capillaries was estimated on the 
graph paper and noted down.
3.7.2 Liquid-Liquid Segmentation
To achieve a two-phase slug flow with small and regular sized segments of 
the two phases a flow segmenter was built. Initially a coaxial segmenter was 
constructed by placing a 0.2mm (inner diameter) fused silica capillary inside 
a 0.53mm (inner diameter) capillary. In a T-fitting the inner capillary was fed 
right through while the outer one was open to the side arm. This allowed 
feeding of the separate phases in the inner and the outer capillary. At the end 
of the inner capillary the streams merged and formed a segmented flow. 
(Figure 19)
.organic inlet
HPLC T-fitting ^  
aqueous inlet PIPE seals segmented flow
, , ________
0.2 mm capillary 0.53 mm capillary
Figure 19; Coaxial segmenter
A simple coaxial segmenter was built from fused silica capillaries and a 1/16" T fitting. The 
thinner capillary was fitted inside the wider one. One solvent was fed through the inner 
capillary and one through the outer one, at the end of the inner capillary the two flows 
merged and formed a slug flow.
To achieve even smaller slugs a segmenter was built on a chip. For first 
evaluation a simple T-junction was etched into glass. An aqueous and an
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organic phase were fed into the arms of the T to form a segmented flow 
down the bar. For liquid-liquid separation devices a T-segmenter was 
integrated into the separator chip. The efficiency of these segmenters will be 
discussed in greater depth in the results section
3.7.3 Liquid-Liquid Separation Chip
Devices with different designs (with or without an on-chip segmenter) were 
made as described in chapter 3.4. Only the channels that attract the organic 
phase were coated with a DMS layer. This was achieved by only preparing 
one slide of the device for the DMS for bonding. This procedure left the 
channels of the unthreaded slide free of PDMS but still bonded the device
3.7.4 Connections to the Chip
To connect the separator chip to the solvent supply system a mounting 
bracket was designed. The bracket was made out of two 5 mm thickness 
aluminium plates (Figure 20a). An observation window was cut through both 
plates in the middle to allow visual evaluation of the chip. Holes (%") were 
drilled above the access holes in one plate and a thread was cut to fit flange 
tubing connectors. Pressing flange fit PTFE tubing onto the chip connected 
the inlet and outlet. Since this caused leaking in early experiments silicone 
washers were fitted between the flange fit tubing and the chip to achieve a 
tight seal. (Figure 20b)
a) schematic of mounting bracket
PTFE tubing 
connector 
washer 
access hole 
channel
b) close up schematic of connector
Figure 20: Schematic of the chip mounting bracket.
It was designed out of 5mm aluminium plates; an observation window was cut into the 
middle for visual inspection of the chips (a). Tubing was connected to the chip through %" 
access holes with flange-fit tubing (b)
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3.7.5 Physical Properties of Organic Solvents
The physical properties of the organic solvents used in the project were 
often of great importance. Parameters such as density, viscosity, solubility in 
the other phase, or boiling point have often a significant influence on the 
outcome of the experiment. If the density of the two phases is different it will 
influence the phase separation since the two phases can separate already on 
this principle. If the two phases are to a proportion soluble in each other, 
small contamination of the phases can be hidden since they dissolve. The 
boiling point indicates how easily a solvent evaporates from a collection 
vessel. To give an overview of the solvents used and their properties a table 
was compiled. (Table 1)
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4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Evaluation of Substrate Materials
The aim of the substrate evaluation was to find a suitable substrate 
material for the fabrication of microfluidic devices. Initially glass, silicon or 
plastic were considered. Since no fabrication facilities and expertise for 
plastic devices was available to us, glass quartz and silicon were considered 
in greater detail since they can be used with standard microfabrication tools 
in our clean rooms. A versatile process that could be used for other projects 
as well was of great importance, especially the option of using EOF was 
considered important at this stage. Even if silicon allows greater control over 
the fabrication process silicon cannot handle the high voltages involved with 
EOF. The option of depositing silicon oxide or silicon nitride as insulating 
films adds extra steps to the fabrication procedure and films thick enough to 
insulate the channels are difficult to grow. Since glass is stable at high 
voltages, cheap and easily available different glasses as well as quartz were 
considered experimentally.
The minimum requirement was producing a channel-depth of 
approximately 30 pm in less than two hours. (This equals to an etch rate of 
0.25 pm/min.) The two limiting factors to reach this goal are the etch rate of a 
particular glass as well as the time the photoresist can stay on the substrate. 
In general, the glasses were etched with a range of hydrofluoric acid (HF) or 
ammonium fluoride buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) solutions. However, not 
all experiments could be evaluated since the photoresist dissolved or peeled 
off too fast in many etches. If strongly undercut, the photoresist did not allow 
reliable measurements of the achieved depth and could therefore not be 
evaluated. This happened especially with HF solutions. These conditions 
were not further quantified, since they were considered unsuitable.
Another effect that limited the use of some etches was the surface 
roughness of the glass. On a microscopic scale glass is not completely 
homogenous in it's composition, if the HF is available in abundance the local
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etch rate is mainly limited by the local composition of the glass. Since the 
composition varies, the local etch rate varies and results in a rough surface. 
However if the concentration of HF is low the limiting factor for the reaction is 
the availability of HF, since the availability of the HF is homogeneous across 
the solution the etch rate is more homogeneous too. For this reason, diluted 
solutions of HF result in smoother channels that are more desirable for the 
final device.
Another important parameter is the effect of the temperature on the etch 
rate. A higher temperature results in a higher etch rate, therefore heated but 
diluted HF solutions are often used for etching glass. In this project heating 
the HF was not an option, since no temperature controlled etching baths
were available in the clean rooms used. Therefore the effect of the
temperature on the etch rate was not evaluated. However even if the
temperature of the etch was not monitored, the clean room was air
conditioned so the room temperature and the temperature of the chemicals 
stored in the lab should be constant to achieve a reproducible result.
The other results are listed in Table 2 to Table 6.
4.1.1 BDH Premium Microscope Slides - Borosilicate Glass
One of the first glasses evaluated was BDH Premium microscope slides, a 
borosilicate glass, because of its low cost and easy availability. However, the 
adhesion of the photoresist was not sufficient and it peeled off quickly in any 
concentration of HF tried high concentrations of HF caused a rough surface. 
With BHF, the etch rates were far too low to achieve the desired depth in a 
reasonable time. For an overview of the results see: Table 2
Type of glass: BDH Premium microscope slides, borosilicate glass
Etch used Max. depth Time Etch rate Limitation
BHF 1:3 0.9 pm 12 min 0.08 pm/min Photoresist came off
BHF 1:5 0.7 pm 12 min 0.06 pm/min Photoresist came off
BHF 1:10 0.6 pm 12 min 0.05 pm/min Photoresist came off
Table 2: Maximum etch depth, BDH Premium microscope slides, borosilicate glass
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4.1.2 BDH Cover Glasses - Borosilicate Glass
With BDH Cover glasses - borosilicate glass, the photoresist had a slightly 
better adhesion, but still the etch rates were too low to achieve the desired 
depth or, in the case of the diluted HF, the photoresist peeled off too early. 
See: Table 3. After the evaluation of the two borosilicate glasses, it was 
concluded that the high boron oxide content of these glasses slowed the 
etching of the glass with HF. The effect of boron acting as an etch stop is 
known in silicon doped with boron, therefore other types of glass were 
investigated.
Type of glass: BDH Cover glasses, borosilicate glass
Etch used Max. depth Time Etch rate Limitation
HF 2% 1.5 pm 10 min 0.15 pm/min Photoresist came off
HF 4% 2.8 pm 10 min 0.28 pm/min Photoresist came off
HF 8% 6.6 pm 10 min 0.66 pm/min Photoresist came off
BHF 1:2 0.8 pm 15 min 0.05 pm/min Etch rate too low
BHF 1:5 0.7 pm 15 min 0.05 pm/min Etch rate too low
BHF 1:10 2.5 pm 40 min 0.06 pm/min Etch rate too low
Table 3: Maximum etch depth, BDH Cover glasses, borosilicate glass
4.1.3 Heraeus, Electricallv Fused Silica Microscope Slides
Heraeus, electrically fused silica microscope slides, were chosen as pure 
quartz without any boron content. However the photoresist had a very poor 
adhesion to this glass and few quantitative results were established. For 
further results see: Table 4
Type of glass: Heraeus, electrically fused silica microscope slides
Etch used Max. depth Time Etch rate Limitation
HF 48% 3.0 pm 5 min 0.60 pm/min Photoresist came off
BHF 1:10 1.4 pm 30 min 0.05 pm/min Etch rate too low
Table 4: Maximum etch depth, Heraeus electrically fused silica microscope slides
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4.1.4 Corning Pyrex 7740 Borosilicate Glass
Two fabrication glasses by Corning were evaluated as well. Corning 7740 
and 7070 are widely used for the production of MEMS and as a substrate for 
silicon, since the thermal expansion of these glasses is closely matched to 
the thermal expansion of silicon. However, Corning 7740 showed low etch 
rates as did all borosilicate glasses. In addition, the adhesion of the 
photoresist was not sufficient. Further details see: Table 5
Type of glass: Corning Pyrex 7740 borosilicate glass
Etch used Max. depth Time Etch rate Limitation
HF 24% 6.7 pm 10 min 0.67 pm/min Photoresist came off
BHF 1:10 0.4 pm 30 min 0.01 pm/min Etch rate too low
Table 5: Maximum etch depth, Corning Pyrex 7740 borosiiicate giass
4.1.5 Corning Pvrex 7070 Lithia Potash Borosilicate Glass
Of the five glasses evaluated. Corning Pyrex 7070 lithia potash 
borosilicate wafer glass proved the most suitable for etching deep channels. 
Diluted HF (5% or 10%) seemed to be a good compromise between stability 
of the photoresist and the etch rate. The photoresist had a sufficient adhesion 
and the etch rates for diluted HF were sufficient to reach the desired depth in 
reasonable time. For initial results see: Table 6. All the other glasses proved 
to be too resistant against HF or BHF, or the adhesion of the photoresist was 
too low. Therefore Corning 7070 was used for the fabrication of all later 
devices.
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Type of glass: Corning Pyrex 7070 lithia potash borosilicate glass
Etch used Max. depth Time Etch rate Limitation
HF 5% 16.5 pm 45 min 0.37 pm/min Fulfilled requirement
HF 10% 26.0 pm 45 min 0.58 pm/min Fulfilled requirement
HF 15% 21.0 pm 30 min 0.70 pm/min Photoresist came off
BHF 1:2 1.3 pm 20 min 0.07 pm/min Etch rate too low
BHF 1:5 0.4 pm 20 min 0.02 pm/min Etch rate too low
BHF 1:10 0.8 pm 30 min 0.03 pm/min Etch rate too low
Table 6: Maximum etch depth, Corning Pyrex 7070 lithia potash borosilicate glass
4.1.6 Etch Rate of Corning 7070
In order to investigate the etch rate, several pieces of Corning 7070 
etched in 5% HF or 10% HF and were taken out at different times. The etch 
rate was linear with time. (See Table 7 and Figure 21)
Etch rate of Corning 7070 glass with diluted HF
27,5-
Q. 12,5
*  5% HF
▼ 10% HF
\  Linear
Regression, 5% 
HF
\  Linear
Regression, 10% 
HF
20 25 30
Time [min]
Figure 21: Etch rate of Corning 7070 with 5% HF and 10% HF
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Regression curve Standard deviation: Correlation coefficient:
HF 5%: depth = 0.36 x t - 0.95 1.144 0.9775
HF 10%: depth = 0.60 x t + 0.84 1.264 0.9838
Table 7: Linear regression of etch rates of corning 7070 with 5% HF and 10% HF
Small samples of Corning 7070 were etched for different time intervals. 
Results from different days were pooled for this graph to give an overview of 
real reducibility.
4.1.7 Increase of the Maximum Achievable Depth
In order to fabricate channels with greater depth the adhesion of the 
photoresist to the substrate was of great importance. If the photoresist 
pattern lifts off during etching of the substrate the device is rendered useless 
because the substrate is corroded over the whole area. Initially AZ4330a 
photoresist as a thick resist with approximately 4.5pm film thickness and 
AZ1505 photoresist as a thin resist with approximately 1.5pm film thickness 
were evaluated. The HF did not corrode both films quickly, and no difference 
in adhesion could be found so both resists were equally suitable. To improve 
the adhesion the temperature and duration of the hardbake was varied in the 
hope this would improve the adhesion but these experiments were again 
inconclusive.
As a different way to increase the adhesion hexamethyldisilazane was 
evaluated as an adhesion promoter. Hexamethyldisilazane reacts with the 
surface of glass or silicon and leads to a non-polar film that improves the 
adhesion of the photoresist. However in a comparison between glass-slides 
with and without promoter no difference could be found.
Another possibility to improve the maximum depth was to use a metal film 
to protect the underlying substrate. To do this the substrate was first coated 
with a suitable metal and then with photoresist. After the photoresist was 
patterned first the metal was etched, and then the substrate. Since metal 
films often adhere much better than photoresist this can lead to significant
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improvements. A suitable metal for etching with HF is chromium since HF 
does not corrode chromium and it has a better adhesion to glass than 
photoresist.
For evaluation, photoresist was spin coated onto the chromium layer. The 
photoresist was patterned with standard photolithography. Then the 
chromium was etched. Finally the glass was etched where it was exposed. 
The chromium layer resisted the HF for much longer and led to better-defined 
structures. However, the glass was etching even through small pinholes in 
the chromium layer and this can peel off the chromium, when etching very 
deep structures.
The combination of Corning 7070 glass with the chromium layer led to a 
reliable system to etch channels for microfluidic devices into glass. Structures 
up to 50pm deep were achieved with this technique.
4.1.8 Optimisation of Chromium Evaporation
A good quality chromium layer improved the maximum depth, however 
initially the adhesion of the chromium layer varied substantially between 
different batches of evaporations. While some layers were free of pinholes 
with excellent adhesion other layers showed a network of fine cracks after 
the evaporation and washed off under running water. Several experiments 
were undertaken to evaluate the factors influencing the adhesion. Initially 
surface contamination was considered to be the cause. Therefore the glass 
was cleaned with organic solvents as described in (chapter 3.2.6). Since this 
did not result in any improvement in reproducibility, the surface was briefly 
etched in BHF in order to strip a thin layer off the glass surface and therefore 
obtain a fresh and clean surface. This also did not result in any improvement. 
Therefore it was concluded that the problem was not surface contamination. 
A different way to improve the adhesion was attempted by evaporating a thin 
titanium seed layer onto the surface of the glass. This is a common 
procedure for metal films since titanium is known to have a good adhesion to 
glass as well as to other metals. Initially the film adhered much better to the 
glass, however, titanium etches well with HF and therefore lifted off the 
chromium during the glass etching process.
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Finally the evaporation pressure was investigated as well. Generally a 
slow evaporation at a low pressure (close to the base pressure of -3x10'^bar) 
was considered advantageous for the quality of the film. However, chromium 
evaporates at higher temperatures than other metals that are commonly used 
(such as gold or aluminium). Therefore the molybdenum baskets were white 
glowing during the evaporation. The radiation of the baskets heated up the 
substrate substantially. Since the substrate was exposed to the heat for 
longer. In the slow low-pressure evaporation (at -8x10'^bar) it was heated 
more, than in a fast high-pressure evaporation (at -7x10'%ar). The greater 
heat put a greater stress on the layer since the glass and the metal film 
contract at different rates when cooling down after the evaporation. To 
minimise heating effects, fast evaporations were attempted. To do this the 
shutter between the source and the substrate was closed while the baskets 
were heated. The shutter was only opened when the evaporation pressure 
was reached, and closed immediately after a clearly visible film had formed. 
These films finally produced reproducible films with good surface adhesion. 
Therefore all later chromium evaporations were performed at -7x10'®bar with 
the shutter opened only when the pressure was fully built up.
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4.2 Fast Prototyping
A fast prototyping method was developed in order to have a fast and 
flexible method to produce devices. The production of masks with electron 
beam writers is a complex and expensive procedure that could not be 
performed in-house. Therefore a fast process for the production of masks in 
a fast and cheap way with minimum of specialised equipment was a major 
step in our fabrication process.
Since the structures used for microfluidic devices are still much larger than 
the structures used in microelectronic devices a much lower mask resolution 
was sufficient. A resolution of circa 30pm for the mask was considered 
sufficient for most chromatographic and electrophoretic applications. 
Therefore a process based on photographic film was developed. Initially 
direct film writing with a digital slide writer was tried. The slide writer could 
write 2048 x 1365 pixels onto a 35mm (36 x 24mm) colour slide, theoretically 
this gives a resolution of 17.5pm for the smallest feature achievable, however 
since the picture consists of square pixels, lines that do not match with the 
pixel grid had steps in the edges (Figure 22a). 1-pixel lines can only run 
horizontally or vertically since they are interrupted otherwise. Additionally the 
colour slide film used had low contrast. The thinnest clear lines achieved this 
way were approximately 30pm wide, with badly defined edges, a low contrast 
to the surrounding material and not completely clear (Figure 22b). Since the 
process had to be done in a commercial photographic lab no influence could 
be taken on the contrast of the final image, the choice of film or the 
developing conditions. The problems with irregular line width and low 
contrast finally showed that direct written film was insufficient for the 
production of masks.
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a) Curved lines ~ 3 pixel wide b) 1-Pixel lines, clear and black
Figure 22: Photomicrograph of direct written slide film masks
Masks written directly with a slide writer onto colour slide film showed irregular thickness for 
curved lines since the number of pixels across the line varies (a). The masks had generally a 
low contrast; the thinnest lines with 1-pixel width fade into the background but were with 
approximately 30pm wider than the predicted 17pm.
As an alternative direct printing with an office laser printing onto 
transparency sheets was considered but only evaluated with paper printouts. 
A 1200 dpi laser printer has with 21.2pm pixel size in theory a resolution 
close to the slide writer, however in practice the same problems with the pixel 
grid as the slide writer apply and the true resolution is even lower and also 
the toner particles do not form a sharp edge. The finest black line (on white 
background) possible was approximately 100pm (Figure 23d). The contrast 
and the line thickness also varied over a single printout, which indicated 
further problems with reproducibility.
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a) lines, two pixels wide ■ b) lines, four pixels wide1
(-100 im -»
c) lines, eight pixels wide d) single hairline crossing 1 mm line
Figure 23: Laser printed line patterns on paper
Regularly patterns of parallel lines were printed with a 1200 dpi laser printer to evaluate its 
true resolution. The patterns were generated with Corel Photopaint in a pixel array matching 
the resolution of the printer to avoid moiré effects. Lines with widths of 2(a), 4(b) and 8(c) 
pixels were printed. The two pixels wide lines (a) smeared completely and formed a 
continuous grey area, the four pixel wide lines (b) show some degree of separation, but still, 
the black is not continuous while many toner particles are scattered across the while paper. 
Only the eight pixels lines are clearly separated a show continuous black lines. However the 
lines newer have smooth edges. A hairlines (thinnest possible line according to software) 
showed continuous black with a thickness of -100 pm (d).
The resolution was investigated futher with patterns of parallel lines 
(Figure 23a-c). Line-patterns were designed with Corel Photopaint and the 
resolution was matched to the resolution of the printer to avoid moiré 
patterns. The pixel grid of the printer means that the thickness of the lines 
was also limited by the fact that it has to be an integer of pixels, therefore the 
line width can be varied only in -21pm steps.
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The bitmap patterns showed clearly separated dense lines only at a 
thickness of eight pixels or larger (Figure 23c). Four pixel wide lines showed 
some degree of separation (Figure 23b) while 2 pixel wide lines were a 
continuous grey (Figure 23c). Larger dark areas still showed many pinholes, 
while single toner particles often contaminated the white areas. In general the 
line thickness and edge roughness varied over the printout too much for the 
production of a mask. The resolution of approximately 100pm was 
considered insufficient as well.
To overcome these problems photographic reduction of the printouts onto 
high contrast black and white silver halide film was considered. A wide range 
of specialist black and white film is commercially available so a film with a 
high resolution as well as a high contrast was chosen. Changing the 
development procedure can further increase the contrast. Since the exposure 
and development could be performed in our laboratory the process could be 
controlled and optimised to achieve optimum contrast. Kodak Tech Pan film 
was chosen for the process since it is recommended by Kodak because of 
it's fine grain and has the possibility of development with high contrast. 
According to Kodak, Tech Pan film has a resolution of up to 320 lines per 
millimetre, since the black lines are separated by equally wide clear lines 
each line has a width of only 1.5pm. This resolution is far superior to slide 
writers or laser printers. Since the grain in the film is randomly distributed, the 
angle of a line has no influence on the edges. If the films are exposed with a 
commercial SLR camera this high resolution is not achievable, however, 
since the grain is much finer then the smallest visible feature, the lines have 
smooth edges. The photographic reduction step reduced an A4 printout 
approximately by a factor of eight. If laser printed templates were used this 
means that a 100 pm line of a laser printer can be theoretically reduced to a 
12.5 pm line on the film. Since thicker lines can be used on the initial paper 
print out the relative error of the laser printer will be smaller, the influence on 
the thickness steps as well since the line thickness could now be changed in 
-2.5pm steps. To evaluate the resolution (the smallest feature this technique 
can produce) a simple test pattern was designed. It consisted of simple
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crossing lines; a thick line (1mm on the initial printout) was crossed by a 
hairline (-100pm on the initial printout). A microphotograph of a junction is 
shown in (Figure 23d). This pattern was photographed with a commercial 
SLR camera onto Kodak Tec. Pan film and developed with high contrast 
developer as described in chapter 3.2.1. In order to obtain optimum results 
the exposure was first measured with a grey card. The meter readings for the 
card were used to expose the film. In order to secure good results the 
exposure was bracketed by exposing all masks three times, first one f-stop 
underexposed, then the exposure measured from the grey card, then one f- 
stop over exposed.
Figure 24: Optical microphotograph of the developed film.
The grainy structure of the silver grains is clearly visible in the dark parts. The clear parts are 
slightly brighter in this picture. Small pinholes were possible between the crystals.
On well exposed masks the reduction of features was successful, the 
1mm line was reduced to 133pm, this is only 8pm larger than the predicted 
and can be accounted for by factors such as blurring in the lens of the 
camera or inaccuracies in the distance between paper and camera (which 
affects the ratio of reduction), the thin line was nearly twice the width 
predicted, probably due to blurring in the lens or inhomogeneous line 
thickness on the printout. However a feature size of -30pm was within the 
specifications of the process.
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The pure photographic film (Figure 24) still has drawbacks if used as 
masks. The blackened layer still had small pinholes, which transfer to the 
photoresist or at least weaken it locally. The edges also were slightly rough 
and not well defined.
Well-exposed film had already sufficiently high contrast to be used as 
masks for photolithography; however, this can be greatly improved by 
electrodeless deposition (Figure 25) to make the process more reliable even 
if optimum exposure is not achieved.
Electrodeless is an autocatalytic process that deposits more silver where 
silver is already present. The single silver grains grow until a closed reflective 
film is formed and therefore it closes small pinholes and smoothes the edges.
The increase in metal was even measured as an increase in thickness of 
the film. The non-transparent patches after the deposition step are 
approximately 900 nm higher than the clear areas of the film. The metal film 
also grew slightly into the clear patches to form a sharper smoother edge. 
Therefore, the channels are 1 - 2pm narrower than before the deposition 
step.
After this step the mask has a substantially higher contrast and no 
pinholes, this allowed longer photoresist exposure times without weakening 
the photoresist under blackened areas. The process even worked on 
underexposed negatives that had not enough contrast to be used directly as 
masks and even in this case the electrodeless deposition still formed a 
closed metal layer that blocked all light.
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Figure 25: Optical microphotograph of the mask after the electrodeless deposition.
Since the closed metal layers reflect the light, the non-transparent areas are brighter in this 
image. The contrast in these masks is much higher than in the previous untreated film. Small 
pinholes were closed.
The main disadvantage of the masks was that the poly acetate substrate 
of the film absorbs all UV light with a wavelength shorter then 360nm. Since 
the photoresist is designed to be exposed with short wavelength UV the 
exposure times have to be increased drastically. The high-pressure mercury 
lamp in the mask aligner is not designed for long exposures and has a low 
light intensity above 350 nm. Therefore the film was exposed for three 
minutes with a low-pressure black light lamp that has a broad intensity 
maximum at 350 nm and is therefore more suitable for exposing through 
polyacetate film.
With this technique the pattern transferred well from the mask to 
photoresist. Since the light is not directional with the type of lamp used, the 
light will "undercut" the mask and broaden the line width slightly. This effect 
was stronger for wider lines since light coming at shallow angles can 
penetrate into the photoresist while the mask in the other side of a thin line 
shadowed it off. Therefore the thin line actually narrowed slightly while the 
thicker line broadened (Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Optical microphotograph of test pattern transferred to photoresist
The test pattern transferred well to the photoresist, since light could "undercut" the mask the 
line proportions changed slightly.
The chromium film was subsequently etched and undercut the photoresist 
only very slightly increasing the width of both lines by 2-3pm (Figure 27).
R 5 3  pm
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Figure 27: Optical microphotograph of test pattern transferred to chromium layer. 
The chromium etch undercut the photoresist slightly and broadened the lines further.
In these first evaluation experiments, only in the glass etching step did a 
substantial loss of resolution occur, since the isotropy of the etch was bigger 
than that theoretically predicted. With other patterns, better aspect ratios
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were achieved in later experiments. The aspect ratio for the evaluation 
experiments was 11:1.
This was probably due to bad adhesion of the chromium layer, this 
exposed the edges of the groove to the HR
The chromium layer also seemed to have had a crystalline structure. This 
caused the chromium to peel off in little needles along the crystal lattice, 
which explains the parallel groves starting from the edge of the channel 
(Figure 28).
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Figure 28: Etched glass
The glass was etched ~11 pm deep. The rough edges of the channel seem to have come 
from the chromium layer peeling off. The lattice orientation of the chromium preferentially 
peeled off little parallel needles that lead to the parallel grooves at the top of the channel.
4.2.1 Conclusion
The technique showed very promising results for fast prototyping. The 
production of a new mask can be achieved in less than one day. Other 
production steps such as etching and bonding can take another two to three 
days. This allows the production of a new device in three to four days. The 
new mask-making process has proved to be a valuable tool for our work. It 
allows the rapid and inexpensive design of many different masks for our 
devices and makes it easy to improve designs based on findings in earlier
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experiments. Since it mainly uses routinely available facilities such as laser 
printers and SLR cameras, it is easily accessible for nearly every laboratory.
The resolution of the process might be not sufficient for the design of 
complex circuits for microelectronics. However, it is sufficient for many 
applications for chemistry or biology where only a medium resolution is 
needed and there is a greater tolerance to edge roughness or small 
fluctuations in the channel diameter.
As a flexible low cost process most labs can be easily adapted for this 
process and quickly produce microfluidic devices. Compared to other fast 
prototyping processes such as 3D printing or scanning laser ablation or 
building structures directly from thick photoresist this process is slower since 
these techniques produce new devices in hours. But these processes often 
rely on very complex equipment that is not widely available and need 
intensive training for users.
4.3 Bonding with intermediate Poiymer Layer
Most common bonding procedures are performed at high temperatures; 
this is a serious limitation if parts of the device are temperature sensitive. 
Thermal bonding is also in most cases very slow and needs at least 24 
hours. Therefore a low temperature bonding process based on an 
intermediate polymer layer was developed.
In order to bond slides with a polymer layer several polymers were 
examined. The requirements for the process were:
- Coating a thin film of the monomer by spin coating on one or both 
slides and bringing the two slides into contact.
- The film should connect the two surfaces but not block channels.
- Curing the film by heat or UV initiation to form a solid polymer.
- Stability of the polymer against a wide range of solvents
Since no facilities to assess the strength of the connection were available 
to us, it was not always possible to distinguish between bonding and gasket 
sealing with the polymer. The aim for this work was the formation of a leak
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free seal around the channels that had sufficient mechanical strength to 
withstand the pressure of the liquid within the channels.
To fulfil these requirements the film thickness after the spin coating was 
important. The viscosity of the monomer solution mainly controlled the film 
thickness. However, the polymerisation process was also important since 
the polymer must not flow during the polymerisation or produce gaseous 
side products that form bubbles. To develop a process that complies with 
the conditions above, several monomers were evaluated.
Starting conditions for the polymerisation experiments were usually found 
in the literature or suggested by the supplier and then varied around these 
suggested values to optimise the procedure to fit our needs.
4.3.1 Surface Preparation with Trichloro-Vinvlsilane (Vinlvlisation)
Most organic polymers have a low adhesion to glass and often do not 
even wet the surface of glass. To form stable films of polymer, which adhere 
well to glass, trichloro-vinylsilane was bonded to the surface. Chlorosilanes 
react with the silanol groups at the surface of the glass and form a chemically 
bonded monolayer on its surface. Since trichloro-vinylsilane has a vinyl group 
as a second functional group it effectively formed a monolayer of vinyl groups 
bonded to the surface of the glass. The vinyl groups can take part in radical 
polymerisation with a monomer and therefore chemically bond a polymer film 
to the glass. Additionally, the vinyl monolayer changes the surface polarity 
and allows the monomer to form stable wetting films before the 
polymerisation. The process for bonding trichloro-vinylsilane to glass 
surfaces is widely used to attach stationary phases for GC or HPLC to quartz 
substrates and was adapted from [53]. Since trichloro-vinylsilane reacts with 
all the monomers evaluated in this project, the surface preparation step was 
used for all bonding experiments to enhance the surface wetting of the 
monomer and increase the adhesion of the polymer film and therefore the 
bonding strength.
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4.3.2 Polvmethacrvlate
Polymethacrylate was chosen for an initial study since the monomers were 
already available. Even though it is not a common polymer for microfluidic 
devices it was used to evaluate the concept of bonding with a polymer layer.
The monomers were used in our labs before for the production of 
molecular imprinted polymers (MIPS), so the conditions used for the 
production of MIPS [164] were used as a starting point. Polymethacrylate is a 
common clear hard polymer that is polymerised from methacrylic acid and 
cross linked with ethyleneglycol-dimethacrylate. As initiator AIBN was used.
4.3.3 Comparison of Heat- and UV Light-Induced Polvmerisation
In a first series of experiments, polymerisation with UV light and heat were 
compared with each other.
Mixtures with methacrylic acid: ethyleneglycol- dimethacrylate 90:10 and 
80:20 were initiated with 5,15, 25 and 50 mg/L AIBN
A small quantity of each mixture was prepared and split into two sets for 
heat and UV initiated polymerisation.
For evaluation mixtures were prepared in small 200pL sample vials that 
were closed with crimp caps. Methacrylic acid has a strong and characteristic 
smell, since a complete polymerisation uses up all the methacrylic acid it's 
smell was used as a simple indicator to see if the reaction was completed.
Mixtures containing 10% trichloro-vinylsilane were evaluated concerning 
their suitability to form polymers that can bond to a glass or silica surface 
without a separate surface preparation with trichloro-vinylsilane.
One set was polymerised at 90°C for 3.5 hours (even though, most 
samples were solid already after a first check after two hours.) The 
temperature and time were chosen because at 90°C AIBN has a half-life of 
approximately 30 min and therefore more than 98% of the initator is 
decomposed after six half-lives.
Results of heat-induced polymerisation are shown in: Table 8
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Initiator
concentration 5 mg/mL 15 mg/mL 25 mg/mL 50 mg/mL
90% Methacrylic 
acid 
10%
Ethyleneglycol-
dimethacrylate
Hard solid, clear 
but cloudy at the 
bottom white film 
on the top, slight 
monomer smell 
after scratching
Hard solid, 
white/beige, 
slight monomer 
smell after 
scratching the 
surface
Hard solid, white 
bottom/beige top, 
no smell
Hard solid, 
beige, no smell
80% Methacrylic
acid
20%
Ethyleneglycol-
dimethacrylate
Hard solid, clear 
but cloudy at the 
bottom white film 
on the top, slight 
monomer smell 
after scratching
Hard solid, 
white/beige, no 
smell
Hard solid, 
white/beige, no 
smell
Hard solid, 
beige, no smell
90% Methacrylic 
acid
10% Trichloro- 
vinylsilane
Soft and creamy, 
beige, strong HCI 
smell
Soft and creamy, 
beige with 
orange film on 
top, strong HCI 
smell
Soft and creamy, 
beige, strong HCI 
smell
Soft and creamy, 
beige, strong HCI 
smell
Table 8: Results of heat induced polymerisation of different PM A mixtures at 90°C.
All PMA mixtures polymerised at 90°C, while mixtures containing trichloro-vinylsilane did not 
polymerise
All PMA mixtures tried with thermal initiation polymerised well. Only the 
mixtures containing trichloro-vinylsilane were not polymerising well, maybe 
the strong acidic character of the trichloro-vinylsilane inhibited the 
polymerisation.
The samples for the UV polymerisation were placed under the UV lamp for 
68h, because of earlier experiences with UV imitation for MIPS. The progress 
was monitored several times during the reaction.
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initiator
concentration 5 mg/mL 15 mg/mL 25 mg/mL 50 mg/mL
90% Methacrylic 
acid 
10%
Ethyleneglycol-
dimethacrylate
Liquid, clear Hard solid, clear, 
white film on the 
top, no smell
Hard solid, clear 
at the edge and 
white "cone" in 
the middle, no 
smell
Liquid with small 
white solid patch 
on the bottom
80% Methacrylic
acid
20%
Ethyleneglycol-
dimethacrylate
Hard solid, clear, 
white film on the 
top, no smell
Hard solid, clear, 
white film on the 
top, little white 
patch on top, no 
smell
Hard solid, clear, 
white film on the 
top, monomer 
smell
Hard solid, clear 
top mm white, no 
smell
90% Methacrylic 
acid
10% Trichloro- 
vinylsilane
Soft and creamy, 
white, strong HCI 
smell
Soft and creamy, 
beige, strong HCI 
smell
Soft and creamy, 
slightly orange, 
strong HCI smell
Soft and creamy, 
slightly orange, 
strong HCI smell
Table 9: Results of UV induced polymerisation of different PMA mixtures.
For UV initiation a higher initiator concentration was necessary. The mixtures containing 
trichloro- vinylsilane did not polymerise with UV as well
With UV initiation only the PMA mixtures with high initiator contents 
polymerised well. This was not surprising since AIBN is not very efficient for 
UV initiation, especially with the UV lamp available to us. The samples 
containing trichloro- vinylsilane were not polymerising here as well.
4.3.4 Polvmerisation at Different Temperatures
In order to investigate the influence of the temperature a second series 
was prepared. Since all samples with heat-induced polymerisation became 
solid in the fist series, lower initiator concentrations were used. (0.5-15 mg/L) 
The different mixtures were prepared and split into six sets to be 
polymerised at different temperatures. In (Table 10) an overview of the 
results can be found.
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Temp 95% Methacrylic acid 
5% Ethyleneglycol- Dimethacrylate
90% Methacrylic acid
10% Ethyleneglycol- Dimethacrylate
z
CO
<
1
E
i n
o
40°C 2 Days: No reaction 2 Days: No reaction
60°C 1 Day: liquid slightly yellow 1 Day: liquid slightly yellow
80°C 400 min: liquid slightly yellow 
1 Day: liquid slightly yellow
400 min: liquid slightly yellow 
1 Day: liquid slightly yellow
100°C 30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
90 min: creamy solid white bottom, 
liquid top
30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
90 min: creamy solid white bottom, 
liquid top
120°C 30 min; Hard solid, wet, white, 
monomer smell
30 min: Hard solid, wet, white, 
monomer smell
Z
00
<
_J
i
40°C 2 Days: No reaction 2 Days: No reaction
60°C 220 min: liquid slightly yellow 
1 Day: liquid slightly yellow
220 min: liquid slightly yellow 
1 Day: yellow slightly liquid
80°C 400 min: liquid slightly yellow 
1 Day: liquid yellow
400 min: liquid slightly yellow 
1 Day: clear hard solid, white top layer
100°C 30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
90 min: clear hard solid, liquid top, 
white top layer, cloudy bottom
30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top, 
slight monomer smell 
90 min: clear hard solid, liquid top, 
white top
120°C 30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
z
CO
<
1
CO
40°C 2 Days: No reaction 2 Days: No reaction
60°C 220 min: liquid yellow
300 min: solid white bottom, yellow
liquid top
1 Day: clear hard solid, white top layer, 
slight monomer smell
220 min: solid white bottom, clear 
yellow liquid top
300 min: solid white bottom, yellow 
liquid top
1 Day: solid white bottom, yellow liquid 
top
80°C 180 min: liquid slightly yellow
400 min: milky wet solid
1 Day: clear hard solid, white top layer
180 min: liquid slightly yellow
400 min: solid white iDottom, clear liquid
top
1 Day: clear hard solid, yellow liquid top
100°C 30 min: creamy solid, white but still wet 
90 min slightly cloudy hard solid, white 
top layer, slight monomer smell
30 min: creamy solid, white but still wet 
90 min slightly hard cloudy solid, white 
top layer, slight monomer smell
120°C 30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
Z
CO
<
_JE
O )
E
m
40°C 2 Days: No reaction 2 Days: No reaction
60°C 220 min: liquid slightly yellow 
300 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
1 Day: solid white bottom, yellow liquid 
top, sweet smell
220 min: liquid slightly yellow 
300 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
1 Day: solid white bottom, yellow liquid 
top, sweet smell
80°C 60 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
90 min: solid bottom growing 
180 min: solid white bottom, yellow 
liquid top
400 min: clear solid, white top layer
180 min: liquid yellow
400 min: clear hard solid, white film on
top
100°C 30 min: creamy solid, white but still wet 
90 min: Hard solid, white, slight 
monomer smell
30 min: creamy solid, white but still wet 
90 min: clear hard solid, white top layer, 
slight monomer smell
120°C 30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
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Temp 95% Methacrylic acid 
5% Ethyleneglycol- Dimethacrylate
90% Methacrylic acid
10% Ethyleneglycol- Dimethacrylate
z00
<
gD)
E
o
40°C 1 Day: liquid slightly yellow
2 Days: No change. Sample still liquid 
and yellow
1 Day: liquid slightly yellow
2 Days: No change. Sample still liquid 
and yellow
60°C 30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
220 min: clear hard solid, white top 
layer, monomer smell
30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
220 min: clear hard solid, white top 
layer, monomer smell
80°C 30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
90 min: solid bottom growing 
180 min: solid white bottom, yellow 
liquid top
400 min: clear hard solid, yellow liquid 
film top
30 min: solid white bottom, liquid top 
90 min: solid bottom growing 
180 min: solid white bottom, yellow 
liquid top
400 min: clear hard solid, wet solid 
white bottom, yellow liquid film top
100“C 30 min: creamy solid, white but still wet 
90 min: Hard solid, white, slight 
monomer smell
30 min: creamy solid, white but stiii wet 
90 min: Hard solid, white, slight 
monomer smell
120°C 30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
90 min: Hard solid, white, slight 
monomer smell
30 min: Hard solid, white, monomer 
smell
90 min: Hard solid, white, slight 
monomer smell
Table 10: Polymerisation of PMA mixtures at different temperatures.
Temperature had a major influence on the properties of the polymer, with 100°C the best 
polymers were achieved in reasonable time.
With only two ovens available, only two series could be run at a time. 
Since the samples were prepared all together, they were stored in the fridge 
until they were used. To ensure that there is no influence during storage, the 
experiments at 100°C were repeated with a second set of samples after all 
other experiments. The results were similar.
From these experiments it was concluded that 80°C and 100°C were the 
most promising temperatures. At 60°C the polymerisation took several hours 
and in some cases even days, this was considered too long to be practical. 
Polymerisation at 120°C was faster, but resulted in nearly all cases, in a 
white polymer. The white colour indicates a foamy structure with included gas 
bubbles, since this was not desirable for our bonding experiments 120°C was 
considered too hot. Additionally the boiling point of the cross-linker 
(ethyleneglycol- dimethacrylate) is only 98-100°C and at 120°C it would 
evaporate during the reaction and change the cross-linker to monomer ratio.
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4.3.5 Polymerisation Between Glass Slides
After the polymerisation conditions for PMA were evaluated with small 
pellets, polymerisation between 22x22 mm cover glasses was investigated, 
to evaluate the properties for bonding. To find the right amount of liquid, small 
volume of monomer mix was put onto a cover glass, then a second cover 
glass was put on top and the slides were briefly pressed together. 5pL drops 
led to a film that filled the whole space between the cover glasses but did not 
squeeze out when pressed slightly. For a visual inspection of the polymers, 
5pL of each mixture was placed between two glass slides (without cleaning, 
activating or vinylising the slides). Two sets with 5% and 10% ethyleneglycol- 
dimethacrylate and 0.5, 1 , 3 , 5  and 15 mg/L AIBN were prepared; one set 
was polymerised at 100°G for one hour, the other one at 80°C for three 
hours. The results are summarised in Table 11.
Temp 95% Methacrylic acid 
5% Ethyleneglycol- Dimethacrylate
90% Methacrylic acid 
10% Ethyieneglycol- 
Dimethacryiate
0.5 mg/mL 
AIBN
80°C Monomer evaporated Liquid
100°C White film area, small clear 
area in the middle (-4mm)
White film -%  area, small clear 
area in the middle (-12mm * 4mm)
1 mg/mL 
AIBN
80°C Liquid Liquid
100°C White film area, small clear 
area in the middle (-3mm * 7mm)
White film ~Vz area, small clear 
irregular patches (-3mm)
3 mg/mL 
AIBN
80°C Liquid Monomer.evaporated
100°C White fiim -%  area, small clear 
patches (-1 .5mm)
-
5 mg/mL 
AIBN
80°C -%  Area bonded, clear film with 
white margin (-0.6mm)
Only small grey film bonded
100“C White film -%  area, small clear 
area in the middle (-4mm * 7mm)
White film -%  area, small clear 
irregular patches (-2mm)
15 mg/mL 
AIBN
80°C -%  Area bonded, clear film with 
white margin (-1 .3mm)
-%  Area bonded, clear film with 
white margin (-2mm)
100°C White film -V 2  area White film -%  area, small clear 
irregular patches (<1mm)
Table 11 : Polymerisation of PMA between glass slides.
Between glass slides the formation of glass and the volatile monomer caused substantial 
problems, none of the mixtures had good properties for bonding since the bonded area 
reduced during all the experiments.
Evaluation with a microscope showed that the white film has a foamy 
structure with lots of small bubbles in the micrometer range. The size of the 
bubbles increased towards the outer edge.
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Another problem was that methacrylic acid is a volatile monomer. The 
monomer evaporated during thermal curing between the slides and reduced 
the bonded area.
The results showed that the mixtures used were not suitable for bonding 
because of the small gas bubbles formed in the thin films. The decomposing 
initiator formed nitrogen and causes the bubbles.
4.3.6 Conclusions on PMA
The properties of the resulting polymer seem mainly to depend on the 
speed of the generation of radicals. Since AIBN decomposes faster at higher 
temperatures, the temperature controls the polymerisation speed. With a very 
small amount of radicals, the polymerisation will not run completely. If AIBN 
decomposes very fast the nitrogen cannot diffuse out of solution and forms a 
foamy white polymer. A medium polymerisation speed allows the nitrogen to 
diffuse out during polymerisation. The resulting polymer was clear and brittle.
Another reason for the clear polymer might be that the polymer was 
already too hard when larger amounts of gas appeared to form bubbles. This 
would cause a higher partial pressure of the nitrogen in the polymer, which 
eased the diffusion through the polymer or might have increased the 
solubility of the nitrogen in the polymer so that it could form, a stable solution.
The amount of cross-linking agent had only a slight influence on the 
polymerisation, but the polymer hardened slightly faster at higher cross linker 
concentrations, this prevented the nitrogen from diffusing out even at lower 
polymerisation speeds.
4.3.7 Polv Octadecvlacrvlate.
Since the viscosity of the PMA mixture could not be controlled and the 
monomer was too volatile, a different polymer system was evaluated. 
Octadecylacrylate (ODA) was chosen because the Ci8 chain is a common 
non-polar stationary phase for HPLC. Since ODA is solid at room 
temperature, but dissolves well in a range of organic solvents, it was also 
possible to mix a very wide range of viscosities. ODA is also much less
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volatile than methacrylic acid and should not evaporate during thermal 
curing. As a cross-linking agent, octadiene was tried as a non-polar diene.
A second drawback in the first experiments with PMA was the generation 
of nitrogen by the AIBN. In order to avoid this, another initiator was 
evaluated. Dibenzoyl peroxide was chosen because it should not generate 
any volatile gasses during polymerisation.
Again different mixtures of the monomer mix were prepared and 
polymerised under different conditions.
Compared to the AIBN initiated reaction, the DBP needed higher 
temperatures to react. Best results were achieved at 100 °C with 0.01 
MoIdbp/MoIoda- The mixture reacted within half an hour.
With 0.001 MoIdbp/MoIoda, the polymers stayed liquid. With 0.005  
moloBp/MoloDA, it took several hours to polymerise the mixture. Larger 
amounts of initiator did not improve the polymerisation further. As expected, 
there were no longer gas bubbles in the polymer.
At 80°C the reactions went very slowly and took several hours, while at 
^20°C the octadiene started boiling and caused bubbles.
The cross-linking agent had only a minor influence on the properties of the 
polymer. Since strong crosslinking is important for good bonding and good 
long-term stability of the stationary phase, a ratio of 1 mol octadiene to 10 
mol octadecylacrylate was chosen for the later experiments.
The resulting polymers were white and solid at room temperature. The 
glasspoint is between 30°C and 40°C. Above this temperature the polymer 
became clear and elastic, but should still be strong enough to keep the slides 
together. Even if the mechanical strength of the bond will decrease at higher 
temperatures, the slides could be clamped together as long as the polymer 
prevents the leaking between the two channels.
4.3.8 Spin Coating
To assess the optimum mixture for spin coating a wide range of mixtures 
with different solvent content were spin coated onto 22x22mm cover glasses. 
Two cover glasses with the same mixture were brought into contact and 
briefly heated to form a monomer film between the two slides. A film that was
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'too thin' did not fill the space between the slides completely and left areas 
that were not filled. For bonding the film needed to be as thin as possible, but 
without leaving areas uncovered. Therefore the mixture was more and more 
diluted (to decrease the viscosity) until one mixture formed a film that was 
'too thin'. The next higher viscosity that filled the space completely was 
considered for further evaluation. Similar experiments were conducted to 
optimise the spin speed. The speed of the spin coater was increased until a 
'too thin' film formed. In some cases the film retracted from the edges during 
the polymerisation, in this case the viscosity was increased (or the spin 
speed decreased), to find a mixture that still covered the whole space 
between the slides even after polymerisation.
As a base mixture ODA ; octadiene (10mol:1mol) with an initiator 
concentration of 0.01 M oIdbp/M oIoda was used at a polymerisation 
temperature of 100°C for 1 h. This mixture was diluted with acetone to 
decrease the viscosity. Dilutions between lOpL/mL to 500pL/mL were 
evaluated at spin coating speeds between 2000rpm and OOOOrpm for 5sec to 
60sec.
As a polymer system with a wide range of possible viscosities, it was 
possible to evaluate the properties during spin coating onto glass slides. Best 
results were achieved by a solution containing 100 pL/mL acetone at a speed 
of 5000 rpm for only 10 sec.
Samples below 5000 rpm often did not achieve a complete surface 
coverage. Samples with a higher concentration of acetone achieved a film 
that was too thin. Since the acetone evaporated after the spin coating, the 
octadecylacrylate crystallised instantly without the solvent. This caused the 
film to change from a clear liquid to a white solid film. Under a polarisation 
microscope, this process could be observed easily, since the formation of 
small crystals was clearly visible. The film melted easily on a warm metal 
block, in order to merge the films from two slides before bonding. Since the 
surface of glass is hydrophilic, while the monomer mix is strongly lipophilic, it 
tended to form little droplets after being melted. This did not occur anymore.
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after the chips were coated with a vinyl layer. However, in order to save time, 
new, untreated slides were used for the first spin-coating experiments.
The major problem with the evaporation of acetone was that the viscosity 
of the liquid was changing during the spin-coating process. This led to ripples 
and an uneven surface. The uneven surface caused problems during the 
bonding.
Another problem was the strong temperature dependence of the viscosity. 
Depending on the temperature different amounts of solvent were needed to 
prevent the ODA from re-crystallising causing substantial problems with the 
day-to-day reproducibility. An attempt was made to stabilise the system with 
a larger amount of octadiene, which acted, in this case, as a cross-linker as 
well as solvent. These experiments led to successful bonding of our first 
patterned chips. However, the polymer tended to flow at elevated 
temperatures making it difficult to control the bonding process.
The best results with plain glass slides were achieved with a mixture of 
0.01 MoIdbp/MoIoda at 100 °C. The mixture reacted within half an hour. For 
the spin coating, a solution diluted with lOpL/mL acetone, a speed of 5000 
rpm for only 10 sec achieved the best results.
With some well-coated slides UV initiation was attempted by placing them 
under a UV lamp. The slides hardened in 1h as well.
To test if the mixture could bond slides with channels without blocking 
them small slides with simple grove patterns etched were tested. These 
experiments gave promising results. Therefore, the construction of a first 
device was attempted.
4.3.9 Bonding Experiments on the First Device
As a first device, an attempt was made to produce a liquid-liquid separator. 
Two slides were etched with a pattern (Figure 36). Access holes were drilled 
into one slide for the mix-inlet and the two outlets. The surface of one slide 
was coated with a vinyl layer by reaction with vinyltrichlorosilane.
A monomer mix consisting of octadecylacrylate, ocatadiene and 
dibenzoylperoxide (DBP) was spin-coated onto the vinylised slide. The two
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slides were brought into contact and air bubbles were pressed out. Under an 
optical microscope the channels were checked for blockages. If a channel 
was blocked with monomer mix the slides were cleaned and the process was 
repeated.
For the first experiment, the polymer was only cured with 1 h of UV light. 
The chip was then mounted in the chip holder and connected to pumps. 
Evaluation of the bonding under the microscope confirmed that no channels 
were blocked and the boundary of the channels was clearly visible. (Figure
29)
Figure 29: Crossing of two channels.
The upper (horizontal) channel is vinylised. The polymer has withdrawn from the channel 
and forms a clear line following the edge of the channel.
Two HPLC pumps were used to supply water and hexane at a flow rate of 
0.2 mL/min each (0.4 mL/min in total). A dynamic mixer generated a flow of 
small alternating slugs of both solvents.
This flow-rate could not be sustained on the chip without a high 
backpressure. The pressure forced the slides apart. The device started 
leaking strongly and soon came apart. Additionally, the hexane slowly 
dissolved the polymer that was not completely cured.
This was because polymer did not polymerise completely and the only 
partially cured polymer was not stable against organic solvents.
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The fractions collected at both outputs consisted mainly of water. This 
could be because the hexane with its lower viscosity leaked more easily 
through the small gap between the slides than the water or because the 
hexane diffused into the polymer.
In order to re-bond the device the two slides were cleaned with 
H2O 2/HNO 3 (boiling for five minutes). One slide was vinylised again, spin 
coated with monomer mix, heated for ten seconds on a hotplate to evaporate 
the solvent, brought into contact with the second slide, cured for 1 h with UV 
light and afterwards for 1 h at 100°C.
The second curing step at 100°C was introduced to fully harden the 
polymer. In earlier experiments with thermal initiation 1 h at 100°C hardened 
the polymer completely, however the 1h under UV still hardened the polymer 
slightly and made it at least more viscous, it was assumed that this should 
prevent the polymer from flowing during the second thermal curing step that 
would only completely harden the polymer.
The second thermal curing step was introduced to get a fully polymerised 
harder polymer and better bonding. However, the higher temperatures during 
this step introduced a number of new problems.
The main problem was that the polymer was only semi-solid after the UV 
curing. This was because DBP needs a high energy UV lamp for initiation. 
The UV lamp used in these experiments was only a low-pressure mercury 
lamp with a low energy UV spectrum and did not initiate DBP well.
However, the high temperature during the bake melted it again to a liquid 
mix. This allowed the film on the surface of the channel walls to withdraw into 
the space between the slides, leaving the vinylised surface in the channel 
exposed. This could be easily observed; since the polymer was 
microcrystalline at room temperature, which gave it a grainy texture under a 
polarisation microscope. However, the vinylised surface was inadequate as a 
non-polar coating, since it was only one monolayer thick and could be easily 
corroded by chemicals (such as acids or bases). Therefore, the surface 
would lose the non-polar character rapidly.
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Another problem was the formation of gas bubbles in larger areas of 
polymer that were not interrupted by channels (Figure 30). There were two 
possible causes for the bubbles. First, it could have been CO2 that had been 
liberated from the initiator (DBP). If the initiator reacted quickly, the CO2 could 
not diffuse out of the polymer fast enough and collected in bubbles. Another 
possibility was that leftover solvent started to boil and formed the bubbles.
Figure 30: Bubbles form in the polymer film.
The gas expands and breaks through the edge of the bubble to form the tree-like extensions. 
Close to the edge of the film (bottom right corner), the gas can diffuse out without forming 
bubbles
The bubbles increased in size during polymerisation. The perimeter of the 
bubble became semi-solid, when the pressure in the bubble increased the 
perimeter bursts at the weakest point and an extension formed next to the 
bubble. This explained the finger-like extensions from the bubbles (Figure
30). Close to the edge of the channel, the gas could diffuse out so no 
bubbles formed. The distance which the gas needed to diffuse out was 
approximately 2 mm. Therefore features in close proximity to channels on 
two sides such as the channels in the separator array did not have bubbles.
An important side effect of the bubbles was that the pressure forced liquid 
into the channels and blocked some of them. Unfortunately, the input and 
output channels were most vulnerable to this effect, since they have no other 
channels lying close to them. A short distance to an open channel would
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ease the diffusion of the gas out of the polymer or allow bubbles to migrate 
into the open.
The blockage (Figure 31) happened during the thermal polymerisation. 
Under the polymerisation microscope, the main orientation of the crystals in 
these sections was clearly visible. This was evidence for a semi-solid flow 
where liquid and suspended crystals flowed together. The flow aligned the 
crystals so bands of crystals with the same orientation formed.
Figure 31 Blocked input channel.
The volume taken up by gas bubbles forces the liquid polymer into the channels, which led 
to blockage.
These results led to further experiments with the polymerisation of ODA. 
Increased initiator and cross-linker concentrations were investigated 
(octadecylacrylate: octadiene 2: 10 mol and 5:10 mol). These experiments 
showed that the polymer became softer with increasing cross-linker 
concentration. This contradicts the theoretical prediction that polymers get 
harder with increasing cross linker content. Therefore the polymerisation of 
octadiene on it's own was investigated, but this did not polymerise even with 
increased initiator content (0.005, 0.01 and 0.05 M o Idbp/M o Ioda)- To exclude 
the possibility that an impurity in the octadiene was inhibiting the 
polymerisation the octadiene was distilled, even the distilled octadiene did 
not polymerise even at increased initiator concentration. No reason for this 
could be established.
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4.3.10 Polv Dimethvlsiioxane
Since no solution to these problems could be found, the poly 
octadecylacrylate work was discontinued, and other polymers were 
evaluated. For the design of the liquid-liquid separator, a very non-polar 
material was necessary. Therefore, polymers such as Teflon AF®, Cytop® or 
silicone (polydimethyl siloxane - PDMS) were considered. Finally, preliminary 
experiments were undertaken with a highly viscose silicone liquid (a GC 
stationary phase) diluted with toluene. The viscosity could be adjusted over a 
wide range by adding different amounts of solvent. This led to excellent 
properties for spin coating. Since the silicone used was not cross-linked, the 
mechanical strength as well as the stability in organic solvent were still very 
limited, since it could not be cured and was easily soluble In a range of 
organic solvents.
Epoxy resin proved to be a valuable tool to increase the mechanical 
strength of the devices. After bonding with silicone, the edges of the device 
were additionally strengthened with two compound epoxy glues. The 
mechanical strength of these devices was excellent. Leakage could be 
prevented as well since the epoxy was closing all around the edges of the 
device.
These experiments showed that silicone was in principle an excellent 
polymer for bonding experiments as well as for the creation of non-polar 
surface characteristics. However, the silicone used dissolved in many non­
polar solvents and was therefore unsuitable for liquid-liquid extraction.
Therefore, cross-linkable silicone with better solvent stability was 
necessary.
4.3.11 Cross Linked Polv Dimethvlsiioxane
In order to form cross-linked PDMS, a vinyl terminated PDMS (V-DMS) 
pre-polymer and a methylhydrosiloxane-dimethylsiloxane copolymer (H- 
DMS) were heated in the presence of a platinum catalyst. The V-DMS was 
available as a pre-polymer over a wide range of viscosity. To choose the 
optimum viscosity the viscosity of photoresist was used for comparison. AZ
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1529 (a thick photoresist) can achieve a film thickness between 2pm and 
4pm with a viscosity of 80 cSt. This thickness range was considered as a 
good starting point for bonding films.
Considering that H-DMS is only supplied in a low viscosity solution and the 
viscosity can always be reduced by diluting the mixture with solvent a 
viscosity higher then 80 cSt was needed. V-DMS with a viscosity of 200 cSt 
was obtained to have a sufficient range of viscosities available by dilution.
For thermal curing, a catalyst concentration of 0.15% and a temperature of 
100°C was suggested by the supplier. The concentration of the H-DMS was 
varied between 5% and 50% in the first test tube experiments. Mixtures with 
5% and 10% H-DMS proved to be most rigid. Grains of these polymers were 
placed in test tubes with acetone, toluene, ethyl acetate and dichloromethane 
to test solubility. The grains did not dissolve in any of the tested solvents, but 
soaked up the solvent. An increase in volume was the result.
For bonding experiments mixtures with 5% H-DMS diluted with 5% to 50% 
toluene were prepared and spin-coated to plain glass slides at between 
2000rpm and 5000 rpm. The solvent could be quickly evaporated after the 
spin coating by placing the chip on a hotplate for 10 sec. The mixture with 
30% toluene at a spin speed of 4000 rpm gave the best results and worked 
well with etched chips.
Experiments with a liquid-liquid extractor chip showed that the bonding did 
form a closed film on the surface between the channels but was not blocking 
the channels. The surface of the non-polar channels kept a thin film of PDMS 
with a non-polar surface. The chip also showed no leaking with a range of 
solvents.
4.3.12 Conclusion on Polvmer Bonding
Bonding with polymer film can be an efficient way to bond microfluidic 
devices, especially at the low temperatures used and also the possibility to 
use a range of polymers opens promising new opportunities. The polymers 
can be used not only for bonding but can have other functions as e.g. 
stationary phases for chromatography or SPE as well. The use of MIPS could 
also be possible. The possibility to manufacture devices that have different
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surface properties on channels etched into two slides was in this project used 
to construct a liquid-liquid separator. Since the surface properties were 
changed by the polymer film only one etching process had to be developed 
and an excellent seal between the slides was achieved. Other techniques to 
produce devices with different properties need two fabrication mechanisms 
for the two materials and can only mechanically clamp them together [124].
However, the exact type of seal was not investigated within this project 
and it is possible that the polymer bonding only formed a gasket seal, 
especially when the surface was not pre-treated with vinlyl-tricholorsilane 
when no chemical bond was formed between the glass and the polymer. 
However the bond was sufficiently strong to withstand the pressure of the 
liquid that was pumped through the chip and therefore fulfilled the 
specifications needed for this project.
The best bonding achieved in these experiments was with cross-linked 
PDMS. The mixture was made with 73% V-DMS, 4% H-DMS, 0.15% catalyst 
and 30% toluene. The mixture was spin coated at 4000 rpm for 30 sec. The 
solvent was evaporated for 10 sec at 100°C. The mixture was polymerised at 
100°C for 20 min.
This process fulfilled all the initial requirements and was therefore used to 
construct the liquid-liquid separator chips.
4.4 Liquid-Liquid Separation
4.4.1 Experiments with Capillaries
Experiments with different coated capillaries and different solvents were 
performed in order to prove the principle of affinity separation within 
capillaries.
These experiments showed a strong inversion of the capillarity for water. 
Very polar, acidic activated glass sucked the water up strongly while non­
polar silicone coated capillaries expelled the water drastically. The strength of 
these effects should work even more strongly in the much narrower 
capillaries on chips. For organic solvents, the inversion was not significant. 
However, the range of organic solvents that was tested behaved very
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similarly. This could mean that the separator would be compatible with a wide 
range of solvents (Figure 32)
The organic solvents that were tested behaved very similarly, even if they 
covered a wide range of polarities. Since the solvents behaved so similarly, 
the liquid-liquid separator should be able to operate with a number of 
different solvents. However the effect of the surface coating onto the height 
of the solvent column was insignificant. Since the organic phase is not 
strongly repelled or attracted by any surface, the solvent can more easily 
contaminate the aqueous phase then the aqueous phase the organic phase. 
For most analytical applications, this would be no disadvantage, since only 
the organic phase will be subject to further processing.
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Figure 32; Capillary effects of different solvents on different surfaces.
Water showed a strong inversion of the capillary effect from polar activated to non-polar 
DMS coated capillaries.
The capillary experiments gave a valuable "proof of principle" for two-phase 
separation by capillarity. Further work on liquid-liquid separation with this 
effect was done in order to design a liquid-liquid separation chip.
In order to see if repeated exposure has an effect on capillarity, a capillary 
was exposed to water and butanol alternately. The capillaries were dried in a
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vacuum after each exposure to prevent contamination of the solvents and 
exposed six times to water and afterwards to butanol (Figure 33).
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Figure 33: Alternating exposure to water and butanol
The surface properties of the capillaries were maintained even after multiple, alternately 
exposure to butanol and water.
The repeated exposure did not alter the behaviour of the film by swelling or 
dissolving the silicone.
However, this kind of separation might not be effective for every kind of 
solvent. If a significant amount of solvent is soluble in water this could 
change the contact angle, and with it the strength of the capillarity, 
dramatically. This was demonstrated with butanol that can dissolve to 
approximately 10 % in water. Water saturated with butanol behaved very 
similarly to butanol in capillary experiments (Figure 34). This effect was also 
demonstrated for butanone and is likely to be similar for a range of partially 
water-soluble solvents.
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Figure 34: Capillary effects of water saturated with butanol.
Water saturated with butanol showed similar properties to butanol saturated with water. This 
limits the use of partially miscible solvents since the properties of solutions at equilibrium are 
too similar.
This limiting effect could cause problems in separator chips for a range of 
more polar solvents. However for many extraction applications solvents with 
a significant solubility in water are not used since they tend to extract a too 
wide range of compounds.
4.4.2 Liquid-Liquid Separator
The aim of the liquid-liquid separator chip was to split a mixture of two 
immiscible solvents into two streams of clean solvent.
To do this, the principle of affinity separation was applied to a chip. At a 
junction, the solvents could flow either into a channel with a polar or a non­
polar surface coating. In this case, the polar solvent flowed in the polar- 
coated channel while a non- polar solvent flowed into the non-polar coated 
channel. This is schematically shown in (Figure 35)
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Figure 35: Junction with polar and non-polar channel.
If a two-phase mixture flows in a junction where the exits have different surface properties, 
the phases partition mainly into the channels with similar surface properties. In the case of a 
flow of water and a non-polar organic solvent, the water will partition into the polar channel 
while the organic solvent will partition into the non-polar channel. A single junction will only 
lead to partial separation therefore an array of junctions is necessary to achieve a good 
separation.
4.4.3 Design of the Device
To reach a higher efficiency of the separation, an array of junctions was 
used rather then a single junction. This was achieved by a pattern of crossing 
channels. The channels in one direction had a polar surface while the non­
polar channels cross at 90°. (Figure 36)
/  supply channel 
/  polar channel 
/  non-polar channel
mixture inlet
organic outlet
aqueous outlet
Figure 36: Schematic of the first design for a liquid-liquid separator chip.
To achieve a good separation an array of crossing polar and non-polar channels was 
designed.
To build such a device on a chip the different surfaces had to be produced 
on different slides. Therefore a pattern with channels in only one direction 
was etched into two slides (Figure 37).
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Figure 37; Schematic mask layout for first prototype of a liquid-liquid separator.
To build a separator array the polar and non-polar channels are designed on different slides, 
each slide is patterned just with channels in one direction. If two identical patterns are 
brought into contact face to face the desired array forms.
Bonding the two identical slides together resulted in the desired pattern of 
crossing channels. Since both slides were made in glass and the glass had 
already a polar surface, only one of the slides needed a surface modification 
by coating a non-polar organic layer to it. Bonding a thin film of non-polar 
polymer to it provided a stable non-polar coating. In practice, this was 
constructed by the polymer bonding process developed earlier (Chapter 
4.3.11). One slide was vinylised and then spin coated with a monomer mix 
and then brought into contact with an uncoated glass slide for bonding. 
(Figure 38)
a) Crossing of a polar and 
non-polar channel
Non-polar
channel
Polar
channel
b) Cut through the crossing
Glass
Surface-bonded 
vinyl layer
Polymer layer 
(non-polar)
Figure 38: Schematic of a crossing on the separator chip.
To illustrate the design a crossing (a) and a cut through it just off-centre is shown (b). The 
top channel has the non-polar surface. To achieve this first a monolayer of vinyl groups (red) 
was bonded to one slide, then a thin layer of a silicone pre-polymer (orange) was spin 
coated onto this slide. The slide was brought into contact with an untreated glass slide (that 
formed the polar channels) The silicone filled the narrow gap between the slides but not the 
channels themselves. The pre-polymer was cured to form a solid non-polar coating that also 
bonded the slides by adhesion.
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To connect the chip to a solvent supply system, access holes were drilled 
in one slide before bonding. Flange fit tubing was pressed onto the access 
holes for connecting tubing.
The polymer film not only provided a non-polar surface for one channel but 
bonded the slides together as well. The fact that only one side is vinylised 
might lead to a slightly weaker bond. To compensate for this the device was 
clamped together in a metal sample holder. The sample holder not only 
provided more mechanical strength but allowed flange-tubing connectors to 
be joined to the device as well.
4.4.4 Solvent Segmentation
Initially, the solvents were segmented in a home built coaxial segmenter. A 
short 0.2 mm ID fused silica capillary was placed inside a 0.53mm ID 
capillary. The aqueous solvent was delivered through the outer capillary while 
the organic solvent was delivered through the inner capillary (Figure 19). At 
the end of the inner capillary the flows merged and formed a segmented flow 
in the outer, longer capillary. To estimate the volume of a slug first the length 
of a number of slugs (e.g. 10 slugs) was measured with a ruler, then the was 
length of the capillary divided by the number of slugs to obtain the average 
length of a slug. The slugs were approximately 4mm long. Since the inner 
diameter of the capillary was known the volume of a slug could be calculated. 
With an inner diameter 0.53mm this was the equivalent of 0.88pL. The 
volume of each single slug should be as small as possible since smaller 
slugs have a larger surface and are therefore more useful for extraction. 
Secondly the slugs should be significantly smaller then the volume of the 
separator. Otherwise the whole segmenter would be flooded with just one 
solvent and would approximate more a single junction than an array. Ideally 
the slugs should be smaller than the volume of the capillaries between two 
crossings in the separator array since this would avoid flooding of several 
junctions with just one slug. In order to estimate the volume of the separator, 
the total length of capillaries was multiplied by the area of the cross section of 
a channel. According to these calculations a separator chip had a volume of 
approximately 1.8pL while a capillary between two crossings had a volume of
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approximately 0.01 pL. With a slug volume of 0.88pL the initial segmenter 
was considered unsuitable and a new design on a chip was developed. A 
simple T-junction was considered as a suitable option since the slug size 
depends on the diameter of the capillaries and should therefore be much 
smaller if shallow channels are etched into glass [30].
Initially a T-junction segmenter was fabricated from glass by wet etching, a 
second un-patterned slide with access holes was bonded onto it as in 
(chapter 3.4). The channels had a depth of -30pm, a width at the bottom of 
-100pm and at the top -450pm, this gave a volume of -0.008pL/mm. 
Measuring the total length of several of the slugs and subsequently dividing 
the total length by the number of slugs was used to estimate the average 
length of the slugs. The average length was approximately 7mm. This equals 
an approximate slug volume of 0.06pL. Even if this is still several times larger 
then the volume of one capillary segment it was a substantial improvement 
over the coaxial segmenter and was considered sufficient.
To achieve a segmented flow with even smaller plugs on a separator chip, 
a simple T-junction segmenter was integrated into the separator chip (Figure 
39). To allow observation of the segmenter it was moved close to the 
separator so it was visible when the chip was mounted in the device holder. 
The integration of the segmenter and the separator on one chip and within 
the control window of the device holder led to a very short extraction capillary 
that was not suitable for extraction.
The segmenter on the chip was etched into both slides and had therefore 
a larger volume since the capillaries were twice as deep. Since the extraction 
capillary was only four millimetres long the exact slug volume was difficult to 
determine, however the slugs were only very slightly longer than the 
extraction capillary and were estimated to be 5-6 mm long. This would be 
equivalent to a -0.1 pL volume.
The number of crossing capillaries was also reduced to five, which allowed 
the separator to be fitted within the window (Figure 39). However, if both 
these parts operate well a longer extraction capillary or more crossing
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channels could be added in later designs, to build a complete liquid-liquid 
extraction.
/  supply channel 
/  polar channel
y  organic outletinlet phase
segmenter
junction
XX aqueous outletinlet phase 2
Figure 39: Schematic of the second design for a liquid-liquid separator chip.
To form smaller slugs the flow-segmenter was moved onto the chip as well. The segmenter 
was a simple T-junction. The extraction capillary on these chips was too short to yield any 
extraction. This was necessary since it was tried to fit the segmenter within the observation 
window of the mounting bracket.
4.4.5 Design of the Solvent Supply System:
To test the first prototype two HPLC pumps were used as a solvent supply 
system This caused problems controlling the flow rates, since the HPLC 
pumps could only deliver a minimum of iOOpL/min. Combining two flows 
meant the minimum flow rate was 200pL/min. This led to pressures that were 
too high and led to leaking of the chip.
In order to overcome the high flow rates of the HPLC pumps a new solvent 
supply system was developed. Two Gilson 401 syringe pumps were used. 
The pumps originated from autosamplers and can dispense small volumes. 
In order to achieve a continuous two-phase flow the pumps were 
programmed to alternatively dispense one solvent at a time (Table 12). 
Originally, the pumps are designed to dispense a minimum volume of 1 pL 
per step. However, different size syringes are available for these pumps. The 
syringes vary only in diameter not in length. Therefore, if a 1 mL syringe is 
mounted but a 10 mL syringe is programmed in the controller, the pump will 
dispense only a tenth of the programmed volume. With this technique, the 
smallest volume step was 0.1 pL.
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Line Code Remark
1 INPUT B Filling volume for the syringes (usually 10000)
2 INPUT C Number of filling cycles
3 F0RC1=1/C Loop cycles
4 ASPIR 0/-B/6 Fill syringe 0
5 ASPIR 8/-B/6 Fill syringe 8
6 F0RA=1/B Loop portions
7 PRINT A Display number of portions
8 DISP 0/1/0 Dispense 1 portion from syringe 0
9 PRINT Cl Display number of cycles
10 DISP 8/1/0 Dispense 1 portion from syringe 8
11 NEXT A Loop back portions
12 NEXT Cl Loop back cycles
Table 12: Controller program:
The program dispensed alternating portions of both solvents from its two syringe pumps, 
when the syringes are empty they are refilled and the pumps continue. To dispense 0.1 pL 
portions the syringe volume has to be programmed to lOOOOpL while 1000 pL syringes were 
used.
The pumps were addressed via an internal number system. The pumps 
available to us were set to number 0 and 8. "pump 0" was generally used for 
water while "pump 8" was used for organic solvents. Teflon tubing was used 
for all connections. The outlets of the chip were connected to PTFE tubing 
and the liquid was collected in test tubes and evaluated after the run. To 
reduce evaporation of the sample the test tubes were covered with parafilm. 
However a small hole was left open next to the tubing to prevent pressure 
building up influencing the flow rates. (Figure 40)
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Figure 40: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.
The two syringe pumps dispensed alternating small portions of solvents. The two phases 
formed a slug flow at the segmenting-T on the chip. The separator chip separated the two 
phases and collected the phases in test tubes. The amount of contamination in each phase 
was evaluated later by measuring the contents of the collection tubes.
4.4.6 Determination of Flow Rates and Accuracy
The system with the two alternating pumps still had several drawbacks. A 
major problem was that the flow rate could not be chosen freely. The only 
way to change the flow rate was to change the size of a portion (Table 12 line 
8 and line 10). Since the pumps were run at the minimum flow rate, the 
volume could only be doubled to dispensing 0.2 pL per pump and cycle. Also 
the flow ratios could only be changed by increasing the flow rate and only to 
fixed ratios (Such as 1:1; 1:2; 1:3; 2:5 etc.).
Since the pumps were programmed to display the dispensed volume, the 
flow rates were established by noting down the volume dispensed over a 
defined time. The actual flow rate was checked by dispensing water, using 
both pumps connected straight to the collection vials. The dispensed volume 
was collected in test tubes, measured with syringes, and compared to the 
volume displayed by the controller (Table 13). The pumps had a slightly
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slower flow rate than displayed, however the average error was acceptable 
and can be explained by the error in measuring the volume and evaporation 
of water during the experiment.
Controller Pump 0 Pump 8
Time Volume Flow Volume Flow Error Volume Flow Error
[min] [mL] [pL/min] [mL] [pL/min] [%] m [pL/min] [%]
1448 5395 3.73 5300 3.66 1.8 5320 3.7 1.4
1440 5361 3.72 5310 3.69 0.9 5360 3.7 0.1
1674 6233 3.72 6110 3.65 2.0 6100 3.6 2.2
Average 3.72 3.66 1.6 3.7 1.2
Standard
deviation
0.001 0.017 0.47 0.03 0.87
Table 13: Calibration of the flow rates
The flow-rates of both pumps were compared to the flow rates programmed into the 
controller.
4.4.7 Determination of the Volumes
To measure the volume of the solvents in the collection tubes, the liquid 
was sucked out of the test tube with syringes. Syringes with a decreasing 
maximum volume were used when the bigger size could not be filled 
anymore. The syringes in use had a maximum volume of 5mL, 250pL and 
50pL. The volume was added up at the end to get the total volume.
To test the accuracy of this technique two-phase mixtures of water and 
isooctane were made up in test tubes. The mass of the solvents in the test 
tube was checked with a balance to get a high accuracy. The theoretical 
volume was calculated by dividing the mass by the density. Then the 
volumes were measured with the syringes and the results were compared 
(Table 14 to Table 16) Three ratios were prepared (approximately 50%; 30%; 
98% v/v organic) with five replicates each.
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Vial
no
Mass
aqu.
[mg]
Mass
org
[mg]
Volume 
aqu syr
[mL]
Volume 
org syr. 
[pL]
Volume 
aq calc. 
[pL]
Volume 
org calc. 
[pL]
% org 
syr
% org 
calc.
Difference
[%]
1 625.2 427.3 690 610 625 597 47 48.83 1.8
2 625.9 420.4 680 630 626 587 48% 48% 0.3
3 624.7 423.8 640 610 625 592 49% 49% -0.1
4 617.9 423.3 640 600 618 591 48% 49% 0.4
5 617.6 424.6 630 610 617 593 49% 49% -0.2
Average difference [%] 0.4
Standard deviation 0.70
Table 14: Evaluation of the phase ratio measurement for 50%(v/v) organic.
For a mixture with 50% organic solvent the error of the ratio is on average 0.43% with a 
standard deviation of 0.699.
Vial
no
Mass
aqu
[mg]
Mass
org
[mg]
Volume 
aqu syr 
[pL]
Volume 
org syr 
[pL]
Volume 
aq calc. 
[pL]
Volume 
org calc. 
[pL]
% org 
syr
% org 
calc.
Difference
[%]
6 862.2 250.1 880 350 862 349 28 29 0.6
7 854.2 250.6 870 330 854 350 28 29 1.2
10 851.8 248.8 880 330 852 347 27 29 1.6
11 864.9 250.4 880 340 865 350 28 29 1.2
12 859.6 252.5 870 330 860 353 28 29 1.4
Average difference [%] 1.21
Standard deviation 0.346
Table 15: Evaluation of the phase ratio measurement for 30%(v:v) organic.
For a mixture with 30% organic solvent the error of the ratio is on average 1.21% with a 
standard deviation of 0.346.
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Vial
no
Mass
aqu
[mg]
Mass
org
[mg]
Volume 
aqu syr 
[pL]
Volume 
org syr 
[pL]
Volume 
aq calc. 
[pL]
Volume 
org calc. 
[pL]
% org 
syr
% org 
calc.
Difference
[%]
14 16.3 590.7 12 870 16 824 99 98 -0.6
15 15.1 587.5 13 860 15 820 99 98 -0.3
16 16.2 602.6 15 880 16 841 98 98 -0.2
17 14.8 583.8 13 860 15 815 99 98 -0.3
18 16.8 595.2 14 860 17 831 98 98 -0.40
Average difference [%] -0.36
Standard deviation 0.121
Table 16: Evaluation of the phase ratio measurement for 98%(v:v) organic.
For a mixture with 30% organic solvent the error of the ratio is on average -3.6% with a 
standard deviation of 0.121.
For all three ratios, the average difference between calculated and 
measured percentage was 0.43 % with a standard deviation: 0.785.
Overall the errors were considered to be sufficiently small for the type of 
measurement.
An overall error of 10% was considered reasonable and since the pumps 
as well as the volume measurements were below this, both techniques were 
considered sufficiently accurate for the experiments.
4.4.8 Evaporation of Solvents During the Experiment
A major error could have been introduced into the experimental data by 
evaporation of solvents during the run. The solvent can evaporate mainly in 
the collection vial. In a layered two-phase system, this should mainly affect 
the top phase (which is in most cases the organic phase), since the lower 
phase is covered and has no contact with the atmosphere. The evaporation 
rate depends at room temperature mainly on the exposed surface of the 
solvent and less on the total amount. However, since the solvents were
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dropping into the test tube from tubing the hanging drop was increasing the 
surface area slightly as well.
Another factor for evaporation is how much air could circulate above the 
solvent. If the air circulated freely it will not saturate and the evaporation 
continues at a constant rate. However, in a closed vessel, the atmosphere 
above the solvent would become saturated with vapour and the evaporation 
would stop. To minimise the evaporation the test-tube should ideally be 
closed. This was not possible since a pressure would build up inside the test- 
tube, which would influence the flow rates. Therefore, the test-tube could not 
be closed completely. A small opening was necessary to prevent the 
pressure building up. In the experiments, the test tubes were closed with 
parafilm. This left a small opening next to the tubing as a pressure release. 
This should have reduced evaporation compared to an open test-tube.
The total evaporation could be estimated by the amount of solvent missing 
compared to the dispensed volume displayed by the pump. This method 
showed losses by leaking as well and was therefore not always accurate. 
The most accurate estimates came probably from the pump calibration 
experiments (Table 13) but here only water was considered. More accurate 
experiments were difficult to perform. However since in most experiments the 
total volumes of the two phases was within a few percent of the volume 
dispensed by the pump the error was below 10% for most solvents. Since it 
was difficult to reduce evaporation, any further this error had to be accepted 
as well. In general, it would only have a significant effect in masking small 
contaminations of organic solvent in the aqueous phase.
4.4.9 Separation Experiments.
For separation experiments with the new solvent supply system a number 
of chips with a layout as in (Figure 39) were fabricated as in (chapter 3.4). 
The channels on both slides had a depth of -30pm, a width at the bottom of 
-100pm and at the top -450pm, access holes were on the non-polar side in 
all chips.
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The first separation experiments using chips with integrated segmenters 
were performed with water and isooctane. Isooctane was chosen as a non­
polar solvent with a high boiling point (98°C) to reduce evaporation of the 
solvent in the collection tubes. The syringe pumps were connected to the 
inlet. Water (dyed with methylene blue for better visibility) was connected to 
inlet 1 while isooctane was connected to inlet 2. The pumps were used at the 
lowest possible flow-rate (3.7 pL/min per solvent, total flow 7.4 pL/min) at a 
1:1 ratio. The chip was placed vertically with the inlets at the bottom in order 
to release air bubbles faster. In the first runs, the liquid connections to the 
chips were not completely tight and leaking caused substantial problems. 
However even under these conditions promising results were achieved. 
(Table 17)
Chip no 1 
Outlet
Volume
isooctane
Volume
water
% organic 
(v/v)
% aqueous 
(v/v)
Organic 0.40 mL 0.09 mL 81% 19%
Aqueous 0.39 mL 1.38 mL 22% 78%
Table 17: Results of a water / isooctane separation (EXP-LL-04).
In a first experiment a clear separation effect was observed even if the chip was strongly 
leaking so flow-rates could not be established.
The results showed a clear preference for both phases to follow the 
appropriate outlets, however large amounts of the isooctane leaked away at 
the connections between chip and tubing. Since the chip leaked at the inlet 
and outlet, the actual flow-rates could not be accurately established.
The problems with leaking were overcome by adapting soft silicone septa 
to washers. The septa were cut to size (-1/4") and a hole (-1mm) was 
punched into the middle. This also allowed the production of washers with 
slightly off centre holes to adapt for the error, in case the inlet hole was not 
exactly in the middle of the hole in the holding bracket. The washers were 
placed between the flange tubing and the chip. The soft silicone formed a 
tight seal between the tubing and the chip.
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With the leaking under control, good separation could be reproduced with 
approximately equal flow-rates (Table 18).
Chip no 1 
Outlet
Volume
isooctane
Volume
water
% organic 
(v/v)
% aqueous 
(v/v)
Organic 3.14 mL 0.02 mL 99% 1%
Aqueous 0.15 mL 3.52 mL 4% 96%
Table 18; Results of a water I  isooctane separation on a separator chip. (EXP-LL-05). 
With good connection and no leaking results on separation performance were improved.
The slightly lower total volume of the organic phase was probably due to 
evaporation, not leaking, since the missing volume roughly corresponded to 
the error expected by evaporation.
In addition, in this case the organic outlet showed a slightly better 
separation than the aqueous outlet. This is not surprising since the capillary 
experiment (chapter 4.4.1) showed that water is much more strongly repelled 
from the non-polar channels than the organic phase from the polar phase. 
This allowed the organic phase to contaminate the aqueous phase more 
easily than the reverse.
To test reproducibility the experiments were repeated under similar 
conditions on a different chip. The chip was run for four days without 
interruption (except for refilling of the syringe pumps). The outlet collections 
were evaluated daily (Table 19).
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Chip no 3
Outlet
Volume
isooctane
Volume
water
% Isooctane 
(v/v) % Water (v/v)
Day 1 
EXP-LL-19
Organic 1.71 mL 0.02 mL 99% 1%
Aqueous 1.61 mL 4.35 mL 27% 73%
Day 2 
EXP-LL-20
Organic 2.97 mL 0.00 mL 100% 0%
Aqueous 1.72 mL 5.22 mL 25% 75%
Day 3 
EXP-LL-21
Organic 2.71 mL 0.00 mL 100 0%
Aqueous 1.14 mL 4.42 mL 20% 80%
Day 4 
EXP-LL-22
Organic 0.99 mL 0.00 mL 100 0%
Aqueous 0.76 mL 2.07 mL 27% 73%
Table 19: Results of a four day water / isooctane separation on a separator chip.
In a four-day continuous run no contamination could be detected in the organic phase, only 
the aqueous phase is still contaminated. The slight contamination in the organic phase on 
the first day can be explained by unstable flow patterns and air bubbles while starting the 
experiment.
The results showed on this chip quantitative separation for the organic 
outlet. The aqueous outlet was also in this case contaminated. The fact that 
the organic outlet had contamination only on the first day underlines the 
importance of stable flow patterns. Disturbances such as air bubbles left in 
the chip at the start or other irregularities led to slight contamination. 
However, once the flow had stabilised the separation was stable.
After the successful experiments with isooctane, a different solvent was 
evaluated. Octanol was chosen for several reasons. It is a more polar solvent 
but still not soluble in water. It also has a much higher viscosity than most 
other organic solvents available to us, which is another interesting property. A 
different reason was the importance of octanol/water partition coefficient 
determination. This could be a very interesting application for the separator 
chip.
The water / octanol separation was also performed with 3.7 pL/min for 
both solvents. The separation was continued for three days (Table 20).
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Chip no 3
Outlet
Volume
octanol
Volume
water
% octanol 
(v/v) % Water (v/v)
Day 1
EXP-LL-12
Organic 3.35 mL 1.51 mL 69% 31%
Aqueous 2.19 mL 3.52 mL 38% 62%
Day 2 
EXP-LL-13
Organic 3.71 mL 1.69 mL 69% 31%
Aqueous 0.95 mL 3.14 mL 23% 77%
Day 3 
EXP-LL-14
Organic 8.49 mL 5.02 mL 63% 37%
Aqueous 4.49 mL 7.73 mL 37% 63%
Table 20; Results of a three day water / octanol separation on a separator chip.
Octanol / water showed a clear separation effect as well even if the separation was still 
incomplete. With a larger separator array a better separation might be possible.
The results showed in this case a clear separation effect as well. However 
the separation efficiency is less then for isooctane. A likely source of this 
problem is the higher viscosity of the octanol. The higher viscosity leads to a 
higher pressure drop across the device. Since the octanol flows more slowly 
through the capillaries, more liquid is pressed into the polar channels. Visual 
observation confirms this conclusion (Figure 41).
a) b) c)
Figure 41 ; Sequence of octanol / water separation on a separator chip.
The approximate pattern of the channels is outlined in a). Water (blue) enters from the right 
through the extraction channel in (a). The last water slug is still visible at the top, close to the 
polar outlet. In (b) the water slug enters the separator and moved mostly upwards toward the 
polar outlet. In (c) a new octanol slug (clear) is formed at the segmenter. The water slug has 
mainly moved upward toward the polar outlet. The octanol filled gap between the two last 
water slugs is in this picture significantly shorter than before, since the octanol has flowed 
through the non-polar channels toward the non-polar outlet.
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The sequence in (Figure 41) shows an octanol / water separation. The 
water is dyed blue for better visibility while the octanol is clear. In (a) the 
water entered the separator on the right and filled the extraction capillary. 
The end of the last water slug was still visible in the top outlet channel. In (b) 
the beginning of the water slug separated upwards into the polar capillary. 
However, parts spilled downwards into the first segment of a non-polar 
capillary. In (c) the water slug has moved preferentially into the polar 
capillary. The distance between the two water slugs has decreased since 
octanol has separated away through non-polar capillaries.
These observations give support to the idea that a larger separator array 
would separate this mixture with a higher efficiency. However, this could not 
be investigated since up to now no chips with larger arrays of junctions have 
been built.
Figure 41 also shows that the water tends to accumulate in the junctions. 
Small droplets sit in nearly every crossing. Since the chips were bonded with 
silicone, there was always a non-polar region at the interface between the 
slides. This repelled the water from the sidewalls of the channel. However in 
the junctions, there was always a larger polar surface and the depth was 
twice the normal, compared to the channels on both slides of the crossing. 
This larger volume stabilised the water droplets. However, the junction never 
filled completely so the organic phase could still flow over or around the 
droplets close to the non-polar coating.
Since the separation was based on the different behaviour of the two 
solvents at the different surfaces, there are limitations for two-phase systems 
of similar properties. These conditions apply for a range of more polar 
solvents that at least partially dissolve in water. The reduced effect of 
capillarity for these solvent has been shown earlier for butanol in capillary 
experiments (see chapter 4.4.1). Another partially water-soluble solvent that 
displayed this problem is ethyl acetate. A water / ethyl acetate separation 
was investigated for two days (Table 21). To simulate a separation after an 
extraction, the two phases were saturated with each other by shaking a
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mixture vigorously in a separation funnel. The two phases were subsequently 
separated and used for the test.
Chip no 3
Outlet
Volume
ethylacetate
Volume
water
% ethylacetate 
(v/v) % Water (v/v)
Day 1
EXP-LL-23
Organic 0.96 mL 7.86 mL 11% 89%
Aqueous 10.40 mL 7.96 mL 57% 43%
Day 2 
EXP-LL-24
Organic 0.60 mL 0.49 mL 55% 45%
Aqueous 3.34 mL 5.72 mL 37% 63%
Table 21 : Results of a two day water / ethyl acetate separation on a separator chip.
Ethyl acetate is partially soluble in water. The contact angles of the two phases saturated 
with each other is very similar on glass as well as silicone. Therefore no significant 
separation effect did occur.
As expected, only partial separation was achieved and the experiments 
showed poor reproducibility. The poor reproducibility could be due to several 
reasons. After the shaking, the phases probably contained a substantial 
amount of dissolved gas and were not degassed well enough. Another effect 
could have been that the solutions contained colloid droplets of the other 
phase and separated slightly over time. This would have changed the 
properties during the 2 day run time and led to the poor reproducibility. In 
general, a well-tuned system with a stable solvent supply might show some 
separation. In a very large separator array, even a small effect might be 
enough to achieve sufficient separation however this could not be proved 
within this project since no larger separator was built.
Overall, these experiments confirmed the separation mechanism, 
however, on one chip of the four functional chips very unusual results did 
occur. With isooctane the chip performed a very good separation for the 
aqueous phase, however water came out of the non-polar outlet while a 
mixture of aqueous and organic phase came out of the polar outlet (Table 
22).
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Chip no 4
Outlet
Volume
isooctane
Volume
water
% Isooctane 
(v/v) % Water (v/v)
Day 1
EXP-LL-17
Organic 0.00 mL 2.32 mL 0% 100%
Aqueous 4.41 mL 2.31 mL 66% 34%
Day 2+3 
EXP-LL-18
Organic 0.00 mL 5.14 mL 0% 100%
Aqueous 10.51 mL 9.11 mL 54% 46%
Table 22: Results of an irregular water / Isooctane separation on a separator chip.
Chip 4 was slightly different to the other chips since the non-polar channels were shallower 
than the polar ones. In the test run the separation was inverted and the water came out of 
the non-polar outlet with a very good separation. The most likely cause is problems during 
fabrication that led to unpredicted patterns of polar and non-polar surfaces.
The chip that performed this separation was slightly different to the other 
chips used, since the non-polar channels (-28pm) were less deep than the 
polar channels (-35pm). The difference in depth however should support the 
normal separation since the isooctane has a lower viscosity then water and 
should have a preference for the narrower channels. However there might be 
an unexplained effect, which favoured water in the narrow channels. Another 
explanation for this result could be irregularities during the fabrication 
process. Since the channels were less deep, the bonding process was more 
difficult. Maybe silicone was pressed into polar channels as well and 
transformed them into non-polar channels.
With optical inspection under a microscope, no defects could be found, but 
since the silicone layer is clear it was difficult to spot irregularities in the 
coating. Therefore no definite cause could be established.
4.4.10 Gas Bubbles
Gas bubbles caused major problems during the liquid-liquid separation. 
Gas bubbles in the separator effectively formed a three-phase mixture. Since 
the separator was designed to separate two phases the third phase 
interrupted the flow equilibrium. The properties of the gas phase are very 
different to the two liquid phases. The gas has a much lower viscosity
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compared to the liquid, is compressible and has no preference to any 
surface.
As a result the gas tended to form bubbles in channels or junctions that 
did not leave the separator easily. Because of the low viscosity and the 
compressible nature of the gas, liquid could compress the bubble briefly and 
flow past a gas plug without purging it out.
It was difficult to quantify the effect of gas in the separator. Since the 
solvent supply system was not designed to pump gasses, no defined amount 
of gas could be mixed in the stream. Gas bubbles occurred because of 
insufficiently degassed solvent, but this could not be quantified. However the 
outlet tubing had a volume of approximately 400pL and showed a more 
detailed record of events within the last 110 minutes. Since gas bubbles 
could be seen in the tubing, their amount could be estimated and put into 
context with other events, such as a high cross-flow at the time where the 
bubbles occurred.
Even with gas bubbles a separation effect was observed. The gas phase 
separated more to the non-polar outlet; it was observed that more gas 
bubbles were in the organic outlet tubing. This also confirmed that the gas 
disturbs the flow equilibrium since more gas bubbles were in the tubing when 
the separation was bad, while a good separation showed hardly any gas 
bubbles.
To reduce the amount of gas bubbled the solvents were degassed in an 
ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. This reduced the amount of bubbles in most 
solvents but very volatile solvents such as dichloromethane or hexane still 
formed bubbles probably vapour bubbles. Therefore experiments with very 
volatile solvents did not produce reproducible results and were discontinued
Another cause creating bubbles could be cavitation by fast flow in the chip. 
Cavitation is the formation of bubbles in a liquid induced by rapid pressure 
changes. This happens especially when liquid flows fast through a restriction. 
The fast flow causes a high dynamic pressure and reduced the hydrostatic 
pressure vertical to the flow. The low hydrostatic pressure causes dissolved 
gasses to form bubbles or even the surrounding solvent to evaporate. Again,
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volatile solvents are also more prone to cavitation. Vapour bubbles formed by 
cavitation might stay stable since more dissolved gasses partition into them. 
If cavitation caused the bubbles, the flow rate would have had an effect on 
the amount of bubbles. Unfortunately, this could not be investigated since the 
solvent supply system was limited to a few fixed flow rates and could not run 
at less the 7 pL/min.
Some volatile solvents formed bubbles already in the supply tubing. Even 
degassing in an ultrasonic bath, could not eliminate bubbles for volatile 
solvents. This limited the choice of solvents to less volatile solvents such as 
isooctane, octanol or toluene that caused few problems with gas bubbles 
after they were degassed. However a bubble trap as available for HPLC 
systems might help to eliminate bubbles from the solvent supply system.
4.4.11 Swelling Silicone
Another problem with the current design of the chip was the swelling of the 
silicone. The non-polar silicone soaked up the non-polar solvents and 
swelled. This caused major problems since the swollen silicone reduced the 
channel diameter or even blocked channels. This effect was especially strong 
for the outlet channels, since they were surrounded by silicone that could not 
expand in other directions. The silicone film between the channels in the 
separator array was always closely surrounded by channels. So if the 
silicone swelled it expanded equally in all directions. Silicone surrounding the 
outlet channels could only expand into the channel. Additionally the outlet 
connections were pressed on from the top so the film could not increase its 
thickness but only expand between the two slides. These effects left the 
outlet channels more vulnerable to blocking. The inlet channels in contrast 
were etched into both slides and were less affected because of their greater 
depth.
The swelling was in most cases reversible, but left small bubbles between 
the film and the untreated glass (Figure 42). The bubbles filled slowly as the 
film swelled again when exposed to solvent (Figure 43 and Figure 44). 
However, the swelling was not reversible in all cases. If a larger amount of 
silicone expanded into the channel the silicone film could rip, leaving silicone
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particles in the channel which were not or only partially connected to the wall. 
These particles swelled quickly and blocked the channel more easily than 
film just expanding from between the slides (Figure 45).
Figure 42: Empty channel
Gas bubbles are visible in the surrounding silicone. The channel is unblocked.
Î
Figure 43: Channel filled with solvent
The bubbles between the silicone and the glass disappear as the silicone soaks with solvent 
and expands.
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Figure 44: Channel filled with solvent, approximately 30 sec later.
The bubbles disappear further away from the channel as the solvent soaks further into the 
material the air bubble introduced into the channel shows that the width of the channel is 
reduced by the swollen silicone.
Figure 45: Silicone is irreversibly forced into the channel.
The lines where the silicone ripped are visible in the top/middle of the picture. The dotted 
lines indicate approximately the border of the channel.
Small silicone pellets were used to quantify the swelling. The silicone was 
prepared similarly to the bonding mixture but without any solvent. The pellets 
were weighed, soaked in the appropriate solvent for 24 h, taken out and 
weighed again. The increase in mass can be over 500 %(w/w), however the 
volume increase is more important since the density of the solvent varies 
widely. The increase in volume is more difficult to estimate; however the 
volume of the silicone before swelling can be calculated (mass/density). To 
get an estimate on the volume of the soaked silicone the volume of the
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soaking solvent was calculated and added to the volume of the silicone. This 
calculation does not consider effects such as volume contraction etc but 
gives an estimate. The results are listed in (Table 23).
Solvent
mass silicone 
(mdry)
mass silicone 
soaked (msoaked)
Total soaked 
mass %
total soaked 
volume %
Butanone 231 mg 421 mg 182 % (w/w) 199 %(v/v)
Chloroform 270 mg 1411 mg 523 % (w/w) 376 %(v/v)
DOM 255 mg 910 mg 358 % (w/w) 287 %(v/v)
EEP 249 mg 344 mg 138 % (w/w) 140 %(v/v)
Ethylacetate 265 mg 588 mg 222 % (w/w) 232 %(v/v)
Hexane 270 mg 758 mg 281 % (w/w) 368 %(v/v)
Isooctane 362 mg 1120 mg 310 % (w/w) 384 %(v/v)
Ocatanol 317 mg 337 mg 106 % (w/w) 107 %(v/v)
Toluene 237 mg 696 mg 294 % (w/w) 317 %(v/v)
Table 23: Swelling of the silicone with different solvents.
The table shows the increase in weight and volume for silicone pellets soaked with different 
solvents. The increase in volume is important to estimate if a solvent will swell the silicone 
strongly which could lead to blocked channels. Formulas to calculate the increase:
Total soaked mass % = (100 x msoaked /^dry);
Total soaked volume % = (100 x (msoked - mcry) x psoiv+ nidryX Psii.)/(nridryX psn.))
The results show that the non-polar solvents have the highest affinity to 
the silicone and swell it the most. The swelling can increase the volume up to 
four times. In a narrow channel, this can lead to substantial problems. The 
swelling rendered several prototypes useless for many solvents. However, 
more polar solvents such as octanol do not swell the silicone very much and 
seem to work on more chips. To overcome these problems several 
approaches could be pursued. First the amount of polymer needed and the 
size of the critical channels could be modified. Since mainly the outlet 
channels are affected, they could be etched with a greater width than the 
channels in the separator array. In addition, a thin relief-channel a few
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millimetres away from the outlet but not connected could allow the silicone to 
swell in two directions.
The amount of silicone needed for the bonding could be modified as well. 
With just a minimum amount needed for bonding less silicone was available 
to swell so the width of the channel would be reduced less.
A different method could be to change the polymer to one that is less 
prone to swelling but still has a non-polar surface. PTFE could be such a 
material. Nevertheless, it might already suffice to use a stronger cross-linked 
PDMS mixture.
I'
4.4.12 Mechanism of the Separation
The mechanism of the separation depends on the two phases having 
different contact angles at different surfaces. In general, the polarity of 
solvent and surface were assumed to be a good estimator for the contact 
angle. The more similar the surface and the liquid are, the smaller the contact 
angle will be. Since aqueous solvents are polar, they have a low contact 
angle on a polar glass surface and a high contact angle on a non-polar 
silicone surface. Organic solvents are in most cases non-polar, so they have 
a low contact angle on a non-polar silicone surface and a high contact angle 
on polar glass.
Capillarity was used as a very basic model. Capillarity would predict how 
strongly a liquid is sucked in or repelled by a capillary with a certain surface. 
At a junction, a solvent would flow more easily into a capillary with similar 
properties than with different properties (as shown earlier in chapter 4.4.2). 
This should have a separation effect.
However, this simple model might not be good enough to explain the 
separation fully. A different model was based on the behaviour of solvents 
droplets in junctions. Here the two surfaces are at the top and bottom of the 
junction, as in (Figure 46).
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a) non-polar surface b) non-polar surface
polar solvent
polar surface polar surface
Figure 46: Behaviour of polar solvent on a polar surface.
The polar liquid has a low contact angle on the polar surface and forms therefore a flat low 
profile droplet on the surface (a). If the droplet size increases (b) the droplet is purged into 
the polar channel.
A solvent on a similar surface has a flat contact angle, low profile and a 
low resistance against the flow (Figure 46a). If the drop grows in size it will 
mainly expand along the surface and will slowly move towards the polar 
outlet capillary (Figure 46b). After a while it will make contact with the top of 
the outlet capillary and move along away as a slug (Figure 46b, light blue).
a) non-polar surface
polar 
—► solvent
b) non-polar surface
polar surface polar surface
Figure 47: Behaviour of polar solvent on a non-polar surface.
The polar liquid has a high contact angle on the non-polar surface and therefore forms a high 
profile droplet on the surface (a). If the droplet size increases, (b) the droplet grows in height 
until it touches the surface on the polar side, here it has a low contact angle and forms a new 
droplet. The droplet is at least partially released from the non-polar side and transferred into 
the polar channel.
A drop in a non-matching surface will behave differently. The drop will 
have a high contact angle, a high profile and a high resistance against the 
flow (Figure 47a). Because of this effect, it will be purged off the surface 
much more easily than on a matching surface. If the droplet grows it will 
extend higher into the junction (Figure 47b), until it is purged away or makes 
contact with the other surface (Figure 47b, light blue). In this case it will form 
a flat droplet on the matching surface like in (Figure 46b) or the droplet might 
break apart into two. One droplet at the matching surface as in (Figure 46a)
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and one remains at the different surface as in (Figure 47a). In this case the 
cycles will repeat as in (Figure 46) and (Figure 47). However, a part of the 
volume will be transferred into the desired capillary in all cases. The phase 
separation can be improved by using an array of multiple junctions that all 
perform the steps above and move the solvent step by step into the desired 
outlet channels.
4.5 Microcontactor
4.5.1 Properties of Different Solvents in the Microcontactor
Another device for liquid-liquid extraction is the microcontactor developed 
by CRL as described in (chapter 1.7.3). A prototype of the microcontactor 
was available to us for comparison. The microcontactor is used for liquid- 
liquid extraction based on the parallel flow of the two phases.
The extraction efficiency of the microcontactor depends mainly on the 
contact time between the two phases. The contact time can be influenced by 
the length of the interface between the phases and the flow rates of the 
phases. In addition, the dimensions of the channels have an influence on the 
efficiency. Since the diffusion path is shorter in narrow channels, the 
equilibrium should be reached faster in narrower channels. For evaluation of 
a given two-phase system and given flow conditions, the extraction efficiency 
can then be compared to the state of equilibrium reached by a conventional 
extraction technique.
However, a more useful property for the evaluation of the microcontactor is 
its ability to work with different extraction solvents. The properties of the 
device of working different solvents should not be influenced by variable 
parameters such as the flow speed or the dimensions of the extraction 
capillary, but describe the versatility of this type of device in general
Under optimum conditions, the two phases of the microcontactor should 
flow in parallel but not cross the interface. Droplets from one phase crossing 
over into the flow of the second phase cause substantial problems, since the 
contaminated phase is more difficult to process afterwards. Contamination 
also causes non-reproducible extractions. Since the extraction time is not
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defined anymore. The droplets contaminating the second phase have a 
longer contact time, a bigger interface as well as a shorter diffusion path. 
Since the contamination is still in contact after the extraction zone, a new 
equilibrium between the contamination and the original phase will form 
outside the extraction zone and distort the result of the extraction. Since 
parallel flow systems are only meta-stable, the amount of contamination 
increases strongly with the length of the extraction zone, since the flow will 
switch to a more stable slug flow over longer distances. Once the interface is 
disturbed, crossflow in the channel should become even stronger since the 
droplets destabilise the flow patterns while they are moving along the 
channel.
The extraction system suggested by CRL was ethyl acetate/water. Ethyl 
acetate (ETA) is an uncommon solvent for liquid-liquid extraction since it is 
very polar. Therefore in first the experiments, ETA was compared to less 
polar solvents such as dichloromethane (DOM) or hexane. (Table 24)
Outlet Orientation 
of device
Height
iniet
Aqueous
Phase
Organic
Phase
Time Total
Volume
Flow-
rate
Ratio
contamination
[cm] [mL] [mL] [min] [mL] [ml/min] [%] ,
Water Vertical 30 31.9 0.3 90 32.2 0.358 0.9
Hexane Vertical 38 3 3.1 90 6.1 0.068 49.2
Water Horizontal 35 41.3 0.4 180 41.7 0.232 1.0
Hexane Horizontal 55 3.4 7.9 180 11.3 0.063 30.1
Water Horizontal 36 17.1 4.2 78 21.3 0.273 19.7
DOM Horizontal 41 0.7 40.7 78 41.4 0.531 1.7
Water Horizontal 40 37.2 0 121 37.2 0.307 0.0
ETA Horizontal 45 1 49.6 121 50.6 0.418 2.0
Water Vertical 40 29.6 0 90 29.6 0.329 0.0
ETA Vertical 45 0.15 37.1 90 37.25 0.414 0.4
Table 24: Crossflow for water/hexane, water/dichloromethane (DOM) and water/ethyl acetate 
(ETA).
Non-polar, not miscible solvents, with a high difference in density to water have a high 
crossflow.
In these experiments dichloromethane and hexane had a substantially 
higher cross-flow with water then ETA. However, these solvents also had a
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high difference in density to water and are insoluble in water, while ethyl 
acetate has a density difference of only O.Ig/mL to water and dissolves up to 
8% in water
In order to explain these results different scenarios were investigated. The 
following theories were tested in experiments:
- Differences in viscosity between the two phases. This would lead to
different flow speeds of the two phases. Friction could induce
turbulence at the phase boundary and disturb the interface.
- Differences in density between the phases. This could force the less
dense solvent to form bubbles swimming on the denser solvent. Small
ripples in the phase boundary would be amplified by this effect and 
lead to bubbles across the interface.
- The two phases can dissolve to a proportion in each other. In this case, 
small amounts of crossing liquid can dissolve before the interface gets 
disturbed too much. Contamination could also dissolve afterwards 
either within the device or later in the collection vial. Another possibility 
could be the formation of a gradient close to the boundary that could 
lead to a more stable interface, by blurring the interface.
Independent from the two-phase systems used, the spatial orientation of 
the device could have an influence as well, especially if the density is 
different and the less dense phase has to flow below the denser phase. In 
this case the cross flow should increase dramatically compared to the less 
dense phase flowing on top of the denser phase.
The results in (Table 24) show the effect of differences in viscosity could 
be ruled out since all solvents tested were in a similar range of viscosity.
In order to investigate the effect of solubility, a solvent with a big density 
difference to water but high solubility in water was chosen. Butanone proved 
to be an excellent candidate for this experiment, since it dissolves up to 25% 
in water as well as 8% of water dissolved in butanone. The density of 
butanone is 0.7999 so the density difference to water is 0.2 g/mL.
To investigate the influence of density difference between the phases, 
ethyl-3-ethoxypropionate (EEP) was chosen. EEP has a density of 0.92, so
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the density difference is even smaller than ethyl acetate. However, it still has 
a solubility to 2.9% in water as well as 2.2% of water dissolved in EEP. In 
order to rule out solubility effects completely, toluene was evaluated as well. 
The density of toluene is with 1.86 g/mL, slightly lower than ethyl acetate, but 
it is insoluble in water.
Outlet Orientation 
of device
Height
inlet
Aqueous
Phase
Organic
Phase
Time Total
Volume
Flow-
rate
Ratio
contamination
[cm] [mL] [mL] [min] [mL] [ml/min] [%]
Water Horizontal 37 21.9 0 90 21.9 0.243 0.0
Butanone Horizontal 41 0 35 90 35 0.389 0.0
Water Vertical 37 16.1 0 70 16.1 0.230 0.0
Butanone Vertical 41 0 26.8 70 26.8 0.383 0.0
Water Vertical 36 59.1 0 198 59.1 0.298 0.0
EEP Vertical 41 1.6 30.2 198 31.8 0.161 5.0
Water Horizontal 37 25.4 0 90 25.4 0.282 0.0
EEP Horizontal 41 0.5 13.1 90 13.6 0.151 3.7
Water Horizontal 37 10.7 0.3 90 11 0.122 2.7
Toluene Horizontal 41 0.6 12 90 12.6 0.140 4.8
Water Vertical 37 26 0.6 188 26.6 0.141 2.3
Toluene Vertical 41 1.1 36.7 188 37.8 0.201 2.9
Table 25: Crossflow for water/butanone, water/ ethyl-3-ethoxypropionate (EEP) and 
water/toluene.
Miscible solvents such as butanone have no crossflow while solvents with a small density 
difference to water have a high crossflow.
In these experiments, solubility was by far the stronger effect. With 
butanone no cross-flow could be measured at all, while EEP and toluene had 
a clear cross-flow. To demonstrate this effect in greater detail, saturated 
solutions of butanone in water, water in butanone, ethyl acetate in water and 
water in ethyl acetate were prepared and run as well. Since the saturated 
solutions could not dissolve more of the other phase, they behave like 
immiscible solvents.
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Outlet Orientation 
of device
Height
inlet
Aqueous
Phase
Organic
Phase
Time Total
Volume
Flow-
rate
Ratio
contamination
[cm] [mL] [mL] [min] [mL] [ml/min] [%]
Water
saturated
Vertical 37 13.6 0.8 91 14.4 0.158 5.6
Butanone
saturated
Vertical 41 0.2 25.9 91 26.1 0.287 0.8
Water
saturated
Vertical 37 15.2 0 60 15.2 0.253 0.0
ETA
saturated
Vertical 41 ■ 0.2 17.1 60 17.3 0.288 1.2
Water
saturated
Horizontal 37 22.3 0 88 22.3 0.253 0.0
ETA
saturated
Horizontal 41 0.4 25.1 88 25.5 0.290 1.6
Table 26: Crossflow with saturated solvents for water/butanone, water/ ethylacetate (ETA)
If partially water miscible solvents are saturated with water before use crossflow occurs 
again. This confirms that only partial soluble solvents run well on the micro contractor
The results for the saturated solutions (Table 26) showed a clear cross- 
flow. The saturated butanone even formed a milky emulsion, which only 
separated very slowly. This is further evidence that only solvents that can 
dissolve in each other in a significant proportion are suitable for the 
microcontactor. These solvents are not commonly used for liquid-liquid 
extraction. The high proportion of mixing makes the two phases more alike 
so they will dissolve very similar compounds, a clean up effect in extraction 
would be very limited in these systems since a very wide range of 
compounds will partition between the two phases while selective extraction to 
just one phase is less likely.
4.5.2 Influence of the Spatial Orientation of the Microcontactor
According to CRL the spatial orientation has no influence on the 
Microcontactor. However, for most solvents the device was tested in vertical 
and horizontal position. In the vertical position the inlet was at the top, the 
outlet at the bottom. In the horizontal position the glass, with the channels for
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the aqueous solvent was the top, while the silicon (with the channels for the 
organic solvent was at the bottom. No conclusive result could be seen in 
these experiments; however, in most cases the device had slightly higher 
crossflow in the vertical position. Maybe the density difference had a slightly 
more destabilising effect in this orientation.
4.5.3 Overview of the Microcontactor
The dominant effect for a stable phase boundary was the solubility of the 
two phases. This explains also the slight cross-flow of ethyl acetate into 
water, since water dissolves only up to 3 % in ethyl acetate. Butanone/water 
with a good solubility both ways was the best solvent tested.
For use as a liquid-liquid extractor, this is a very limiting factor since less 
polar solvents are preferred for extraction. In addition, the formation of an 
emulsion when saturated solvents were used indicated further problems. As 
soon as the system reaches the equilibrium, crossflow will even occur with 
the soluble solvents. However, for efficient extractions the state of equilibrium 
should be the preferred condition at the end of the extraction. Therefore, the 
length of the extraction zone is also limited by the choice of solvents.
The spatial orientation had only a minor influence on the performance of 
the device but further investigation is needed to evaluate this factor 
completely.
possible mechanism for crossflow, crossflow as a function of length speed 
ad time.
In summary the microcontactor has only limited use for two-phase 
extractions. However, it will be useful for extractions with miscible phases 
where crossover does not cause a problem. Extractions from example 
plasma to a buffer might be possible. However, here the amount of unwanted 
contamination has to be more closely investigated.
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5 Conclusions
5.1 Liquid-Liquid Separation
The liquid-liquid separator chip with optimised design showed great 
promise as a tool for miniaturised two-phase systems.
For the first time true separation of a two-phase flow was demonstrated on 
a chip. All earlier devices for extraction on a chip such as [117,118,125,126] 
work only by flowing two phases in parallel and are intrinsically unstable. As 
a tool for end-of-the-line separation of two phases the liquid-liquid separator 
overcomes the problems with flow instabilities in parallel flow systems and 
opens a way for more efficient two-phase devices.
Especially the use of slug flow is a potent opportunity for the construction 
of an extraction or reaction system. This increases the reliability and 
variability of miniaturised two-phase systems substantially, since the length of 
the contact zone has no influence on the quality of the separation of the two 
phases. The length of the contact zone can be simply increased by extending 
the extraction capillary. This is a clear advantage over systems working with 
a parallel flow such as the microcontactor. Parallel flow systems tend to be 
more stable for short interfaces. Therefore, the size of the interface cannot be 
increased without increasing cross-flow between the phases.
The separator chip has demonstrated a complete separation of isooctane 
as the organic phase, while the second aqueous outlet had only a small 
amount of contamination, and it is likely these results can be repeated with a 
number of non-polar solvents.
Even if only one phase is well separated, a wide range of opportunities for 
the use the chip are available, since in liquid-liquid extraction only the 
extraction phases needs to be clean and contamination in the original matrix 
are not important.
By combining the separator with a segmenter and an extraction capillary a 
complete liquid-liquid extraction system should be achieved. At the flow-rates 
the system currently operates such an extractor could already be used in­
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line with state-of-the-art instruments such as GC or HPLC, in both techniques 
only up too 20pL of sample are needed in intervals of several minutes.
The range of solvents that achieve good separation is promising as well 
since they are non-polar and non-miscible solvents wildly used for liquid- 
liquid extraction. Parallel flow systems such as the microcontactor are not 
performing well with these solvents. Here new opportunities for micro 
extraction with widely used non-polar solvents were demonstrated for the first 
time. While the liquid-liquid separator performs less efficiently with polar 
solvents here parallel flow systems perform reasonably, even if there is 
evidence that this is only due to solubility effects.
A combination of parallel flow systems and slug flow systems with a 
separator would allow to the use of a wide range of two-phase systems by 
choosing the optimum technique each application.
5.2 Fabrication and Prototyping
The fabrication and prototyping solutions presented in this thesis are 
valuable tools for the fast and cost effective production of microfluidic 
devices. Since the geometry of the channels is of great importance, a fast 
and cost-effective prototyping process is important.
The prototyping process follows the trend for fast and cheap fabrication 
facilities. The use of expensive and specialised equipment is kept to a 
minimum so many labs without specialised fabrication equipment could adapt 
the process.
The bonding process allowed us the formation of capillaries with different 
surface properties within one device.
The bonding can be performed at relatively low temperatures, by simply 
changing the initiator to a room temperature initiator or UV initiator the 
process could even be performed completely at room temperature. The 
possibility to selectively modify the surface with a polymer has also promising 
applications since the polymer film could be used e.g. as a stationary phase 
for GC, HPLC, or SPE, even using a MIP for bonding could be imagined as
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well. The technique could be also used to bond devices that contain 
temperature sensitive parts such as antibody-coated surfaces, however in 
this case great care has to be taken not to cover the sensitive surfaces with 
polymer.
This technique was also a major step towards the construction of a liquid- 
liquid separator. This technique might also have other, new applications. 
Devices such as solid phase extraction or separation devices could emerge 
from this technology.
The use of different surface properties could be applied to parallel flow 
systems as well which would increase the stability of the interface and also 
integrate a weak separation effect that could lead to a much longer stable 
interface.
Overall the fabrication processes developed fulfil the requirements to 
develop a wide range of devices and are an excellent base for further 
developments.
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6 Future Work
Future work needs to be mainly conducted on the liquid-liquid separator 
chip. Many aspects could not be investigated yet either because of limited 
facilities (such as the lack of low flow pumps) or because of lack of time to 
conduct further research.
In the first instance the demonstration of a complete liquid-liquid extraction 
system with a longer extraction capillary would be the most important step. 
From there on the main parts of the extractor need closer attention
In particular the design of the separator array needs further optimisation. 
Parameters such as the influence of the depth and width of the channel as 
well as the flow rate or the ratio of the two phases would need further 
investigation. The optimum number of junctions for a range of solvents has to 
be investigated as well as the influence of factors such as pressure or 
viscosity of the solvent
To build a complete extraction system factors such as the efficiency of the 
extraction and the influence of the length and geometry of the extraction 
channel need to be considered.
The liquid-liquid segmenter also has big potential for optimisation. The 
geometry of the junction as well as the depth and width of the channel could 
lead to smaller slugs and therefore a bigger surface area as well as 
preventing flooding of the separator with just one phase.
In addition, the integration of the liquid-liquid separator into standard 
laboratory equipment or more advanced pTAS devices means these factors 
need to be further investigated.
A liquid-liquid extractor could for example be integrated into a standard 
GC or HPLC system, where an auto sampler feeds into the extractor chip, 
the extracted phase could be the transferred into a HPLC with a standard 
injection valve.
An automated system that measures the partition coefficient could be 
developed as well. In this case the extractor would feed into two detectors to 
measure the concentration of the analyte in both phases spectroscopic.
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As a next step completely miniaturised devices for on site analysis or high 
throughput screening could be imagined. For these devices the size of the 
device as well as the small sample volumes can bring big advantages. 
However, the integration of detectors is still a challenging field.
Optimisation of the bonding system also has an influence on the device. 
Other polymer systems for bonding could reduce swelling of the layer or an 
even greater difference in contact angle for the two phases. PTFE might fulfil 
these requirements but needs a different fabrication process. Techniques 
such as embossing might enable us to fabricate one half of the device out of 
PTFE. However, other polymers might reduce the swelling without major 
changes in the fabrication process. Other surfaces might also enhance the 
separation capabilities of the device for a wider range of organic solvents.
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